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This investigation was initiated based on the Commissioners'emorandum and
Order, " In the Matter of Pacific Gas and Electric Company (Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), Docket Nos. 50-2750L and 50-3230L, dated
April 13, 1984, wherein the Commissioners noted that they had requested the
"Office of Inspector and Auditor to review the petition and to take whatever
actions it deems necessary." The referenced petition was submitted by the
Government Accountability Project (GAP) pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206 and dated
April 12, 1984 (Attachment A). Within the petition, GAP stated that:

"The Office of Inspector and Auditor (OIA) should conduct an inves-
tigation to determine (a) whether there have been misleading or material
false statements by the NRC staff to the Commission during the March 19,
26, or 27 briefings, or in Supplemental Safety Evaluation Reports SSER-21
(December 1983) or SSER-22 (March 1984), and (b) the causes of the gA
breakdown within the NRC staff responsible for Diablo Canyon." (GAP
submitted a second 2.206 petition, dated May 3, 1984, which repeated this
statement verbatim except for the addition of the April 13 Commission
"briefing" to the list of meeting dates.)

Thomas Devine, Legal Director, GAP, and author of the GAP petition, was
interviewed during the period June 25-27, 1984, in an effort to clarify the
general allegations contained in the petition and to determine whether he
could be more specific about the allegations. Subsequently, Devine was
permitted to review his Report of Interview to insure its accuracy. The
finalized Report of Interview (Attachment B) shows 16 allegations which are
numbered and underlined with investigative results as follows:

Alle ation 1: That Harold Denton, on March 19, 1984, falsel stated that GAP
a contacte ames ns t, , arc , , wit a e atlons a asnst

w en mu ti le contacts ad een made P since arch , 1

As presented by Devine (Attachment B, page 1, item 1), GAP had contacts with
either Region V or NRR on March 5, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, and 15, 1984. The
significance of the failure to mention the other contacts was alleged to be
the view that the Commissioners could have been misled into the belief that
the GAP allegations were not made in a timely manner and, therefore, their
impact was lessened and, in turn, the Commissioners'ecision on whether to
permit low power testing at Diablo Canyon was possibly affected. Devine
offered in support of this allegation a GAP telegram (Exhibit 1 to Attachment
B). ( Investigator's Note: The "telegram" appears to have no direct relevance
to the matter specifically alleged.) Beginning at page 4 of his affidavit
(Exhibit 2 to Attachment B), John Clewett, a GAP attorney, makes specific
reference to contacts by him with Lewis Shollenberger, Region V Counsel, on
March 8, 12, 14, and 15. More specifically, Thomas Bishop, Region V, was
reported to have inquired as to Clewett's " ersonal knowledge of material
false statements being made by PG&E" (page
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When interviewed (Attachment C), Denton confirmed the passage in the tran-
script (Exhibit 1 to Attachment C) referenced by Devine in his Report of
Interview. But Denton said that his purpose in mentioning the GAP contact was
not for historical purposes or to raise an issue of timeliness on the part of
GAP, but rather simply to apprise the Commissioners that the allegations
against PGLE had been made by GAP. Further, at the time, he did not think
that he knew of the allegations prior to the previous Friday (March 16). He
also noted that he did not "have a view on the matter" when he spoke to the
Commissioners which reinforced his view that he probably didn't know about the
matter prior to March 16. He had also notified the Licensing Board of the GAP
allegations.

James P. Knight, Assistant Director for Components and Structures Engineering,
NRR, when interviewed (Attachment D) confirmed that he had received Devine's
call on March 16 and further observed that he had had the impression at the
time that Devine had been in previous contact with Region V. However, he did
not pass that impression on to Denton. To his mind the timeliness of GAP's
submission was neither a concern nor a consideration.

Thomas Bishop, Director, Division of Reactor Safety and Projects, Region V, in
his interview (Attachment E, page 2) said that h'e did not draw the same
conclusions from Denton's statement as did GAP. He did not perceive the
comment as an attempt by Denton to discredit GAP and, therefore, did not see
the need then, or now, to say anything. He further noted that GAP had already
told the Commission in its petition of March 1 that PGSE had made misleading
statements.

Alle ation 2a: That John B. Martin, on March 19, 1984, falsel stated thatt e new a e atsons are, an ar e, rom t e same eo e w o ad t e o d
a e ations and that t e new a le ations essentiall re resented mere

wren es on t e same issues revsous raised sn and

According to Devine (Attachment B, page 1, item 2), Martin knew or should have
known that ll of the 17 allegers previously had not spoken to the NRC. Devine
also complained that several examples of significant issues had not been
addressed in SSER 21 and 22, as listed by him in the 2.206 petition dated
April 12 (Attachment A, page 5). As in the case of the allegation against
Denton discussed above, Devine also offered the same GAP telegram (Exhibit 1
to Attachment B) and the affidavit of Clewett (Exhibit 2 to Attachment B).

. Exhibit 1 refers to a failure by the NRC to talk with "two key witnesses" and
another "dozen GAP witnesses." Clewett, as discussed above, recounted his
efforts to get Region V to interview several "whistleblowers" and workers.

In his interview (Attachment F), Martin pointed out that the purpose of the
March 19 meeting was to brief the Commissioners on the first 219 allegations
concerning Diablo Canyon. The "new allegations" were contained in a GAP 2.206
petition dated February 2 and a supplement to that petition dated March 1,
1984. Martin went out of his way several times to say that Region V staff had
not assessed the allegations in the petitions in depth but that they had read
them and had the "impression" that the technical issues were on many of the
same things as the original 219 allegations. He further noted that this view
was later confirmed when Region V analyzed the allegations (Exhibit 2 to
Attachment F). Based on that analysis Region V concluded that 75 percent of
the material repeated earlier allegations and came primarily from the same
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people who had provided earlier affidavits. Martin also recognized all of the
names of the allegers from dealing with the first 219 allegations. He also
recognized that some had been interviewed already because of the redundant
information they had to offer. Martin did not know at the time the specific
number of allegers who had or had not been interviewed. Nevertheless, it was
clear to him from an initial reading of the petition (as supplemented) that
both the issues and people raising them were by and large the same as pre-
viously dealt with. The analysis (Exhibit 2 to Attachment F), as reported in
the March 26 meeting, confirmed that some allegations, when reviewed item by
item, were variations, i.e., "a slightly different twist," to old issues which
is consistent with his stated impression of March 19 that some had new
"wrinkles." On the issue of "significant issues" being left out of SSER 21
and 22, Martin observed that those two reports addressed only the first "219"
allegations.

To sum up his response to this allegation, Martin noted that he had qualified
his comments on the "new allegations" several times as being "non-definite
impressions." Secondly, his quoted response had been given in the context of
Comissioner Bernthal's interest in computerizing or systematizing treatment
of allegations. He responded in a negative manner because his impression
then, and as now confirmed in his mind, was that the "new allegations" were
indeed "b and lar e from the same people concerning the same issues" (empha-
sis added .

Bishop, when interviewed, supported Martin's statement as having been accurate
based on a detailed review wherein Region V felt that they had previously
talked to approximately 10 of the 13, or so, authors of the
affidavits/letters, etc. (Attachment E, page 2).

Alle ation 2b: That John B. Martin, on March 27, 1984, falsel stated that
t e a ta e wst a witness aro udson or at east nsne ours
1nvo v)n severa eo e at severa different times.

Devine noted (Attachment B, page 2, item 3) that Hartin knew, or should have
known, that Hudson had been interviewed only once over a three day period and
that he had not been reinterviewed for the purpose of follow up on his earlier
allegations. Hudson offered in an affidavit, dated March 22, 1984 (Exhibit 4
to Attachment B, page 3), that "(a)ny statement that the NRC staff followed up
with me personally after I first raised my charges would be totally false."
Devine said that Martin should have been aware of this comment and issue
because Martin "claimed to have read" the affidavit "on or about March 23,
1984." The concern behind this allegation was that the Comission could have
been left with the impression that follow-up interviews had been carried out,
which was not true.

In response to this allegation, Martin (Attachment F, page 2) first noted that
dd .91 1f.dd fd1 J 199'I ffd 1 9 "~99.9
and 12, I was interviewed extensively b a series of NRC ins ectors from

~Xe son V" (emphasis added) (Exhibit 5 to ttachment F . econd y, artin
pointed out that within the same pages (270-271) of the transcript cited by
Devine in support of this allegation, he clearly pointed out that Region V did
not "close the loop" (reinterview) with people "in all cases" (Exhibit 6 to
Attachment F). The focus of his comments was on people (Stokes) where that
did happen and not on people like Hudson, although Hudson was never





reinterviewed. Martin said that his comment that "that's not true" (Exhibit 6

to Attachment F, second page) in reference to talking to Hudson, was in
response to a comment by Clewett (GAP attorney) that "the staff made no effort
whatsoever to get a hold of him" (Hudson) (Exhibit 7 to Attachment F).
Finally, Martin noted that an effort was, in fact, made to conduct a follow-up
interview with Hudson as illustrated by the Western Union message sent to GAP

by Region V on March 15, 1984 (Exhibit 8 to Attachment F).

Alle ation 2c: That John B. Martin, on March 19, 1984 falsel stated "when
t ere ave een a ses t e seem to ave corrected t emse ves...t ere were

ro ems t at tended to et found t e ua it and mana ement s stems t at
are set u to do t at sort of thorn and in reference to weldin deficiencies

and sn ever case st a ears to e reso ved.

Devine (Attachment B, page 3, item 6) asserted that the statements were
contradicted by the February 1, 1984, affidavit and January 1984 interview of
Harold Hudson. Within his affidavit (Exhibit 5 to Attachment B), Hudson again
reiterated his concerns with the perceived gA breakdown for Pullman Power
Products work at Diablo Canyon (Exhibit 5 to Attachment B, pages 1-3 and
30-31). He further asserted that the NRC staff should have presented "both
sides of the story", i.e., the view that Martin's remarks were not accurate
because of contrary views such as those of Hudson (Attachment A, page 9).

Martin observed that his comments (Exhibit 9 to Attachment F), as above, were
addressed to the first 219 allegations and were intended to be a general
comment - not an absolute statement that problems were found or caught in
every case. Hudson's January affidavit was not discussed in detail at the
March 19 meeting because it was an attachment to the GAP 2.206 petition dated
February 2. Finally, Martin noted that the first two statements were made in
the context of PG&E construction quality program while the latter quotation
was made within the context of Pullman's 183 internal audits, a separate issue
which was discussed later in the meeting (Attachment F, page 3).

According to Bishop, the NRC draws different conclusions than Hudson because
many of the examples raised by Hudson were based on his own audit reports
which the NRC found were surfaced to Pullman and satisfactorily acted upon by
Pullman. Consequently, the system was found to be working (Attachment E, page
2).

Alle ation 2d: That John B. Martin, on March 26, 1984, falsel stated, in
re erence to t e ua sf in standard for ND ersonne t at -N . . is
not t e a i>cab e standard.

Devine (Attachment B, page 3, item 8) alleged that at the time Martin made his
statement, he knew that the contractor, Pullman, had committed to the same
standard in a 1974 memorandum (Exhibit 6 to Attachment B) and that Martin'
statement would negate the impact of one of the Nuclear Services Corporation
(NSC) audit findings.

Martin pointed out that ANSI-N45.2.6 is applicable to gC inspectors while
"SNT-TICA is the applicable standard for Nondestructive Examination (NDE)
personnel" (Attachment F, page 3). Also, Region V did point out at the
March 19 meeting that Region V had found a problem with gC inspectors (Exhibitll to Attachment F). Martin further explained that although Pullman
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voluntarily committed to conform their procedures to the ANSI requirements "to
the degree practicable," the Pullman procedures were not required to, nor did
they reflect, all the features of ANSI-N45.2.6. Region V had cited Pullman
for not meeting their own internal procedures. (As indicated in the
investigator note Attachment F, page 3), part of GAP's apparent confusion on
the issue may have arisen from a misreading of the NRC inspection findings.)
Finally, Martin countered the accusation by commenting that he purposely
omitted discussion of the issue because (a) "neither Pullman nor PG&E were
committed to meet ANSI N45.2.6" and (b) if they were, it "has provisions for
what to do if one can't meet the experience requirements recommended by the
standard." Accordingly, Karner was correct in the handwritten comments he
added to paragraph 3 of the so called "Karner letter" of July 30, 1982
(Exhibit 13 to Attachment F), which was also cited as evidence that Martin had
spoken falsely (Attachment A, page 10).

Alle ation 2e: That John B. Hartin on March 26, 1984 b omission made a
a se statement as sn to correct 1s statement of arc t at sn ever

case st we d)n ro ems a ears to be resp ved.

In support of this allegation (Attachment B, page 3, item 9), Devine cites the
same July 30, 1982 memorandum discussed above (Exhibit 7 to Attachment B)
which purportedly documents the problem of noncompliance by Pullman with
qualification requirements (ANSI-N45.2.6) for welding inspectors.

Martin countered (Attachment F, page 4) that the quoted remark was made in
reference to 183 internal Pullman audits being discussed at the March 19
Commission meeting. GAP's references to the July 30, 1982, memorandum were,
in Hartin s view, not relevant to that discussion. In any event, the issues
concerning inspector qualifications had already been mentioned to the Commis-
sion (Exhibit 11 to Attachment F) and were being dealt with in their proper
context (see again discussion of previous allegation).

Both Bishop (Attachment E, page 2) and Kirsch (Attachment G, page 2) supported
Martin's view that ANSI-N45.2.6 is not the applicable standard for Pullman.

Alle ation 2f: That John B. Martin, on A ril 13, 1984 falsel stated, in
re erence to an rs ant tour, t at st was oun at east re-
>mlnarl t at none of t em erceived deficsencies vlo ated an re usre-

ment.

Devine bel'ieves (Attachment B, page 4, item 10) that Hartin knew, or should
have known, that code violations for five of the perceived deficiencies had
been identified. In support of this contention, Devine offered the April 17
1984, affidavit of Richard D. Parks (Exhibit 8 to Attachment B). Within the
affidavit Parks does identify five examples of "discrepant conditions" found
during the April 11 plant tour and, after describing each problem, cites the
specific code violation.

In rebuttal Martin said (Attachment F, pages 4-5) that his comment had been
based on a telephonic advisory he had received in Washington, D.C. from
Regionn V the previous evening. Hence, he qualified his comment with the
phrase "at least preliminarily." Subsequently, he found that although Parks
had accurately recorded the "problems," as written down by Kirsch, Region V,
apparently Hudson was the author of the "code violations" because Kirsch had
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made no such findings (Exhibit 14 to Attachment F). In fact, Region V found
in its subsequent inspection no items of noncompliance and so reported that
fact (Exhibit 16 to Attachment F).

Alle ation 3: That Thomas Bisho on March 26, 1984, falsel stated that the
N ad not et een rovi e ad itiona su ortin materia or an a e ation
concernin drostatic test records.

Devine pointed out that the questioned records had been provided to Bishop on
or about March 2, 1984 (Attachment B, page 2, item 4). In the April 12, 1984,
petition, Devine had also stated that "Region V took no initiative whatsoever
to obtain the relevant records either from the alleger or from counsel"
(Attachment A, page 6).

Bishop, in his interview (Attachment E) pointed out that he had qualified his
alleged statement with the phrase "to my knowledge" (Exhibit 1 to Attachment
E). He said that he was not aware of the receipt of the materials at the time
of the statement. It was subsequently learned that the documents were re-
ceived by Region V on March 5, 1984 (Exhibit 2 to Attachment E), but that the
documents laid around for awhile and were reproduced in part only, without the
specific "Exhibit 4 to Attachment 2" of concern to Devine being provided to
Bishop. Regardless, based on summaries in the GAP 2.206 petition of March 1,
1984 and other allegations previously received, the issue was already within a
"body of knowledge" of Region V. Bishop found Devine's April 12, 1984,
statement (also at Exhibit 3 to Attachment E) to be false because Region V did
try to set up a meeting on March 15 (Exhibit 4 to Attachment E) and on
March 19 Region V representatives appeared for a meeting at which GAP did not
appear (Exhibit 5 to Attachment E).

Alle ation 4: That James P. Kni ht, on March 19, 1984, b omission, made a
fa se statement ai in to te t e ommissioners t at a sa in,

a discovered ins ection issues w ic were materia to t e icensin
decision of w ic on some a een iscussed; serious uestions ad

een raised uncontro ed esi n c an es in t e uic ix ro ram; and c
an undocumented estin ouse mana ement o ic re ardin destruction of
materia records had een instituted.

Devine, in support of this allegation (Attachment B, page 2, item 5) cited the
discourse provided by him at pages 6-9 of his April 12, 1984, petition
(Attachment A). In sum, he expressed the belief of the Mothers for Peace (his
client) that "Mr. Knight's inaccurate briefing represented an organizational
breakdown." Devine also indicated that a statement by Isa Yin, dated
March 26, 1984, (Exhibit 3 to Attachment B) was also relevant to this allega-
tion.

Knight, in his interview (Attachment D) acknowledged that he was aware of all
three matters raised in the allegation at the time of the March 19 meeting.
( Investigator Note: Knight's interview refers to "49" inspection issues
because at the time of his interview, OIA did not yet have Devine's corrected
interview which indicated "48" issues.) Knight felt that within the concise
format of the "briefing" he did not think it necessary to go beyond the
general comoent that allegations were being raised. In addition, according to
Knight, Yin had raised many of the issues in a prior public meeting, a lot of
them were old issues, and none has any great safety significance.





Knight said that he had discussed "guick Fix" in a March 15 affidavit wherein
he said that the issue did not result in a safety concern (Exhibit 1 to
Attachment D). Consequently, he felt no need to raise the matter.

On the third matter, Knight said that the "destruction" concerned original
"check lists" after the information had been transferred to other documents.
The procedures were found not to be in conflict with Region IV vendor policy
and practices. He, therefore, thought it to be a "non-issue" and thus did not
bring it up.

Alle ation 5a: That Dennis Kirsch, on or about Februar 29, 1984 b
omission ma e a a se statement ai in to discuss in e ort 3-37 a
t e NS audit findin that w i e a written ua it ssurance ro ram
exists, t e ro ram does not meet t e re uirements of en ix

or t e interview and e ruar affidavit of aro d u son, w ich
veri i ed t e accurac o t e audi t.
Devine, in addition to his interview (Attachment B, page 3, item 7) had
previously raised the same issue, but without identifying Kirsch, in his
April 12 petition (Attachment A, pages 9-10).

In his interview (Attachment G), Kirsch explained that the alleged matters
were not discussed in IE Report 83-37 because the report "was meant to address
the inspection effort conducted during the periods November 14 through 18 and
November 28 through December 9, 1983." Secondly, the NRC does not. agree with
the NSC audit (Exhibit 1 to Attachment G). It also does not agree with
Hudson's conclusion/position, although many of his specific examples of past
gA breakdowns have been incorporated into the Region V allegation tracking
system, have been resolved and closed in SSER 22 (extracts at Exhibits 2 and 3
to Attachment G), or will be resolved.

Alle ation 5b: That Kirsch, b omission made a false statement, b failin
to advise t e e iona ministrator of an a arent rea own in corrective
action or i e ru ture restraints.

In support of this allegation (Attachment 8, page 4, item 11), Devine provided
an affidavit executed by Harold Hudson on June 5, 1984 (Exhibit 9 to Attach-
ment B). The essence of the affidavit is "A History of the Pullman... Pipe
Rupture Restraint Program..." If, in fact, the substance of the allegation was
discussed with Kirsch in April 1984, no mention of that fact appears in the
June 5, 1984, affidavit.

Kirsch responded (Attachment G) that Hudson had first raised the issue of pipe
rupture restraints during the January 6, 1984, interview (extracts at Exhibit
4 to Attachment G). His allegations were addressed in 19 pages of SSER 22,
although reference is made there to"whip" restraints which are the same as
rupture restraints (see again Exhibit 3 to Attachment G for the first two of
19 pages). The NRC views GAP as wrong on its facts because the NRC disagrees
that there was a corrective actions breakdown. Kirsch went on to point to
treatment of the issue in seven IE reports. As a result, Kirsch was familiar
with the issue and did not consider Hudson's comments to concern anything the
NRC was not already quite aware of.
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Alle ation 5c: That Dennis Kirsch b omission made a false or misleadin
statement ai in to inc u e in t e transcri t o a anuar
interview wit two witnesses t ose ortions o t e interv ew w ere r. uss

o e sic was i enti ied as a mana ement of icia w o o structed ins ectors
from erformin ua it assurance unctions.

Devine asserts in his amended allegation that the "omission removed from the
record information that was relevant to assess whether site management
possessed the necessary character and competence to qualify for a low power
license." He also noted that "GAP's draft transcript of the interview is
insufficient to perfect the allegation" (Attachment B, pages 5 and 6, item
14).

Kirsch responded (Attachment G, page 3) that the transcripts were made commer-
cially from tapes provided by Clewett (GAP). He noted that contrary to the
allegation, the concern with Nolte was addressed at pages 33, 58 and 59 of the
transcript, with specific mention of Nolte on the last two pages (Exhibit 6 to
Attachment G). Kirsch denied deletion of anything from the transcript and did
not think anyone else had.

Investigator Note: By a letter dated July 19, 1984 (Attachment H), Devine
returned the original of his Report of Interview (Attachment B) which pre-
viously had been requested from him (Attachment I). (Through administrative
error the letter was addressed to "James" Devine.) Within Devine's response
(Attachment H, "Third" paragraph), Devine cited portions of the January 5

meeting, as transcribed by GAP presumably, which he asserted demonstrated
material deletions from the NRC version. He concludes by alleging that this
supports "the more fundamental allegation, that he (Kirsch) and other Region V

personnel suffer from a conflict-of-interest in responding to allegations."
Devine further requested a comparison of page 33 of Region V's transcript to
GAP's pages 34-35 (Exhibit 1 to Attachment H). Pages 32 thru 34 (Exhibit 2 to
Attachment H) of the Region V transcript were compared to the GAP extract and
differences noted are indicated thereon. Assuming all of the GAP transcript
is correct (it is noted that some words and phrases in the Region V transcript
are missing from the GAP transcript) and, therefore, that the reference to
"Knowle(sp)" was left out of the Region V transcript (see Exhibit 2 to Attach-
ment H, page 33), GAP attributes Kirsch's unintelligible coments as being
"Russ Nolle?" The inference is then made that the deletion was either for a
sinister purpose or demonstrated a "conflict-of-interest" on the part of
Kirsch. No factual basis for either assertion was found (see Kirsch's re-
sponse above~
Alle ation 6: That Richard Vollmer, Director Division of En ineerin, NRR,
on u , , vio ated rior staf a reements wit witnesses announcin
t at NR ins ector sa in no on er wou d e ermitted to conduct interviews
with ia o an on witnesses.

Devine alleged (Attachment B, page 7, item 16) that Vollmer's announcement
violated a December 1983 NRC staff agreement with Charles Stokes and a May 22,
1984, NRC staff agreement "for Mr. Yin to interview additional whistleblowers
to receive evidence of specific safety problems due to the guick Fix program
in Unit 1." As an aggravating factor, Devine asserted that Vollmer made his
decision knowing that the whistleblowers had lost confidence in the integrity
of the NRC and "would only disclose their evidence to Mr. Yin..." In his
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July 19, 1984, letter (Attachment H), Devine also drew attention to a

confirmation by Yin in his comments on the peer review team review of License
Condition 2.C.(ll) that a follow up meeting with a witness was not held (see
extract at Exhibit 3 to Attachment H). It is noted that Yin specifically said
that. coranent should be made on why the meeting was not "scheduled."

When interviewed. (Attachment J), Vollmer said that it was not a matter of
permitting Yin to do more interviews, but rather not giving more work to Yin
so that he could return to Region III duties. Further, the decision was made
to have the Peer Review Group conduct any additional interviews that might be
necessary.

On July ll, 1984, Devine had forwarded to OIA an affidavit executed by him on
that same day with the advice that it provided "further support for the events
concerning inspector Isa Yin alluded to in allegation 16" of his Report of
Interview (Exhibit 2 to Attachment J). Vollmer had also received a copy prior
to the interview and had prepared a memorandum in response (Exhibit 3 to
Attachment J). Within the memorandum, Vollmer addressed Yin's functional role
in relation to the Peer Review Group and provided a detailed accounting of
past actions by the "group." In sum, Vollmer concluded that if the Group's
findings on Independent Design Verification Program ( IDVP), did not disclose
any problems, he saw no need for additional audits and would not approve Yin's
return to Diablo, particularly in light of Region III s need for his return to
normal inspection duties. He went on in the memorandum to record his
reactions to various other issues raised by Devine in his affidavit. Vollmer
provided an extract of the May 22 transcript which does not indicate any
commitment was made at that meeting (Extract at Exhibit 4 to Attachment J).
Secondly, Vollmer said that he had talked to Bishop and that Bishop's notes
indicated that no such commitment regarding the use of Yin had been made
because "NRC resources are NRC's business."

Isa Yin was also interviewed regarding this allegation (Attachment K). Yin
noted that at the time of his conversation with Devine, he did not know Devine
was recording the information. He further noted that his comments were made
after a tiring, long day and after a meal and "a few drinks." He did not know
Devine was going to use his remarks (see also Yin's comments concerning
Devine's affidavit as published in the July 19 edition of Nucleonics Week
(Attachment L). Yin went on to point out several errors in the affidavit,
mostly minor; although some set the wrong impression in his view. In sum, Yin
said that he did not want to make any allegations against NRC management. His
views simply represented a "professional difference" as to how the Peer Review
Group was handling the tasks given them in contrast to how he believed
Region III would have addressed the same issues. He respects the
"professionalism, honesty and integrity of the Peer Review Group as he
believes they do his" - it simply was a difference in approach.

Alle ation 7: That the NRC staff misled the Commission b statin in
ia o an on ara ra . t at t e issue of esi n

an e and rawin ontrol was considered to e ade uate reso ved for
ur oses of icensin decsssons.

According to Devine (Attachment B, page 4, item 12), the significance of the
allegation was in that the "alleged resolution" cited the tracking of a
complicated design change which had, in fact, been "processed through the
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system" (of design review and approval). This result ignored the evidence in
support of allegations that "thousands of less complicated design changes" did
not go through the approval system and so were handled by "guick Fix" (as was
later verified by Isa Yin) and by informal memoranda (with no accountability).

Dennis Hirsch was interviewed concerning this allegation (Attachment G, page
21) and pointed out that the questioned paragraph (Attachment M) was authored
by Region V, but was not based on anything having to do with guick Fix and the
Onsight Plant Engineering Group, which was an NRR matter. Region V's effort
was only concerned with the Document Control Center at PG&E General Con-
struction and with Foley, the electrical contractor on site. Therefore,
paragraph 5.4 was correct within that framework. Thomas Bishop (Attachment E,
page 2) confirmed Kirsch's response.

Alle ation 8: That a erson, or ersons unknown on the NRC staff made a
overnment ecision outside officia channe s u ishin in NUR G-

R ated arc , a fin in t at t e a e ation t at mana ement
as ur ose estro ed ocumentation is not su stantiated without t e

resu ts of a ro er investi ation b t e ffice of nvesti ations.

Devine pointed out (Attachment B, page 4, item 13) that pursuant to 10 CFR
1.36, the Office of Investigations (OI) has responsibility for investigation
of all suspected wrongdoing on the part of licensees or permitees. He
believed that no such investigation existed to support the NRC's conclusions
as stated in pages A.4-87.1 thru 87.4 of SSER 22 (NUREG-0675) (Attachment N).
The "destroyed design review documents," according to him, addressed whether
the design of pipe support installation would withstand earthquake activity
within the parameters required by the NRC.

Investigator Note: Review of the cited pages indicates that the passage also
makes the point that "the staff was not able to verify "ex licitl that

g 1 11yd yd 1
because failure was shown" (emphasis added). The sentence seems to say that
the staff can't say absolutely that the documents were destroyed just because
they indicated failures, which in turn leaves the impression that at least
some were destroyed for that reason. However, the next sentence makes the
point that "the only calculations required to be retained are the final
calculations which show the qualification of the design, in accordance with
ANSI Standard N45.2.9 (1979)." Additionally, the same material within the
portion headed "Action Re uired" indicates that "the staff will,conduc+
further investigations to c arify the conditions under which management is
permitted to retain or dispose documentation..."

Upon interview (Attachment 0), Dr. Mark Hartzman, Senior Mechanical Engineer,
NRR, said that he had 'made the questioned conclusion because he thought the
destruction of some documents (he noted that many others which also showed
failings were not destroyed) was "inadvertent" and didn't make sense as a
purposeful act given those that weren't also destroyed. Secondly, he noted
that most of the calculation packages included all of the design revisions,
which was not even required. Further, he noted that reverification has been
required and itself verified by an NRC audit.

Hartzman also clarified that his statement in the "Action Required" portion
that the "staff" would do further investigation was based on a recommendation





that OI look at the matter. However, as revealed by James P. Knight (Exhibit
2 to Attachment 0), the matter was not referred to OI because the judgement
was made that there was no suspicion of wrongdoing requiring such referral.

Alle ation 9: That a erson or ersons unknown, on the NRC staff b omission
made a se and or mls eadsn statements as sn to rovsde su fscsent
accurate, com ete notice to the tomic Safet and Licensin ea Board of
the issue concernin the use of 07 bolts, with the heads removed, as studs
we e to t e containment oner.

In support of this allegation (Attachment B, page 7, item 15), Devine asserted
that "(o)n May 31, 1984, the guality Assurance Manager (H. W. Karner) for the
licensee's contractor Pullman Power Products informed personnel that the use
of these bolts was 'NOT acceptable.'" He also noted that within a January 5,
1984, transcript (pages 21-25), the issue of using the A307 bolts in the
containment had been raised (Exhibit 10 to Attachment B). Secondly, reference
was made to the Appeal Board's reservation of judgment, in its order of
June 28, 1984, on the issue, pending a response from the licensee.
(Investigation's Note: The copy provided by Devine included only the odd
numbered pages. A copy of both pages 10 and ll is provided at Attachment P).
It appears that all of the above is viewed by Devine to call into question the
position of the NRC staff as stated "within pages A.4-103.3 through 103.6 of
SSER 22 (Attachment 9).

Kirsch (Attachment G, page 3) responded that at the time of the January 5
interview, a team was already at Diablo looking at the same issue. The
finding, as reported in SSER 22, was that the alleged practice was alright
from a technical viewpoint. Further, Karner had made the comment in question
not because such use was technically unacceptable, but .because he was tired of
dealing with questions concerning whether they were acceptable. The matter is
before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board (ASLAB). Karner verified
Kirsch's view in an affidavit executed July 5, 1984, and submitted in response
to the June 28 Board Order (Attachment R).

Collateral Matters

As mentioned at the beginning of this summary, GAP requested in its petition
that OIA investigate "the causes of the gA breakdown with the NRC staff
responsible for Diablo Canyon." The quotation presumes that there is, in
fact, a gA breakdown by the NRC staff. As indicated above, this investigation
did not establish misconduct on the part of any NRC employee which could serve
as the basis to conclude that there is a gA breakdown in the NRC.

In his Report of Interview (Attachment B, page 5), Devine cited examples of
the questionability of "NRC fact finding in regard to Diablo Canyon, e.g.,
refusing to conduct timely interviews and/or follow up meetings with wit-
nesses; turning over witness affidavits and evidence to the utility (during
the conversation, which will be addressed in more detail below, Devine was
specifically asked if he had evidence of this and did not respond), thereby
compromising the confidentiality of anonymous sources and the integrity of the
Office of Investigations cases; relying on unchecked licensee responses as a
basis to resolve and/or reclassify the safety significance of allegations;
assigning staff members with a conflict of interest to resolve allegations,
the confirmation of which would directly challenge the adequacy of the same
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individuals'rior inspection efforts; and, applying inconsistent actions to
'nalogous alleged quality assurance violations at Diablo Canyon, compared with
previous NRC enforcement actions at the Zimmer, Midland, TMI, and Waterford
facilities."

In the letter dated July 19, 1984 returning the original copy of his Report
of Interview to OIA (Attachment H , Devine, in addition to those issues
discussed in relation to the allegations above, requested that the OIA
investigative effort be expanded into "Region V's failure to honor the
commitments and procedures" described in the OIA "Kent" report of April 4,
1984, and the "regulatory breakdown" as summarized in his Report of Interview,
page five (and as set out in the paragraph next above).

Devine also made the point in his July 19 letter that he thought his witnesses
should be interviewed personally about the information he had provided because
he was "merely their counsel." The same view was also expressed by Devine in
telephone conversations with the reporting investigator on July 23 and 24,
1984. The salient point is that at the conclusion of the second conversation,
Devine said that he was "formally" withdrawing the 16 allegations addressed
earlier in this report and that he would follow up in writing. Hecause the
allegations above were general in nature and Devine, though asked, provided no

specifics as to particulars demonstrating the truth of the allegations, no

investigative action was taken in regard to them.

Attachments:
As Stated

'
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A. Petition, Devine to Palladino, et al, dtd 4/12/84

B. Rpt of Interview, Devine, dtd 7/2/84
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D. Rpt of Interview, Knight, dtd 7/16/84

E. Rpt of Interview, Bishop, dtd 7/16/84

F. Rpt of Interview, Martin, dtd 7/16/84
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R. Ltr, Lubbock to Moore, dtd 7/5/84
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Office of Inspector end Auditor

Date ot trsntcrlntion

Re ort of Interview

Thomas M. Devine, Legal Director, Government Accountability Project (GAP) 1901
g Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20009, upon interview concerning various
allegations raised by him in two petitions, dated April 12 and May 3, 1984,
respectively, submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) pursuant to
10 CFR 2.206, provided the following information:

During the interview, which was conducted over a period of three days, various
matters were discussed with Mr. Devine which were reduced to the following
specific allegations and information:

1. That Harold Denton, Dirf;cty, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regt,II.+ion
(NRR), made a false ant'bis'leading statement to the Comiss i'nest.rs of
the NRC, in that on March 19, 1984, he stated that GAP notif'..d
g g. ggg,lgg, g ggg g gg
statemente by a licensee, Pacific Gas 8 Electric (PGEE) on
March 16, 1984,~ Qtpt.,)he gRC )bd„bpgn contacted by GAP
representatives on IIEu sp e occasions befiRnsg 'Parch 5, 1984,
regarding the allegations and with the knowledge that the statement
could mislead the Commissioners into a belief that the allegations
were not timely made, thereby affecting their decision as to whether
to permit low power testing at the Diablo Canyon facility'. JQm7<a'z sr~rnvasr
/z ~~ o~ p+p 2Q p5 T((E PAat(r (9 Ctrl((+QNr( (<p~$ I (((~fQ'(P7$ To
.In the event Mtr. Deoton was ignorant of the prior contacts of
March 5, 8, 9, 12~ I4 and 15, James P. Knight, NRR, and
Thomas Bishop, Region V, were also present at the hearing and were
aware of at least some of the contacts, but made no effort to
correct Mr. Denton, which constitutes a false statement to the
Corlnissioners by omission.

The importance of this issue is not so much the statement itself but
rather it's capability to influence the Commissioners to believe
that because GAP was not raising allegations in a timely manner,
they lacked real credibility and therefore should be dismissed
and/or given little or no weight in the Comissioners'ecision as
to whether to permit low power testing at the Diablo Canyonfacility. (A list of the contact dates is found at pages 3 and 4 .of
the April 12, 1984, petition.)

2. Tlat „John B. Martin, Regional Administrator, Region V, made false
andi ksleading statements to the Comissioners of the NRC, in that
on March 19, 1984, he stated that the "new allegations are, by and
large, from the same people who had the old allegations," I nes~u((~ Fjc ~~e
that ll of the 17 allegers had not previously spoken to the NRC as

Invettlpatinn on JUne 25-27 198,t Bethesda r MD FII+»» 84 26

Ronald M. Smith, Seni Investigator, OIAD „, , July 2, 1984
'THIS DOCUMENT IS PROPERTY OF NRC. IF I.OANED TO ANOTHER AGENCY IT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TOOUTSIDE THE RECEIVING AGENCY WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE OFFICE OF INSPECTOR AND AUDITOR. ATTACHMENT B
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of that date, and further stating that the new allegations
essentially represented mere "wrinkles" on the same issues
previously raised in Supplemental Safety Evaluation Reports (SSER)
21 and 22, knowing that several examples of significant issues not,~
addressed in SSER 21 or 22, in fact, were in existence, the purpose pm/of OFF

of these statements being to influence the Comissioners not to wait
for resolution of the allegations prior to permitting low power
testing at the Diablo Canyon facility. (Examples of the significant
SSER issues referenced abo e are found at page five of the
Aoril 12, 1984, etition. tf<Rr~pz J'r~e~rg nate P <r4o aJ PW& (P/Hub

'( >F 74 'r+ec lc C eeaqop aeehzz 7-C~S~cpirr) ~P
3. T)abR)Shn B. Hartin, pp~igng Admjpistrgtqr>Region V, made a false

'n/misleading stateRenfi Romani'Cs%Ãer Gf1 ensky in that on
March 27, 1984 he stated that the NRC had talked with a witness
(Harold HodsonI "for at lpga /~i eQ~~r giyglgigg gpggrgl people at
several different times," 'tlat Wuds5n had been
interviewed only ogcp~ver a phryne,gaygegigd and that he had not
been reinterviewed)" Fs was sta'Ye'6 PjWu8s5E in a March 22, 1984
affidavit which Martin claimed to have read on or about
March 23, 1984. The impact of Hartin's statement was that the
Comission@. could have been left with the impression that follow-up
interviews had been carried out, particularly in the case of Hudson,
which was not true, the signifi'cance of the failure to reinter pw„, > „„+~
being that the licensees'esponse to certain allegatiorts

'~~A"5c2epted by the NRC at face value with no rendu)tg„)y the
allegers being permitted. (Hartin's reference 'twreaCTng the Hudson
affidavit is found at page seven of the March 26 Comission hearing
ranscri t Pir a>.S paRr of 7ee pear~a< errel~ao el Haecsl oe. PIa~ Coveesr~ee G iu~ss'

rr 4 o n"~ry4+H~4cRIPf ~~~rouu~o OJ Pages 2'a ai/ aA 7'~>7 Co~rgdsio
4. That homas (bishop,'egion V, made a false arTiP'mtsleading statement

to the Commissioners of the NRC, in that on March 26, 1984, he
stated that the NRC had not yet been provided additional supporting
material for an allegation concerning hydrostatic test records when,
in fact, the records had been provided tg, hjm n or about
March 2, 1984, knowing that said response lead the
Comi~s'p~g o believe that hydrostatic testing was not a problem
area7 have influenced their decision to permit
low power testinq at the Diab]o Canyoo facility~'4 Li4~f'< W~QYi"
i7i(htlA1I+7 ii>7 7R ~dt's ~+~ POKFQK +~ g~g'gag f~g lQ 7HA7

~<+'t

is further believed by Hr. Devine that, regardless of whether
Bishop had the materials, it was wrong to just ignore the allegation
because of any alleged failure by an outsider to provide claimed
"documentation" in support of thy yllegation~'bather than for the NRC

tO requeSt the data On itS OWn (Cguoi'~ Wpi~~yg hgC
F~u«dpi'aCt~dpi'FK

f1RRCV 2d'nPdr&M 7 RW ICR(lt)'4
aD R~~

5. That James P. Knight, NRR, by omission, made a false an6 misleading
statement to the Comnissioners of the NRC on March 19, 1984, in that
he failed to tell them that (a) Hr. Isa Yin, NRC, had discovered '49~~
inspection issues which were material to the licensing decision, of
which only a portion of the issues had been discussed; (b) serious
questions had been raised by uncontrolled design changes in the
"guick Fix" program; and, (c) an undocumented Westinghouse
management policy regarding destruction of material records had been
instituted, knowing that knowledge of any or all of these issues

~84 FA~~< /fNoggggpf'iDh4iv GQ/G(/AQUA QAE I'-(ceo N A7rwciiii~I4~o ~
Pj&ce w igIQ Perft'/OgJ g~~ lo cog 2.g ZTgJ'-778cHeD HB%7P, ~R~~i
~wW~8c- P~~~o oa paces lM,g 7
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could have affected the Commissioners'ecision as to whether to
permit low power testing at the Diablo Canyon facility. (Further
support and discussion of this allegation is found at pages 6-9 of
the April 12, 1984 petition.)

6. Thagggin B. Martin, Regional Administrator, Region V, made a false
~andfmi leading statement to the Comoissioners of the NRC on

March 19, 1984, when he said, in referring to whether the contractor
had corrected problems at Diablo Canyon, that "when there have been
lapses they seem to have corrected themselves...there were problems
that tended to get found by the quality and management systems that
are set up to do that sort of thing," and more specifically as to
welding deficiencies, said "and in every case it appears to be
resolved," knowing that yp)dp~tatygepts were contradicted by the Pcs«~mv <,md'~'~1984 affidavit and'~Yn'412)bow of Harold Hudson and that his.~ QR.ft~eu~'failure to apprise the Commissioners of the fact that there was
serious question as to the adequacy of the contractor corrective
action could have affected the Commissioners'ecision as to whether
to permit low power testing at the Diablo Canyon facility. (The
Hudson affidavit is attached hereto and further reference to the
transcript testimony is found at page 9 of the April 12, 1984
petition.f. 4e«v~ exewprf R& A ~~D iJ rue. Hu~s.~ 81-'I'-<ami~gg NreS l-3~d QO 3g Fs<A oI<~VE Acr<«J p~&p<gCLQ palp ~ 44<of 3 Qf ~p L~~ f<( r0 ~C/C47CpJ 7l7

7. That Dennis Kirsch, Region V,™on or abou February 8, 1984, by
omission, made a material false statement in IE Report 83-37 whey he
did not discuss (a) the Nuclear Services Corporation (NSC) audit I-»L)<~

g "gtt t« tl ttyg P g
the program does not meet the peqgrpments of 10 CFR 50, AppendixB..." or (b) the interview and~aVFilavit of Harold Hudson~~which
verified the accuracy of the„NSf a@lit>in )h~gpygard, knowing that
the Commissioners of the NRC 'he absence of this
finding in reaching a decision as to whether to permit low power
testing at the Diablo Canyon facility.

8.

9.

Ttyt John B. Martin, Regional Administrator, Region V, made a false
an5"Bsleading statement to the Comissioners of the NRC on
March 26, 1984, when he state/, in referring to the appropriate
standard for qualifying Nond6tructive Examination Personnel for
quality assurance work at Diablo Canyon, that "ANSI-N45.2.6 is not
the applicable standard" knowing (a) that the contractor, Pullman,
had committed to the same standard in 1974 because of Atomic Energy
Commission pressure; (b) that this statement would negate the impact

, of„ e of the NSC audit findings; and, (c) that the Commissioners
rely on the satisfactory resolution of the issue in reaching a

decision as to whether to permit low power testing at the Diabf o
Canyon facility. (See page 10 of the April 12, 1984 petition~~and
the 1974 Pullman memorandum attached hereto.)

That John B. Mgrgjn~ Regional Administrator, Region V, by omission
made a false antPoihleading statement to the Comissioners of the
NRC on March 26, 1984 when he failed to correct his statement of
March 19 that "in every case it (welding problems) appears to be
resolved" knowing that a memorandum dated July 30, 1982, to which he
himself had referred on that same day, reflected that the problem of
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10.

11.

12.

13.

T~h /<John B. Hartin, Regional Administrator, Region V, made a false
ahd/ miVleading statement to the Comnissioners of the NRC on
April 13, 1984, concerning eight deficiencies identified on a plant
tour conducted on April ll, 1984, by stating that it was found "at
least preliminarily, that none of them violate any requirement,"
when he knew, or should have known, that code violations for five of
them had been identified, and knowing further that his stated
conclusion could affect the Comissioners'ecision as to whether to
permit low power testing at the Diablo Canyon facility. (See a copy
of Park's affidavit dated April 17, 1984, attached hereto, and the
transcript of Harti 's 'comments found t page ~of the April 13
hearino trpgscrjpte) % ~J eye~ir wee/pg~, ~ o IA 7W Jf~i 74ill Pg.
ping Q' Agr r WC„= e payep~i~M M+~yren "e~g<~gei>Ve~>x<eerra~> g~+<<+
That Oennss Kirschz~gggspn g by omsssiorP@ade a false and/>P
misleading statement%'to 't77e Iaegional Administrator, Region V, by
failing to advise him of an apparent breakdown in %corrective
action for pipe rupture restraints, knowing that had the Regional
Administrator known of thjs yrpP1 lygpu3$ P@ve gggp,ggaugrePJp
so advise the CoomissionhVs'ta'nd fur'ther knowing ChaR %~is pidbTem
could have affected the Commissioners'ecision as to whether to
permit low power testing at the Djaglg Canyon facility. (See a copy
of the Harold Hudson affidavit Jbnerl984, attached, which was, in
substance, discussed by hi with Kirsch in an interview conducted byro C 4'Cf C=Kirsch >n Anni 198A.) t3 e rfaevd w'eS ldswi eti 9 rwe Esr~ oe rf'

dufus' J 0<2'~ Q&P44pf yge- Au.JE ~/nq pgd'C
Zynr~ewy'fucd

P ICu%t PR,. PPR477M, ~
od'hat

™
asked the Commission by stating fn sa lo Canyon

SSER pa agrap 5.4)>g/at g. jyspg of "Design Change and
Drawing ontrol" was Sns38/i%5 o 'be 'ade uatel resolved for
purposes of licensing decisions." The alleged resolution cited the
tracking of a complicated design change which had, in fact, been
processed thro th ep~n$ 1.gnoypd ggidence in support of
allegations thaT .design cAan'gks lB"nb( go through the
approval system but were handled by "guick Fix" (as was later
verified by Isa Yin) and by informal memoranda (with no
accountability).

fo Tee„NNC ZywPP ~
That a person, or pe~sons unknown, in HRR-"made a Government decision
outside official channels which could also adversely affect the
confidence of the publ,judg tPq,integrity of the Government by
publishing in NUREG 0675 ~ elated'arch 1984, a finding that "the
allegation that management has purposely destroyed documentation is
not substantiated," then knowing that this conclusion was not based
on any investigation by the NRC's Office of Investigations which,
pursuant to 10 CFR 1.36, has responsibility for investigation of all
suspected wrongdoing on the part of licensees or permittees.
Hr. Devine believed that this action would create at least the
"appearance of" acti'ons prescribed under 10 CFR 0.735-49a. He also
believed that this finding, unchallenged, could ~ affect the

rz

noncompliance with ANSI-N45.2.6, which sets qualification P„>~iu~«>"H>p gcecf
g fed

requirements for welding inspectors, had not been resolve&and fs-~7 7P
further knowing that the omission could affect the

Comissioners'ecision

as to whether to permit low power testing at the Diablo
Canyon fac'ility. (See a copy of the July 30 memo attached hereto.)
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Commissioners'ecision as to whether to permit low power testing at
Diablo Canyon facility. (The above citation is found within pages
A.4-87.1 thru 87.4 of SSER-22 (NUREG-0675).

As further background, the "destroyed design review documents I/ TD

addressed whether the design of pipe support installation would
withstand earthquake activity within the parameters required by the
NRC's November 1981 order suspending PGImG's license for Diablo
Canyon. Successful completion of the review was required by the NRC

before the license could be reinstated for the purpose of low power
testing. '%l TA aRsrWc ~>ep80 <W PE'C+94 Orkeep erIMc= ~y vrfc sv-d Fg Rag
OL oA vHd'fluC col pK<4Q /g(.+FP$ ~U~ 'fb'E(~U/&'~$y Pfg.QP

14. A basis may exist for one additional allegation concerning the
deletion by Dennis"'irsch, Region.V, of substantive portions of the
transcript of an interview.with two witnesses (Steve Lockert and a
c~.ifidential source) in January 1984. However, before perfecting
".hi'llegation, it will be necessary for Mr. Devine to further

-r~.iew and confirm the discrepancies. The questioned transcript and
Ay'P's transcript are currently in California and thus not available
-zi. t:;.is time. Should the review verify in Mr. Devine's mind that a
val'~ allegation exists, he will forward the supporting evidence to
this office promptly.

As stated in his 2.206 petitions of April 12 and May 3, Mr. Devine also
believes that OIA should investigate the "causes of the gA breakdown within
the NRC staff responsible for Diablo Canyon." In addition to the specific
allegations addressed above, he expressed concern about the methodology of NRC

fact finding in regard to Diablo Canyon, e.g., refusing to conduct timely
interviews and/or followup meetings with witnesses; turning over witness
affidavits and. evidence to the utility, thereby compromising the
confidentiality of anonymous sources and the integrity of the Office of
Investigations cases; relying on unchecked licensee responses as a basis to
resolve and/or reclassify the safety significance of allegations; assigning
staff members with a conflict of interest to resolve allegations, the
confirmation of which would directly challenge the adequacy of the same
individuals'rior inspection efforts; and, applying inconsistent actions to
analogous alleged quality assurance violations at Diablo Canyon, compared with
previous NRC enforcement actions at the Zioeer, Midlan TMI and Waterford
fac lities. TK~ 47/~ <<" ~>T W7VK PwB'C ok'h &I/6''747bYWJ~ 8~7 7W
y ~re'ePmvgrvvccz oc drgroA IpegckgEp> owocag res ( g o.v~- i'tr

upper~
r cooey.„rr

Invest>ga/nv emote: It was explained tn IPr flevsn.e that the >nvestiga6ve
staff is limited to looking at specific allegations of misconduct, i.e, items
1-14 above, and not "programmatic issues," as addressed in the last paragraph
above, unless otherwise directed to do so.

Attachments:
As stated

vo~+
(~ >d <~ <~cyrc< Urocrryd'~4yic'yrrdc PAC coayrwevJyrryc>ry rgcygdeyy~yd.

8era~ >HE ggg m~ e(7~&~ < S u~ ~ are~ pgg p„,~(~g
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I have reviewed the above Report of Interview prepared by Ronald M.
Smith, Senior Investigator, OIA, have made changes, if any, as indicated
by my initials, and hereby find that it is a true statement and
accordingly adopt it as my ownwi~ Tl4 rtMtpgn~g a~cgig~ ~~ g>/7/gg~
4~A owl 7' /86F~D 7''

&PJ'S/Pg

>K Pl~~l

omas evzone

I wish to formalize allegation 514, to read as follows:
14. That a per.'.on or persons unknown on the NRC staff, or

Region V insp ctor Dennis Kirsch, engaged in a false
and/or mi:,i~.'i ading statement by omission through failure
to include. in the .NRC staff transcript of a January 5,
1984 inte~wiew with two witnesses, those portions of
the interview where Mr. Ru's Nolle was identified as
a management official who obstructed inspectors from
performing quality assurance functions. This omission
removed from the record information that was relevant
to assess whether site management possessed the necessary
character and competence to qualify for a low-power
operating license. Even if the omissions were not material,
they represent activities prescribed under 10 CFR 0.735-
49a, which could "affect adversely the confidence of the
public in the integrity of the government." 10 CFR 0.735-
49a(f) .

GAP's draft transcript of the interview is insufficient
to perfect the allegation. However, attorney John Clewett
and the two employee witnesses, who all participated in
the January 5 interview, have requested to be interviewed
by Mr. Smith about the inaccuracies in the staff transcript
and how the inaccuracies affected their confidence in
the integrity of the NRC staff. Further, one of the
employee witnesses has his copy of the tape recording from
which the staff's transcript was drawn.

To avoid further cluttering the typed text of Mr. Smith's interview
report, reference is hereby made to three documents which are
relevant t~ specific allegations and were attached to the interview
report~ —'X) typed copy of March 27, 1984 GAP telegram to the
Commission, relevant to allegations 1 and 2; 2) March 22, 1984 affi-
davit of John Clewett, relevant to allegations 1 and 2; and 3) typed
copy of March 26, 1984 statement by Isa Yin to the Commission,
relevant to allegation 5. As a witness with first hand knowledge of
the staff's response to allegations from employees, Mr. Clewett
has requested to be interviewed by Mr. Smith as part of the OIA
investigation.
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The necessary facts for the following two allegations had not
occurred at the time of the June 25-27 interview. At Mr. Smith's
instructions for this type of contingency, they are summarized
below as the most complete statement which is possible at this
time.

H

15. That a person or persons unknown on the NRC staff, made
false and/or misleading statements by omission through
failure to provide sufficiently accurate, complete notice
to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board of an issue
material to the license —the use of A307 bolts with the
heads removed as studs welded to the containment liner.
On May 31, 1984 the Quality Assurance manager for the
licensee's contractor Pullman Power Products informed
personnel that the use of these bolts was "NOT acceptable."
(emphasis in origin'al) . On June 12 the joint intervenors
filed a copy of the memorandum with the Appeal Board,
which reserved judgr>ent on Diablo Canyon's commercial
license with respect "o this issue and ordered a response
from the licensee. Over six months earlier, in a January
5, 1984 interview, two witnesses had notified Region V
inspectors Dennis Kirsch and Gonzalo Hernandez of the
same unacceptable practice. In NUREG-0675, SSER 22, the
staff reported that numerous challenged materials, including
those covered by the January 5 allegations, were annropd'fi

Mh'uitableand acceptable for use. As a result, tfie~Mc m-
plete record on this issue conflicts both with 'the allegers
and site management. This creates at least the "appearance
of" actions prescribed under 10 CFR 0.735-49a, which
could "affect adversely the confidence of the public in
the integrity of the Government." 10 CFR 0.735-49a(f).

(References to the January 5 disclosure are found on
pages 21-25 of the draft transcript to that meeting,
which is attached hereto. The reference to this issue
in the Appeal Board's decision is found on pages ten
and eleven, footnote 21, of its June 28, 1984 Memorandum
and Order, which is attached hereto. The reference to
the staff's published position is found within pages A.4-
103.3 through 103.6 of SSER 22. Further, Mr. Clewett
and the two employee witnesses , who all participated in
the January 5 interview, request to be interviewed by
Mr. Smith on this allegation.)

16. That on Thursday, July 5, Richard Vollmer, NRR, violated
prior staff agreements with witnesses by announcing
that NRC inspector Isa Yin no longer would be permitted
to conduct interviews with Diablo Canyon witnesses.
This announcement violated a December 1983 NRC staff
agreement with Mr. Charles Stokes, whose allegations
later were confirmed by Mr. Yin. This also violated an
agreement by the NRC stiff at a May 22, 1984 meeting,7Z)
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All of the above charges, including the alleged false and/or
misleading statements, also represent activities prescribed
under 10 CFR 0.735a, which could "affect adversely the confidence
of the public in the integrity of the Government." 10 CFR0.735a(f).
More specifically, it is alleged that'the staff's actions caused
a significant loss of confidence in the NRC among two relevant
public groups —1) citizens in communities surrounded by Diablo
Canyon; and 2) whistleblowers who risked their careers to disclose
their concerns to the staff about illegal construction and engineering
practices. Certain examples of affected whistleblowers already
have been listed with respect to specific allegations. The same
point applies to Mr. Hudson, the alleger who attempted to work
with the staff on issues relevant for allegations 3 and 6-9. There-
fore, I request that the OIA investigation also include interviews
with these allegers and the public to determine whethe- their
confidence has been eroded in the integrity of the NPV.

Mr. Smith also has informed me that he is not permit~ed to make
findings of fact, but rather is limited to preparing a r..cord
from the various interviews and submitting.'.it to a factfinder.
This restriction violates a basic premise of legal factfinding:
the government official or forum closest to the facts is responsible
to make findings of fact. Thus, the inspector who looks at evidence
first-hand also authors the findings in the ensuing inspection
report. Analogously, the trial court prepares findings of fact,
rather than an appellate court removed from direct observation
of the witnesses. If OIA policy normally is contrary to this
premise, I formally request that for this case Mr. Smith be granted
the organizational freedom to draw conclusions as a result of
his investigation.

Thomas Devine





C OVER,NMEHT ACCOUHTADJLITY PROJECT
Institute for Policy 5tudies

~ ~1901 Que 5treet. N.W.. Woshington, D.C. 20009

I
(202) 234-9382

GAP '?1DZGRAM ABOUT NRC SI'AFF MISREPRESENTATIONS TO NRC GRHISSIONERS

In response to published reports of the NRC staff's presentation to the

NRC Coamissioners on Ho@day, March 26, GAP Legal Director Thomas Devine has

sent the following telegram to the Cannissioners:
I

'Ihe staff dealt with Diablo Canyon whistleblowers the same asit did Mr. Yin —it refused to talk at all with two key witnesses
from first 170 allegations. Staff only conducted follow up inter-
views with two GAP clients. No interviews at all for last X6
allegations. Staff has not spoken at all to a dozen GAP witnesses.
Prom published reports and available information, staff deliberately
misinformed Comnission. I will testif'y to above under oath.

Thomas Devine
Counsel for Mothers for Peace

Devine Exhibit I





AFFIDAVIT

My name is John Clewett. I am an attorney working

with the Government Accountability Project. I am making

this statement to document conversations I have had in the

past two weeks.

On Monday, March 19, 1984 I spoke with
who is a Quality-Control Inspector for Pullman Power Products

Corporation at Diablo Canyon, concerning faulty welding on

the Component Cooling Water (CCW) system. Based upon what he

told me, I read him the following statement, which he author-

ized me to convey to the Nuclear Regulatary Commission as his
s"atement:

"My name is
I am a 'Level II Quality Control Inspector, who is currently
working for Pullman Power Products Corporation, and who

has done magnetic-particle testing (MT) and liquid-
penetrant testing (PT) at Diablo Canyon.

"I have read Pacific Gas and Electric's (PG&E)

March 8, 1984 statement to the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion, DCL-84-097, concerning welding on Component Cooling
Water (CCW) piping while it was filled with water. PG&E

makes a number of material false statements in that letter,
that seriously affect the ultimate conclusion about the
likelihood of cracking in the'omponent cooling water lines.

"In particular, PG&E says that the fact that the sec-
tions welded were thin 'eliminates the possibility of
cracking. This is absurd. First of all, welding with
water in the 'line means that as soon as a weld pass is
made, the weld is 'quenched'y the water, which acts as
a heat sink. Because. of the rapid cooling of the thin

Devine Exhibit 2





material, it increases the possibility of cracking rather
than eliminating it.

"Not only is there a possibility of cracking, but
cracking of these welds is probably occurring in the
field. I was told within the past week by two welders
who were working on a CCW line that their weld bead
actually froze on contact. This means that the rate of
quenching is so high as to increase the likelihood that
cracking or a lack of fusion will occur.

"In order to tell if these welds are cracked, Non-
Destructive Examination (NDE) should be conducted. How-

ever, Pullman does not require any NDE for this welding,
and none is done.

"In addition to this, I have personally observed
problems with porosity and cracking at the start and ter-
mination of the bead on these welds. If cracking is occur-
ring on the surface, ii raises the likelihood that there

porosity or cracking in the root pass, and in subsequent
weld passes.

"Because of these factors, I think that PG&E's state-
ment is false when it says that cracking is unlikely in
the welding done .to the component cooling water system
piping while it was filled with water. In fact, it is
impossible to tell the extent of the cracking in the
welding to these lines, and it should be thoroughly exam-
ined to determine the extent of cracking."

On Sunday, March 18, 1984, and Monday, March 19, 1984/

I spoke with a Pullman QC Inspector:named;
II

and based upon what he told me, I read him the following
statement, which he authorized me to convey to the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission as his statement:





"My name is
I am a Level II Quality-Control Inspector for the Pullman
Power Products Corporation at Diablo Canyon.

"On March 13, 1984, there was a meeting between the
Pullman leadmen .and Pullman supervision, after which
the leadmen told the Quality Control (QC) inspectors that
starting immediately, for both Units 1 and 2, QC inspectors
were not to write any Discrepancy Reports (DR's, which go
to PG&E to be dispositioned) and were only allowed to write
Deficient Condition Notices (DCN's), a Pullman in-house
foem.

"They said that even if it should be a DR, to only
write it on a DCN form, that Pullman's Quality Assurance
(QA) department would review them to see if there were any
conditions that required a DR, and that if so the QA

de-'artmentwould write them up.

"When inspectors asked questions about this, the QC

supervisors told them that this new procedure was ordered
by Bill Kimmel, the head of the QA department, and that
Kimmel would isSue a memo shortly.

"Kimmel is the QA supervisor, and QA has no direct
authority over the day-to-day actions of QC personnel.
In addition to this, I am concerned that this new proce-
dure violates 10 CFR Part 21, 10 CFR 50.55(e), and
10 ~R Part 50 Appendix B."

Although both Tom Devine and I attempted to convey to
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff for Region V the fact
that many workers were making statements such as the above,

which showed that PGaE was making false statements to the NRC,

and trying to intimidate workers from exercising their rights
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under the law by reporting conditions adverse to safety to
the appropriate levels of management at Diablo Canyon, we were

both met with a stonewall and a refusal to honor previous com-

mitments.

In particular, I spoke with Lewis Shollenberger, Regional

Counsel for Region V, on March 8, 1984, to inquire about what

plans Reg.'on V had for meeting again with the whistleblowers

who had in.'."ially. raised the safety and quality issues that
Region V,i~as purportedly investigating. In Region V's SSER-21

gNUREG-0675, Supp. 21, p.. E-3), Region V ta3es credit for a

policy of re-contacting the people who originally brought forth
safety and'uality questions, to insure that the Region V anal-

ysis is correct and that concerns have been fully addressed.

In response to this, Mr. Shollenberger said that he did
not know what the specific plans were, and that he would check

with the other individuals involved and get back to me promptly.

On March 12, 1984, having. heard nothing from Mr. Shollen-

berger, I called him again. Mr. Shollenberger again said that
he did not know what the specific plans were, and that he would

get back to me in the "near future." I reminded Mr. Shollen-

berger of the Region V policy, and specifically asked him if
the Region planned to honor that policy, and he assured me that
they did not plan to repudiate the policy.
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Two days later, on March 14, 1984, still having heard

nothing from Mr. Shollenberger, I called him again. Mr.

Shollenberger told me that the Region V personnel were very

busy drafting SSER-22, which they wanted to do a good gob on.

When I pressed him on the question whether they were going to

repudiate their stated policy of r'e-interviewing the original
allegers, Mr. Shollenberger said they would meet with two of
the witnesses if we iould bring them up to Region V's Walnut

Creek offices during the afternoon of the next day, March 15.

I told Mr. Shollenberge~ that that;;as impossible because of
the fact that the two witnesses Region V was willing to meet

with both worked during the day, and because of the expense.

I urged Mr. Shollenberger that the Region should meet with
'the witnesses as they had the first time, in the San Luis

Obispo area, and he categorically refused.

The-next day, March 15, 1984, I again called, Mr. Shollen-

berger to thll him that;I.had cqgxfirmed with the two witnesses

Region V wanted us to bring up to Walnut Creek that they both

actually did have to work that day. Mr. Shollenberger said

that it only took four and a half hours to drive to Walnut

Creek, and that we could bring them up "somewhat later" in the

day. I told him .that that was a practical impossibilityg to
which. he responded that we should be "flexible" about this.
I told him that his actions amounted to a constructive refusal
to honor the policy that Region V claims credit for. He said
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in response that instead of a meeting maybe we could have a

conference call. I told him that that idea was impractical be»

cause neither side could show documents to the other, or review
documents of the other side. He again said that we should just
drive the two witnesses up to Walnut Creek after work that day.
I declined because even if we started promptly when the two

witnesses got home, between 5:30 and 6:00 p.m., we would not
be able to get to Walnut Creek be""ore 10:00 to 10:30 p.m., and

,because it was abundantly clear:hy that point that Mr. Shollen-
berger had not the slightest desir:-g'o actuall~ discover what

any of the whistleblowers thought about Region V's purported
investigation, and that the quality of a meeting that began at
10:00 or 10:30 p.m. with hostile NRC inspectors would be very
low, and unlikely to provide an adequate forum to rebut the

F'C RB ~material false statements offerred to the NRC by

Later in the day on March 15, 1984, I received a call 'from

Mr. Thomas Bishop of Region V who'.said he had heard that I had

personal knowledge of material faIse statements being made by
PG&E. I said that it was not I, but the original whistle-
blowers that Region V was refusing to meet with, who had personal
knowledge of PG&E's:material false statements. Mr. Bishop
thanked me and said goodbye. ~ 4 '~q ~ei 8, (<S+I)~~ ~F, skier egncel +a pradks cP d4 M~ 2

~ong lp~~kks~llQPJ. Qyatvni'lo~ okv Al~ @Aver l c cah~-
Vrom a ing with the Qtnesses themsaives, I know that

sPG&E's responses are cluttered with mat'erial false statements
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and statements designed to mislead the NRC into concluding

that there are no problems with Diablo Canyon serious enough
Ito delay an operating license for the plant. I believe that

the NRC, or the Department of Justice, should thoroughly in-"
vestigate the full extent of PGSE's mendacity before granting
a license, and should insure that the plant is in full compliance

with applicable laws and regulations before a license is
granted.

I have read the above 7-page stateme>it and it is true,
complete and correct to the best of my knowlpQge and belief.

John Clewett

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF SAN LUIS OBISPO

On March 22, 1984, before me, the undersigned, a Notary .Public in and for said State, personally appeared JOHN CLEWETT
known to me, or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory
evidence, to be the person whose name is subscribed to thewithin Instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed
the same.

WITNESS my hand and official seal.

SUSAN HAWKINS

PRINCIPAL OFFICE IN
SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY

Qy CanrAcdon @spine ~ 2S, ~

otary u xc
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'visior. o .=.n=ineerin,". as a Senior .":ec.".anical "s;i..eer.

=.clat ve tc ',e ).iabio Ca..;o. a'uclea ou:er, lant

(DC:.'P.= ) tea.-.; investigation ef fo. ", I u:as assigned the

. es" onsibility o following up on so-...e o the a'"ations
rade by l::r. Charles Stokes. The specific investigation

areas u:ere restricted to the site sma'1 bore (S/B)

piping suspension system design control. However, due.v;

to hardu:are de 'ciencies observed durirg plant u alkdou<n,

the licensee des'.n control .. easures for large bore

('/B) pip'-...= system had also been ircluded as a part

o. the overview inspection and evaluation.

As a res"'t of the investigation and inspection findings,

it 's ry pre= ssional opinion that the Unit 1 reactor

should not be permitted to go critical at this time.

The reasons for such determination are as follou':

Almost all of the Stokes allegations assigned to

me for followup had been substantiated. Based on

the many assessed violations against the 10CFR50

App ndix o criteria resulting from followup on

these allegations and the independent
overvieu'nspections,it u'as concluded that there had

been a-parent QA program breakcown in the areas

o. S/9 and L/B piping design cortrol.
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F ipinc. sys-e-..s ca"..no be ubiected to true f"nction-
abilit, tes-s unti' ter severe transiert con" tions,
such as ".. earthouake, had occurred. The ensurance

of system operability relies p. incipally on analytical
methods. In spite of this cepencence on theor.'nc
analysis, the lack of licensee L/3 and S/B piping
system design control that had resulted in an alarmingly

large number of calculation errors and deficiencies

that had slipped through various review and checking

stazes, is indicative of the failure of the Corrective

Act on ?roaram conducted by the Diablo Canyon ?roject

(DC?) group in the past two years.

Issues raised in responding to the staff's initial
concerns were discussed during a meeting held with

DC? personnel at hrC-I~BR office on December 15, 1983.

Discussions included onsite design personnel training,
document control, audits, design verification, thermal

loading release within the rigid restraint gaps,

and snubber/rigid restraint interaction. At the time

of the meeting, none of the issues was considered

to be a problem by DC?. However, during followup

inspections, all the above items had resulted in

staff assessment of violation items. The event





1 k, concern for establishmen andre flee ted DC? ' ~ac '.„c
~ound design control QA progra....implementa:ion o a s

4 ~ Hardware problems znvolving snubber and rigid
that could make the snubberrestraint int'eraction

inoperable under design conditions were identified
in La Salle Unit 1 jus t before the IiRC operation

license hearing, arid had resu lted in licensee

filing of a 10CFR50.55(e) report, and removal anc

replacement of huncreos of la gr e anc small size

The DCP's position in regardingmechanical snubbers.

e ~, ' ' " f' at DCli?P to be notthe same situationsidertx ie

w and evaluationa pro ~emb recuires in-depth revie;

by the staff.

At the present, with f'uel loadeaded in the Unit 1

th access control including complicatedreactor, t e acce

the poor air quality resultedsecurity system, and e

from system ho unct f tional testings, makes inspection

inside the containment difficult and intolerable.
~gpggfatoow will be: (a) sub-4'ith the .:„- " -'. that there wi

f and licensee reinspectionstantial amount of sta. an

activities, and (b) some system hards areware modification

11 w reactor low power testingand re-wo."k, to a ow

in roblems could dis-before resolving the exist ng p

courage additional inspectxon efforort and could

hinder any required corre ctive actions. /,,9





AFFIOAVIT

I

Hy name is Harold Hudson. I am submitting this affidavit freely

and voluntarily, witnout any tnreats, inducements or coercion, to

i1r. Tnomas Devine, who has identified himself to me as the legal director

of the Government Accountability Project. This statement supplements my
g,o0

'g5Vfk<f, 1984 affidavit, because I am deep1y concerned about two

major problems at Diablo Canyon that the nuclear Regu',atory Commission

(;(RC) staff overlooked in its recent recommendation to permit low-power

operations: 1) Large portions of the plant were not built or

inspected to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, the iiRC's legal quality'assurance

(gA) regular'ons. 2) The a'iRC based its recommendation for low power

operations on false statements in Pullman's file or in February 1983

Pacific Gas a:<d Electric (PG5E) letters to tne .'iRC. This abuse was

especially prevalent for Pullman's responses to tne 1977 nuclear Services

Corporation (HSC) audit findings of a severe quality assurance break-

down. I know, because as Pullman's internal auditor for 2.5 years

until late 1982, I became intimately familiar with the quality-related

documentation.

I am deeply disappoin ed tha the ilRC did not discuss with me the

contents of report 83-37, the staff evaluation of the 1977 HSC audit.

The eventual report represents an attempt to rewrite history. I do not

know if the I(RC was duped or is part of a coverup. But I could have

easily set them straignt.

I tried to take the initiative, by submitting three reports to the
AoN88:.-':.:,:..:, I I I 88. I

during January 1984 I met with the iiRC on three occasions to
Devine Exhibit 4
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quality as'surance (gA) violations. These violations complemented the

issues in the HSC audit, but were not identical to those being researched

by the staff for Report 83-37. I did not even know the staff was

working on Report 83-37. I did, however, inform the staff that as

Pullman's internal auditor I had thoroughly researched the ilSC audit.

I also told the staff that HSC was right. I also told the staff that

I nad tried to implement corrective action. I also told the staff that

management refused to permit necessary correcti e action. Finally, I

explainqd~io the staff how management harassed and retaliated against
A<A,

me so muon that in 'N+/ 1983 I resigned my job and returned to Diablo

Canyon as a pipefitter. In case there is any question about what I

told the ;'<RC, I nave tapes of the meetings.

Under the circumstances, I cannot conceive of any good faith explana-

tion tnat tne ilRC failed to discuss the ISC (or Pullman) audit witn me

or tell me that they were working on the issue. There is no excuse for

the gross inaccuracies in tne i)RC's findings. It is as if my knowledge

were threatening, or mignt get in the way of something they had already

decided.

I also want to emphasize that the ',(RC staff never nad any followup

meetings with me to clarify the issues I raised, or to test whether

PG8iE's defenses were bluffs. That is odd, since I disclosed over 80
si tP,L,E Qo4

pages of my own s'"„~ spaced reports and affidavits to summarize over
S,ops 0f go4

a tnousand pages of documentation. I only learned of~PGSE's answers,

because GAP xeroxed them and gave me copies. Tne .')RC staff complimented

nignly the analysis in my reports, but they never oot back to me. I





gpss
disclosed p, allegations to the NRC, out of the 170 in a January 31

legal petition. Any statement that the NRC staff followed up with me

personally after I first raised my charges would be totally false. I

have no idea what tne i9RC staff did to resolve my allegations, other than

to have PGKE respond to some in letters.

0~

After I received<PGEE's letters from GAP, I studied my files and

saw that some of the res;onses represented false statements. After GAP

provided me with a copy.'<of Report 83-37, I saw that it relied on false

statements and missed the most significant issues. If the l)RC had

chosen to speak with me, I would nave discussed in detail the issues and

evidence introduced for the record below. If the tlRC ever convinces

me that it weal look seriously at the general issues below, then I

will write up specific allegations with detailed analysis.

1) I am particularly concerned that until at least 1982 Pullman's

program for pipe supports and pipe rupture restraints did not comply with

10 CFR 50, Appendix B. I cannot understand why the HRC would not have

covered tnis issue in Report 83-37, since that is what the HRC is all

about. Presumably there should be some effect if the NRC's recomm nda-

tions are not part of the picture. In a previous affidavit I recalled

how on several occasions Hr. Karner told me that we didn't have to

comply with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

i<r. Karner was tnorougnly familiar with 'company policy. Tne official

excuse was that Pullman's program complied with Section Three of the

American Society of iiec,)ani'cal Engineers {ASi<E) 1971 code requirements,

wnich are consistent with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. (See June 13, 1978
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audit, enclosed as Exhibit 1, at p 2.) The problem is that the ASihE code

did not cover pipe supports and rupture restraints. That left us on

our own.

l<hile PG8E paid general ii) service to Appendix B, it did not

enforce that policy on us through contract requirements. An October 13,

1977 Pullman memo on the NSC audit (Exhibit 2 at p. 2) explained, "Me
Yvc

have not been required by ~~n to update to Appendix B." An unsigned,

undated draft report on t.>e flSC audit (Exhibit 3) explained further:

"Ho 4'Preempt, however, was made to to ally
revise the p~ogram to incorporate specifics of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B."

( Id., at p. 4.) On page 9 of the draft, tne author implies HRC approval

for failing "to update the program to match Appendix B...." (Id., at p. 9.)

2) After conceding the problem of not meeting 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,

Pullman chose to perpetuate it. A November 3, 1978 program description

(Exhibit 4) did not make any references to 10 CFR 50 in the charts and
APE S~Pcc<YS 0 Vb

attachments for<pipe rupture restraints. The ESD's, or installation

procedures, are the only guide for the gA program. (Id., Chart 83 and

Attachment 3-1.)

3) Actua} ly the problem was worse. In effect tnere was no formal
Bt'E 'SvPPceTS 5Mb

gA program for~pipe rupture restraints. The problem first was identified

in a ilovember 1973 audit (Exhibit 5) which conceded that the gA l/anual
p)fg QQ pgoQ.f5 gbJp

skipped>pipe restraints. Instead tnere was only ESD-223, tne installation

procedure which the auditor called "in essence, an 'alternate gA
program'iggc<R c r

approved by the< .
- '." '..- .—..-. -"-r, instead of the+/~ ~~ as

required. (Id+





i

4) Although Pullman identified many deficiencies of ESO 223 in

1973, the company did not learn its lesson. The HSC audit repeated

. similar findings in 1977.

5) A January 10, 1977 memo from Pullman gA manager J. Runyan

explained another major point: The pre-December 1973 pipe supports were

installed "prior to implementing the inspectiors<~)rogram" (Exhibit
6)')

A November 13, 1978 memorandum from f'iilrlan's'enior gA

Engineer R. J. Nanning (Exhibit 7) conceded that "in the past" Pullman

"did not conduct audits or practices to ASNE or 10 CFR 50, but I feel

it very essential to do so now." As demonstrated by my own personal

experience, the author's advice was ignored. From my own reviews, I

know that the early audits which existed were well-intentioned, but

crude, uncontrolled and informal. They were too sloppy to constitute

a minimal program. For example, a 1973 audit referenced conclusions

about pipe rupture restraints to the contract for pipe supports, whi ch

didn't apply to'the work in question. (Exhibits, ~Su ra.)

7) Until at least November 1978, some parts of the gA program had

never been audited. As revealed by Hr. Hanning, "The Diablo Canyon

program has been audited extensively only in nardware areas. The entire

program has not been evaluated." (Exhibit 7)

8) In Re'port 83-37 the NRC accepted uncri tcally PG&E and Pullman's

position that Nondestructive Examination (l/DE) personnel have met the

American i)ational Standards Institute (ANSI) i<45.2.6 requirements since
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1973 or 1974. That is false. thnag~t has, recognized a problem

since 1973, but as of July 1982, they had na'. upgraded the program to

comply with ANSI H45.2.6. In the meantime, carious managers recomnended

commitments to honor ANSI, but it simply didnot happen. For a

December 1974 example of the recommendations, see enclosed Exhibit 8.

The Pullman gA manager's July 1982 refmal tx honor ANSI lt45.2.6, is

enclosed as Exhibit 9. Don'

would not cover the entire gA

and rupture restraints. @~

forget again, men ASt1E compliance
poES Mo< A~~~

program, since Q',1E<~s „"ipe supports
I

gpss,

9) The reason Pullman didn't meet the QSI requirements is that

it ias not ~illing to pay for tne experienced personnel required under

tile professional code. As Pullman's gA n~r explained in a tray 13,

1975 memo (Exhibit 10), "Lljt is viraally vipossible to comply totally

to N45.2.6 because of experience requirements He cannot hire personnel

that meet the experience rqquire-.ants for ~m salary scale we offer."

10) In its Report 83-37 the .'RC a"reed ~ith Pullman and PGSE that

the personnel fi 1 es demonstrate adequat recxrds for we 1 der and HDE

certification. As a result, the suff ~cichf that NSC was .vrong.

That is false. A September 15, 1977 asm (s=:=ned September 22), from
go% Q)P~c fo+ op «QUAlJ %f ~5QK~M

Pullman's~ -..- . i „; . t to the si> gA manager, (Exhibit ll),
"Generic '10E and Inspection Records, inclu&g -- "lack of evidence

showing the recessary records" to support tm certifications; lack

of any certifications; certifications dated as much as a year" after

tne inspectors began work; and "lack of evince supporting previous

work experience and Level I and Level II ",ua;ifications at a previous

employer", among many other defic'.ancies. im corporate conclusions of
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generic deficiencies were based on a review of 95 files. The t(RC looked

at the same files and found nothing wrong. hhat happened?

ll) I decided to thoroughly research one of. the 95 deficient files.

I chose Pullman's HDE supervisor Don Geske, who certainly should have

nad adequate qualification records. Peviewing Hr. Geske's file

revealed the magnitude of the inaccuracy. His records say he passed

tne three llagnetic Particle exams with flying colors -- a score of

98%. But records on the three specific exams record the following

results for the supervisor: "
, , [and] ." Tnere are no

grades recorded for his performance on individ~al tests. The records

are attacned as Exnibit 12.

12) On September 25, 1980 an internal Pul'.man audit (Exhibit 13)

admitted that two .')DE technicians were certified for advanced (Level

II") responsibilities, despite "letters in their personnel files

stating they are not qualified to perform Level II functions...."

Pullman's "solution" was for Hr. Geske to backdate letters to July 24,

1980 (Exhibit 14) that said the opposite -- that tne two men wer

qualified. I do not believe that rewriting history is any way to

solve quality problems.

13) I also challenge the accuracy of gA lanager Harold Varner's

'IDE qualifications records. In 1979 wnen'he was originally certified+'>o,"-.le

r'ir. Karner's certification did not cover .'(DE. ( xnibit 15) Sut on

July 27, 1981, when hr. ilarner was recertified after the required two

years, he was certified as Level II for llagnetic Particle Testing ( lP);

Radiography (RT); and Liquid Penetrant Testing (LPT), as well as
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$04 .c4

L.evel I for Ultrasonic Testing (UT)P, From my own experience, as the

internal auditor with llr. Karner during that general time frame, I

know he could not possibly have obtained the 600 hours of required

practical experience even for HT —let alone the other two disciplines.

14) In 1976 Pullman reported that Hr. Geske allayed concerns

about 1200 suspect weld attachments by reinspecting 314 with magnetic
FpoP,

particle tests in~ days. (The attachments had been in question due
QQg~ Ug~ 4~9i'ws ~Kbs»<b

to noncompliance with preheat requirements.)
Q$ o0~ <'SRovb)hg ga)D~ Qs66ivtvc 4+@>p aviQ AC taffy wu o >hy5 .

They all passed. Unfortunately, the maximum possible number
3

of magnetic particle egams that an inspector can perform in a day is

around 50. The 1976 inspection findings are enclosed as Exhibit 17.

15) Tne signatures on~weld process sheets -- whi'ch insure the

work was not done in an ad hoc manner —were phoney. A blank sheet was

signed and then xeroxed. This is evident from a review of multiple

weld process sheets -- the signatures are too perfectly, identical.

I also confirmed this practice with engineers from the early years.

Examples are enclosed as Exhibit 18.

16) In Report 83-37 the .IRC 'made the following finding on page 18:

"The inspector examined the 90 day welder's log and found that no void

existed between 8/72 and 12/72." This was the basis for NRC findings.

I don't know who is responsible, but that statement is false. m TH~
8> g,fsf'oMSE go 'THE Mc- pub<~

April 1978 ~~1 Pullman r~~ (Exhibit 19, at p. 25.)

concluded the opposite: "There is a void in the 90 day weld log from

August, 1972 to December, 1972." Any excuse based on a purported

reconstruction of the log cannot wash. The NRC should know, because

my .'november 1983 report to Commissioner Gilinsky should have been
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reviewed by the i<RC staff months before Report 83-37 was issued at the
xW uK Nag <c.alotu of< R~~

end of February 1984. .
' "

+I challenged the reconstruction

as not being reliable, due to inconsistencies and omissions that

rendered impossible any confidence in the results.

17) During tne early years of construction QA/QC personnel

intermingled responsibilities with production personnel. Because of

this phenomenon, the quality of early audits was sacrificed beyond
4

repair. For example, part of the reason for the informal, unprofessional

nature of 1971 and 1972 audits (Exhibits 20,21) is that they were per-

formed by individuals identified in the signature log (Exhibit 22) as

the snop and field engineers. It appears that the shop engineer even

audited the shop. Due to their unreliable nature these audits could

not reasonably substitute for required audits, such as for the welding
db gO Tg,Eq. EXgWq4g cpf- 14 TC4 % l 4 lL<b 485 ~MQtg}LlT)CS MA,5

~qg pic.s v ~~l @<- < ~w~c.gq o> gcggsnG Aa,so PggFb<mE'
'f18& Pair lN QEE ( u x H'181% 2. X AD ~ go*

18) Tne practice of intermingling QA/production duties continued

into 1976, as a QC weld inspector named Art Hullis inspected the same

drawings he had prepared as a field engineer, (assigning field weld

numbers and weld symbols). (Exhibit 23)

19) Contrary to Pullman's assertions, in response to the t<SC

audit, tne quality of QA/QC suffered due to these conflicts-of-interest.
To illustrate, ter. iiullis accepted his own practice of having one

I<ok
process sheet for five weld joints. ~ His was also the xeroxed

signature for numbarous b'lank w'eld process sheets (Exhibit 18, ~su ra.)

20) Management's refusal to back me against harassment from

production made it more difficult to do my job properly. To illustrate,
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on August 13, 1982 I attempted to report harassment —such as rifling

my desk and taking an audit notebook. t1r. Karner refused to let the

memo be sent, and threw it out. I kept a copy, which is enclosed as

Exhibit 24.

21) The PGEE response to my report on minimum valve wall thick-

nesses is so incomplete and internally contradictory that it could be

the basis for numberous allegations. I will list a few of the high-

lights nere. PGKE asserted tnat procedure qualifications tests were

not necessary because the inspectors calibrated their tools. But that

is a totally uncontrolled response, and one which the inspector should

take anyway. Additionally, my January 1984 affidavit to the l/RC and

my January 1984 report on minimum valve wall thicknesses also demonstrated

the unreliability of calibration data for the equipment. In many

instances, there was no calibration data. Obviously, tnis was no sub-

stitutee

for procedures whose rel i abi1 i ty is proven by tests —the

norral gi foundation -- especial ly for val ves with key safety functions.

I vonder i f the <RC has considered this issue in connection with PGSE's

request to waive previous licesning comaitments in the FSAR.

22) PG8E's response on the inabili y of valve thickness test

equipment to catch specific eccentricities were accounted for through

a CRT screen. Unfortunately, the test procedure doesn' use a CRT

screen; Instead, it uses pulse echo digital, readout equi pment.

23) PGSE's responses to welding allegations suffers from a

gl oss omi ss ion. It fai 1 s to demonstrate that the procedures used to
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verify tne quality of the welds were tne same as those specified by

Code 7 8 to install tne welds in tne first place. From the sketchy

information provided by PGKE, I know there are significant differences.

24} PGEE's February 17, 1984 letter to the t)RC takes credit

for having prepared the final approved drawings (original and revisions),
PQLLNghl gag

without exception. That is false. A September 18, 1973~~ audit

revealed, "PGEE is not approving the design of any 2" and under Hangers."

(Exhibit 25)

I have . e-<) tne above ll page affidavit, and it'is true, accurate

and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Harold Hudson

od(l~~

1 Co%~ p ~ ~UN~~IC~ 2b Incr
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AFFIDAVIT

Hy name is Harold Hudson. I am submitting this affidavit freely and

voluntarily without any threats, inducements, or coercion, to Nr. Thomas Devine,

who has identified himself to me as the Legal Director of the Government Account-

ability Project of the Institute for Policy Studies. I am submitting this state-

ment to evidence my concern over a comprehensive quality assurance (gA) breakdown

for the work of Pullman Power .Products at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant.

There is no possible justification for allowing this nuclear power plant to go

critical until the Nuclear i gulatory Comnission (NRC) confirms the full scope of

qA breakdown; identifies the causes; and monitors completion of a corrective

action program, including a full reinspection of safety-related work at the plant.

In many instances, the reinspection may be the first legitimate quality control

coverage the hardware has had.

I base this conclusion on my four and a half years experience at Diablo

Canyon in Pullman's quality assurance/quality control (gC) program, including

two and a half years, through 1982, during which I was the Internal Auditor. The

basic lesson I learned is that the conclusions of a Nuclear Service Corporation

audit of Pullman are more true today than when first published in 1977--the

program does not meet the requirements of 10C.F.R. 50, Appendix B; and it does

not have an operative corrective action system. The latter has been demonstrated

by the further deterioration in corrective action from 1979-1983. While before,

the system was merely failing to identify and solve problems, now it is actively

covering them up. This has been especially true with respect to welding, non-

destruc.ive exam'.ration procedures (NOE), and hydrostatic tests —all of which I

learned were consistently uncontrolled, and that some of the procedures for the

first two items were not qualified by a testing process which proves the procedures

actually work as claimed.
Devine. Exhibit 5
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The system also broke down for vendor quality assurance, where Pacific Gas and

Electric (PGKE) management ordered Pullman inspectors to stop reporting cracked

welds found in structural steel restraints supplied by vendors such as Boston

Bergen and American Bridge.

As an auditor trying to work within the Pullman site and corporate QA system,

I learned the cause of the QA breakdown and why it has not been corrected.

Pullman QA Hanagement does not want to know about QA/QC violations. llanagement's

corrective action has been to harass, threaten, and int'imidate QA/QC personnel

who identify problems, and to dismiss tho. e'. who persist. Although I exhaustively

reported deficiencies, the major effect of my disclosures was to prompt orders

from the QA manager to only look where I was told, and his angry threats to "get

rid of me!'During one such exchange,he exclaimed Pullman's bottom line: we'e not

committed to building this plant to 10 C.F.R. 50, Appendix B. In that case, I

do not see any legal basis for the f<RC to allow this plant to operate.

I am not opposed to nuclear power. Rather, I believe in the technology

enough to insist that it receive the proper respect. I began working in the

nuclear power industry in 1974 at the Trojan Plant and have worked at the

Humboldt Bay Plant. With the exception of two months in 1979, I worked at Diablo

Canyon for Pullman from September, 1978 until Friday the 13th, 1984, when I was

laid off. The layoff occurred the day after I finished a two-month series of

disclosures to the HRC.

For my first three to four months on site, I was a documents reviewer. For

nineteen months I worked as a weld inspector in the pipe rupture restraint

program. In August, 1980, I was promoted to QA Internal Auditor.
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Ny responsibility was to evaluate and monitor the entire QA/QC program for

compliance with our legal obligations. This is how I learned that Pullman

does not consider 10 C.F.R. 50 a legal obligation for work at Diablo Canyon.

In January, 1983, I was removed as internal auditor, but remained in the

QA program to help close out Discrepancy Reports (DR) and Deficient Condition

Notices (DCN), as well as to complete my pending audits. QA Manager, Harold

Karner, restricted me to carrying out his specific assignments. The harass-

ment was so intense that in mid-Hay, I resigned. Through, my union, the next

headaches attempting to work within the corporate system'. On my own time, at

home, I finished organizing and summarizing my evidence of QA violations. In

e 'RCNovember, I completed an snitsal report. On November 28, I s nt 1t to

Commissioner, Victor Gilinsky. On December 6, 1983, his office wrote that I~

~

~

~ ~

would be contacted by the Office of Investigations. (OI). Although 01 never

called, on January 6, 9, and 12, I was interviewed extensively by a series of

NRC inspectors from Region V. On January 13, I was laid off.

day I return to Diablo Canyon as a pipefitter. There simply had been too many

This statement will summarize the information and list the allegations

in three written reports already disclosed to the NRC. Hy affidavit also is

to submit a written record for allegations which I have only described to the

NRC in interviews.and identify allegations not yet described to the NRC.

UALITY ASSURANCE BREAKDOWN FOR MELDING

With,a few exceptions, from the onset of construction, the welding

program for structural steel essentially has been uncontrolled--in violation of

legal requi rements, as well as contract and design specifications. The

techniques to circumvent quality assurance included unqualified welders;
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unqualified welding procedures; use of welding procedures so irrelevant for

the assigned work that, in effect, safety-related welding was widely conducted

without procedures; reliance upon unqualified inspection procedures to check

the quality oF the welds; informal changes of contract specifications without

the required administrative review or distribution; falsification of records;

and harassment and intimidation of gA personnel who identified and attempted

to obtain corrective action against the violations. The abuses occurred both

during original construction, and duri ng the current modifications due to the

Bechtel/PGSE seismic design review program.

The list below represents a more detailed summary of the allegations

and evidence that form the basis for the above conclusions. The list is

drawn primarily from my November 28, 1983, disclosure and attachments to

Commissioner Gilinsky, which are enclosed as Exhibit l.

l. Weld procedure Code 7/8 for piping and plates has been used

improperly to weld numerous forms of structural steel on pipe supports. What

happened is that Pullman substituted American Society of Mechanical Engineers

(ASME) pipe welding procedures for the American Welding Society (AWS) struc-

tural steel procedures, as implemented. This practice exceeded the legally-

approved limitations for use of the procedure. The limits were logical, since

the two types of jobs have little in common. Pipe welding involves working

around a circumference. In structural steel welding the axis of the weld
is'n

a. straight plane (Exhibik 1, at 2).,

2. Code 7/8 has been used improperly to weld tube steel on pipe

supports. Tube steel involves a different type of metal than the P-1 material

covered by ASME procedures. This is significant, because the NRC has identified
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use of the same metals as a precondition to use ASME procedures for AWS work.

~

~

~

~In fact, tube steel welding is so unique that the AWS Code has a special sec-

tion for it (Id., at 2-3).

3. Code 7/8 was improperly used to weld threaded weld studs

which bolt plates to civil steel on Class I safety-related pipe supports.

The type of welding used for these studs is not listed within Code 7/8, and

it bears almost no resemblance to the work legally covered by Code 7/8

(Id., at 2).

4. The welding for threaded studs did not even honor the require",t4»

ments of Code 7/8, which calls for the use of a backing bar. Instead. process w.

sheets operated by the construction department imposed backgrinding, which is

a totally different operation (Id.).

5 . Code 7/8 has been used to weld at least eight pipe support

joint "."."..'.,"-.~+'"ns, '.ncluding flare bevel groove welds, and double bevel

groove welds, not covered by Code 7/8. Each of these configurations repre-

sents a unique welding task and legally must have its own approved weld procedure

specification detailing the joint configuration (Id., at 3).

6. Process sheets that guide quality control coverage did

not consistently call for inspection to verify the fitup of flare bevel

groove welds; one of the joint configurations not covered by the 7/8 pro-

cedure in the first place. That leaves the quality of the ensuing welds

doubly unreliable. This uncontrolled work has been occurring as part of

the current design modification construction work (Id.). I have read a

PGEE memorandum assert rg that gC fitup inspections are not required for

flare bevel welds. That memorandum is not sufficient to overrule engineering





specification ESD 264, which requires inspections of groove welds and full

penetration wel ds.

7. Code 7/8 has been improperly used on pipe rupture restraints

to weld five types of metal different from the ASl1E approved P-1 material.

These restraints prevent a pipe ruptured during an earthquake from whipping

back and forth, which could damage the rest of the equipment (Id., at 4).

8. Code 7/8 was improperly used to weld two structural steel

shapes on pipe rupture restraints that are not covered by the procedure--M

shapes and tube steel (Id.).

9. Code 7/8 was improperly used for at least ll joint config-

urations not covered by the procedure itself. These joint configurations were

not generically prequalified per the AWS Code and were without Procedure

qualification Re"ords and/or were not detailed on the 'Held Procedure Specification

(Id., at 4-6).

10. The result of the procedural breakdown was uncontrolled

welding. To illustrate, in one example, pipe rupture restraint square groove

welds were conducted without any established or documented procedure that

applied to the work in question. In some instances, welds had been completely

removed without any gC record of their disappearance. The records reflected

gC accepted welds where none existed. For documented repairs, there was only

erratic gC coverage due to unexplained procedural changes that deleted the

requirement for nondestructive examinations (Id., Attachment 2).





ll. Pullman has recognized the error of applying ASME welding

procedures to AWS work in an uncontrolled manner and issued Melding Technique

Specification No. AMS 1-1, in an attempt to clarify the proper use of Code 7/8

on HMS work. But the scope of corrective action was inadequate. It only

covered the, worX in a weld crack repair program on pipe rupture

restraints (Id., at 5-6). The misuse of Code 7/8 far exceeds the use of
~ AMS 1.1. The crack repair program only covered about one-fourth of the pipe

rupture restraints, and none of the pipe supports.

12. AMS l-l failed to fully correct the improper use of Code 7/8

for welding in the weld crack repair program. The procedure uses a steel not

contained 'rn the list of acceptable AWS base metals, without evidence

that it had been individually qualified to prove its reliability (Id., at 6).

13. The above violation was approved on December 20, 1979, by

V. J. Ca'sey. who signed off as Cognizant Welding Engineer. Sixteen days

earlier, however, he had been appointed Pullman's Assistant gA/gC manager,

according to an interoffice memorandum. To my knowledge, Mr. Casey has never

been listed on the Pullman organizational chart as a Cognizant Welding

Engineer. The only way his approval would not represent a false statement is

if he were simultaneously a construction and gA official. That would be a

violation of the NRC's requirement for a gA program independent of construc-

tion (Id., at 6-7).

14. I also have serious reservations about Mr. Casey's qualifica-

tions, based on his judgment in the field. In 1978, Hr. Casey was my

supervisor when I began as a welding inspector. He instructed me to measure

fillet welds by the throat, when the AWS Code requires the measurements from
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the leg of the weld. For approximately two months, I inspected welds to the

wrong standard, because Mr. Casey gave me a makeshift gauge not designed to

measure fillet welds. Other inspectors informed me that Mr. Casey has changed

the rules on the spot for equipment anchor modifications in the containment.

They stated his instructions were to work to a "relaxed" engineering'specification

ESD 243.

15. Through loopholes in its Engineering Specification ESD 223,

Pullman improperly exempted itself from AWS design, fabrication, and erection

requireiients .for all structural steel pipe support welding. Writing off the

rules ''-'ii this fashion violated the PG&E contract specifications. To my know-

ledg», there is no documented authorization from PGEE to deviate from the

Code requirement, which is still in the contract (Id., at 7-9).

16. PGKE contract specifications on welder qualifications were

changed without required review and auLhorized approval. The rules were

changed through a cryptic, unexplained note. The changes involved the

qualifications standard for all rupture restraint welders before July 10,

1979. The use of ASME qualification standards for welders doing unrelated

AWS work mirrors the breakdown in welding procedures. Again, however, the

1979 corrective action only applied to rupture restraints (Id., at 9-12).

17. The PGKE contract requirement for Charpy, or notch impact

strength tests, was waived for Code 7/8 and other welding procedures. Charpy

tests are necessary to be sure the welds installed under the procedure can

meet relevant design and professional code requirements for strength.

Deleting this requirement was a serious step, which should have gone through

the Contract Specification Change Notice process to assure proper engineering

review and approval. Instead, in January, 1974, a PG5E piping superintendent
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removed this significant gA check with a one-word penciled response, "No",

when Pullman asked in a letter if weld procedures for rupture restraints

required Charpy impact tests (Id., at 12-13).

18. In violation of still unrevised contract specifications,

specific corrective action commitments on relevant Nonconformance Reports

(NCR), and relevant procedures for the weld crack repair program, none of the

full penetration welds less than 9/16 in. thick among rupture restraints

were ultrasonicall.;.,<ested. This means that the welds in rupture restraints

since July, 1979, "~re not fully covered by quality control tests in a signifi-

cant number of ca':s. ~ PGKE engineers accepted the loopholes to Pullman's

program in July, 1979, again without the required review and approval, and

without revising the relevant contract specification that was being ignored

(Id., at 13-15).

e

19. Another weld procedure, Code 88/89 for carbon steel piping,

has been used to weld pipe support structural steel shapes and plates. during both

original construction and repair work in the current design modifications.

Structural steel shapes and plates are not covered by Code 88/89 (Id.,at 16).

20. In violation of the contract specification, Code 88/89 has

been used to weld carbon steel plates and structural steel shapes to rupture

restraints with two welding processes, Shielded Metal-Arc Welding (SMAW) and Gas

Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW): GTAW is not covered by .the relevant AWS Code'(Id.')

21. In August, 1979, PGEE issued Welding Technique Specification

No. AWS 1-3 to clarify the use of Code 88/89 for AWS welding. Unfortunately,

the "solution" again repeated the problem. AWS 1-3 covers a welding process,

(GTAW) and a base metal (A-515) not covered by the relevant AWS code provision

(Id., at 16-18).
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22. Pullman also substituted welding procedure Code 92/93 for

pipe rupture restraints when the process sheets specified that the work

would be done to Code 7/8. The Pullman Assistant gA manager accepted the

switch in an August 15, 1978, memorandum without changing the process sheets—

which left a record of work to a different procedure than was actually used.

(Id., at 18). The only records accurately reflecting the weld procedure used

were the weld rod requisition forms (Id., at 21-22).

23. The informal approval of the welding procedure switch was

based on a false premise--that boih procedures were qualified to unlimited

thickness and were technically "..quivalent. In fact, they only bear a passing
e

resemblance.. For example, Code 7/8 does not include a type of welding in

Code 92/93 that is only universally approved by the AWS for welds up to 1/4 in.

thickness. Nor did Code 92/93 have its own procedure qualification test to

verify its reliability on the welds greater than 1/4 in. th-:ck. In effect,

that welding was uncontrolled and its quality is legally indeterminate. The

two welding procedures are also different with respect to joint configurations,

joint details, tacking the joints, weld processes to be used, backing bar

requirements, and welding techniques, such as the allowable heat input from

AMPS and maximum volts. The controls for clearly distinct special processes

cannot be legally intermingled through a memorandum (Id., at 18-21).

24. Contrary to contract specifications, welders qualified to

ASME-based Code 92/93 were used for structural steel welding without being

properly qualified to the AWS Code. The switch was accepted on August 15,

1978, Interoffice Correspondence, rather than through an accountable procedure

with review, authorized approval and a Contract Specification Change Notice

(Id., at 20-21).
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25. An April 14, 1983, Discrepancy Report on 1972 welding in

the Spray Ring Piping System for the Unit No. 1 containment dome, DR f4713,

failed to identify an organizational breakdo'wn far more significant than the

issue it disclosed (variations between the SHAW weld process used and the

process reported in the process sheets). DR 84713 also revealed that the

process sheets and rod requisition forms referenced different weld rods

than had, in fact, been used. The response of the QA/QC manager was to

accept the violation as is. The DR did not mention one of the most signifi-
cant violations: the production department sut.tituted an unauthorized,

unapproved procedure and process for the procedure which had been properly
0

selected and approved by the QA system and the thit'd party authorized inspector

from the State of California. This was done in order to avoid delays when QA

issued the wrong weld rod for Meld Procedure 128. Production could not wait

to correct the weld rods, so the foreman just changed the procedure. In

other words, the production department's "solution" was to achieve compat-

ibility by making the procedure as wrong as the weld rod. OR 84713 endorsed

the procedure switch (Id., at 23-25). If production can overrule the QA

system so easily on such casual grounds, it means that controlled welding

procedures occurred only when tolerated by the construction department.

Under the circumstances. there can be no basis for confidence that the quality

of the welding was controlled. Host significant, in April, 1983 Diablo

Canyon management was still satisfied with this result.

26. DR 84713 missed another equally significant violation: QC

inspectors had approved all the welds after visual examination, although the

GTAW and SHAM welding procedures do not look the same. The 1972 failure

raises 'serious questions about the reliability of QC inspections at the
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time, The failure of DR 84713 to even note the gC inspection failure demon-

strates that ll years later, the acceptance standards have not yet become

realistic. Significantly, before it was issued, this OR was reviewed three

times by Bechtel and PGLE management, which must assume responsibility For a

gA report that failed to disclose, at all, the most significant gA violations
e

(Id., at 25-28).

27. The breakdown in records for the weld rod and weld process

sheets render it impossible to verify the qualifications of early welders by

reconstructing weld rod and process records, as asserted by'Pullman in response

to 1977 Nuclear Services Corporation findings that the qualifications could not

be established for welders in late 1972. I demonstrated this efFect of

DR f471 3 by applying its findings to a case study on a welder whose qualifica-

tions were challenged in the original NSC audit (Id., at 28-30).

28. Ny attempts to perform my audit duties on welding led to

sustained management hostility, including restrictions on my organizational

freedom, harassment and intimidation, and retaliation through personnel

actions. On January 28, 1983, the harassment reached a climax. I had already

been removed as internal auditor on pretextual grounds (infra, at 23-4)

and was doing research for pending audit reports that I had issued, in this

case Unscheduled Internal Audit 035 on pipe rupture restraings. I was at my

desk revjewing the records on three fu11 penetration welds that had been

tested to the wrong nondestructive examination process. Nr. Karner approached

and wanted to know what I was doing. When I told him, he asked if I had been

directed to identify those problems. Because I was completing a pending audit

of which Hr. Karner disapproved, I accurately answered, "No." He then shouted

at me that I was no longer the internal auditor and could no longer identify
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discrepancies unless he specifically ordered me to. At the time, I was

still a quality assurance employee, helping to close out DCN's and DR's. Mr.

Karner's orders to restrict my inquiries violated the requirement for

organizational freedom in 10 C.F.R. 50, Appendix B.

29. During the January 28, 1983, confrontation, Mr. Karner also

threatened that if I repeated this type of behavior, he would "get rid of me."

From his demeanor, I was unsure whether he was referring to my presence on

the job, or my presence —period. Mr. Karner's threats eventually convinc~..m-

me to resign and to take a pipefitting job. The pervasive atmosphere ofgh0

intimidation was too counter-'productive for an employee to successfully uphold

required QA/QC standards within Pullman's quality assurance program.

30. Although Pullman has gotten rid of me, the company has kept

the problem of unqualified welding procedures. When I left in January, 1984,

we were still working to the same welding procedures I had audited. Nothing

has changed except that after all the notice, it is clear that Pullman and

PGKE's violations are deliberate. There can be no excuse of ignorance.

Corrective action has been nonexistent or ineffective. There were discussions

on-site of attempting to qualify Code 7/8 after the fact, which would have

been ineffective anyway since it was the sponsoring procedure for considerable

work that it did not describe. As of my departure, however, even that halfway

step had not occurred.

II. UALITY ASSURANCE BREAKDOWN IN NONDESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATIONS

Nondestructive examinations to test the welds and other hardware

were as unreliable as the procedures to conduct the welding in the first place.

The indeterminate quality of the testing process leaves the quality of the
n
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hardware in the same status —indeterminate, at best. In some cases, NDE

results were compromised due to simple manipulation at manage-

ment direction. This phenomenan allegedly occurred when Bechtel and PGKE had

the NDE personnel do certain ultrasonic tests (UT) over with a different

approach, after the tests had identified a large number of respectable welds.

A good illustration of the quality assurance breakdown involves

1972 tests used to measure Seismic Class I valves on the reactor coolant

pressure boundary for minimum wall thickness in response to an Atomic Energy

Commission (AEC) directive. The UT procedure was not qualified by tests to

determine its reliability, which'was questionable anyway, because the procedure

did not measure the entire surface of the valves. There is serious question

whether all relevant valves were examined, in part due to conflicting informa-

tion in the records. Not all the equipment used to measure the valves was

traceable and calibrated. The former violation invalidates usage of the equip-

ment. The latter affects the accuracy of UT results by up to 48 percent,

when the AEC required 98 percent accuracy. Informal changes of contract

specifications, without the required review and approval, again facilitated

the gA violations. To my knowledge,'orrective action has not occurred.

The unreliability of valve measurements was representative of a

general gA breakdown for nondestructive examinations. In Internal Audit 101,

I checked 21 such procedures--seven were deficient, representing three forms of

nondestructive exams To date, the most significant problem remain. The

basic flaw was that records were not available to demonstrate that test pro-

cedures were qualified. After I traced the use of one procedure back to the

steam generator feedwater nozzle, the gA manager ordered me not to find out where

a related test procedure was used; The response to my disclosure of these

problems was to sit on them For over a year. In some instances, there still
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has not been effective corrective action. gA management reneged on solutions

to which we had agreed. The situation became so frustrating, that I conducted

an audit on corrective action and sent the results to Pullman corporate head-

quarters. The response was to reprimand me for breaking ranks, while the gA

violations continued to be ignored. Below is a more detailed listing of related

allegations.

31.. In some instances, the unreliability of nondestructive

examinations is due to manipulation of the test results in order to mask

deficiencies. This allegedly occurred in 1982, with respect to tests involving

around 230 Unit I full penetration welds--some in the containment--where UT

examinations revealed large numbers of rejectable conditions. Witnesses

described the defects to me as voids, slag, and lack of fusion in the roots

of the welds--which raise questions about weld bonding. I was also informed

that Bechtel and PGSE management responded by manipulating the UT procedure in

a manner that would lower the number of rejected indications. The welds were

then "accept(ed) as is" (Id., at 15).

In other instances, the gA violations are more deeply rooted.

The case of Engineering Specification ESO 234 for ultrasonic measurement of

valves on the reactor coolant pressure boundary is -a microcosm of the break-

down. On January 18, 1982, I initially reported gA violations through Internal

Audit 4'101. I tried again in November, with unscheduled Internal Audit 534.

On January 2, 1984, I finished a report to Commissioner Gilinsky on this still
uncorrected problem, which I have since forwarded to the NRC inspectors at

Diablo Canyon. It is enclosed as Exhibit 2.

32. There is no evidence that the ultrasonic thickness measurement
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procedure was qualified through tests to demonstrate the 98 percent level of

accuracy required by the AEC. The valve measurements were conducted with an

uncontrolled procedure, and therefore cannot be accepted as the basis for

conclusions about the quality of the valves. In my audit, I could neither

find evidence of a Procedure Qualification Record (PQR), nor a Procedure

Qualification Test (PQT) (Exhibit 2, at 2-3).

33. There is no evidence of "procedure verification tests,"

required by ESD 236 for the transducers, that take into account the curves,

ridges, and irregularities that exist on every valve and significantly affect

the measurements (Id., at 3).

34. 11anagement appears to have conducted the measurements without

any qualification test, despite prior warning that the procedure was too

'nreliable to support its findings. An April 17, 1973, "Interoffice Corres-

pondence" had disclosed:

3.

4.

The transducers available are adequate for flat
smooth surfaces. There are no adapters, shoes
or wedges available should they become necessary.

At this time, 3t appears the transducers supplied
may not be the correct type for thickness readings.
If this is true, we will have to order new
transducers.

5. The effect of surface contour and roughness must
be tested prior to making any reportable results.

6. There is no available equipment on the U.T. equip-
ment for review.

It is doubtful that any meaningful results can be
obtained at this time and it is definite that
none can be reported until the above-mentioned
problems are solved.

(Id., and related attachments)
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35. Pullman gA manager Harold Karner improperly refused to

take corrective action in January, 1982, when I disclosed the lack of pro-

cedure qualification records or tests for ESD 236 and ESD 244, the UT Thickness

Gauge Procedure. The problem remains uncorrected. His excuse was that these

procedures were only nondestructive measurements rather than nondestructive

tests, and therefore did not represent "special processes" whose quality must

be controlled (Id., at 4).

That semantic distinction is irrelevant. The reason to

require re<>ial>le, controlled procedures is to assure the quality of sensitive,

safety-related hardware. Indeed, in 10 C.F.R. 50, Appendix B, Criterion X,

the terms "examinations, measurements, or tests" are used interchangeably.

The safety-related purpose for qualified NDE procedures is magnified for ESD

236. ESD 236'as instituted in response to an AEC directive to the nuclear

indu.:ry after discovery of valve problems at a series of plants.

36. Mr. Karner's manipulation of definitions is wrong. UT measure-

ments constitute a special process which must be qualified. They are a special

process because they are uniquely created to perform a specific quality-

related function. Further, PGEE contract specifications and 10 C.F.R. 50,

Appendix B, Criteria IX, "Control of Special Processes," identify nondestruc-

tive testing as an example of special processes, not as the boundary of the

concept.

37. UIA f34 of 254 Valve Wall Thickness Data Reports demonstrated

that the Data Reports are incomplete and, therefore, are not traceable, as

required. For example, none listed the size, shape, or manufacturer's

designation for the transducers that performed the wall thickness. The ESD
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736 Documentation Packages do not provide any information on the testing

equipment beyond the serial numbers. In some cases, there were not even

serial numbers for the UT machines and the micrometers used as a mechanical

backup measuring device (Id., at 5-6).

38. The Data Reports offered unreliable, inconsistent information.

For instance, 19 reports listed two different UT machines as having conducted

the same valve measurement. Serial numbers for UT thickness equipment and

micrometers could not be verified independently. Ten percent of the valves

checked physically had s;~rial numbers different from those listed in the Data

Reports. In many Data ',i<orts, original information had been whited-out and

altered without signature ov explanation (Id., at 6).

39. Necessary records to demonstrate calibration of the measuring

equipment were not consistently available. To demonstrate the potential

effects, on th-.=e UT measurements whose accuracy was tested, the pre- and

post-calibration checks showed variations of 10 percent, 48 percent, and 2.6

percent (Id., UIA 434, Attachment 5). The maximum error permitted by the AEC
4

was 2 percent.

40. The AEC acceptance standards were violated when valve

measurements from equipment that failed minimum reliability standards (439,

supra) were used,to accept the valves as sufficiently thick (Id.).

41. Forty-two Data Reports disclosed that the valves were below

the minimum thickness, but on the paperwork they were marked as "accepted"

without explanation (Id.).

42. In 11 cases, the measurements were incomplete. The records

simply skip results for requii ed areas of the valve, such as the flat pad at

the bottom (Id.).
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43. In 14 valve locations, there was no documented evidence that

the valves had been examined at all (Id.).

44. There was no documentation to indicate that weld repairs on

the valves were controlled, as required by the AEC. To illustrate the absence

of verifiable controls, the Data Reports do not have a requirement to list
whether valves were weld-repaired, or the weld procedure used ( Id., at 7).

45. During my research for UIA f34, I discovered that none of the

valves meet AEC and PGSE design requicements. Me'stinghouse, the manufacturer,

had expl'icitly declared that they "wire not designed to meet the minimum wall
Cl

thickness requirements of ANSI B16.5"--oldie of the relevant professional codes

listed by the AEC in 1972. By comparing Westinghouse's communication with

PGEE contract specifications, I learned that the valves also do not meet the

design requirements in the contract ( Id.).

46. To my knowledge, there still has not been any corrective

action on this problem. If there had been good faith attempts, I should have

been contacted as the originator of the audit. I remain available to help

follow through.

47. Similar to UT thickness measurement procedures, nondestructive

test procedures lacked documentation of Procedure gualification Records or

Tests. In IA 8101, I found this flaw in seven procedures out of 21 examined.

Beyond the UT thickness procedures, there were five cases where no evidence

existed that NDE procedures had been qualified. As a result, the quality of

work examined under those procedures remains indeterminate. These included:

1) ESD 234, for UT Inspection of Groove Welds on pipe rupture restraints

prior to 1979; ESD 241, for UT examination of Safety Yoke Rods on Safety
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Valves; ESD 246, for Hagnetic Particle testing, with unknown use; ESD 247, for

Magnetic Particle examination of welds in the crack repair program on Unit Cl

Steam Generator'eedwater Nozzles; and ESD 270, for Liquid Penetrant

examinations, with unknown use. On January 12, 1984, I completed and delivered

to NRC inspectors, a draft report to Commissioner Gilinsky on IA 101. It is

enclosed as Exhibit 3.

48. The corrective action for procedure ESD 234, consisted

of unreliable, "after-the-fact" Procedure qualification

Tests, whose use was not controlled and accomplishedfusing qualified procedures.

Ironically, this is the same flaw the late PgT "..ere supposed to correct.

Further, there is no evidence that management reviewed and approved the

procedures for the PgT (Id., at 2-3).

49. gA Manager Harold Karner improperly prevented any corrective

action for the lack of procedure qualification records on ESD 270. Instead, he:

directed that the Procedure gualification Records for a similar procedure,

ESD 210, should be used for ESD 270. That is unacceptable. If the two pro-

cedures have separate numbers, there are at least some dissimilarities. Those

unique features of ESD 270 inherently will not have a proven demonstration of

their ability to identify defects. This gA violation remains ignored.

50. No investigation was performed to determiae

where ESD 270 was used. Instead, the gA manager told me to just write up

what I had learned already as an audit finding.

51. ESD 241 for UT of the safety valve yoke rods involves the most

significant violations. In addition to the lack of a PgR, the hardware was

tested i'rom December 17-2D. 1973, before the UT~rocedure it'se1f uas even

issued on December 26. 1973, and prior to approval of the UT procedure
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by PGSE on February 12, 1974. The testing was totally uncontrolled for

the yoke rods on these valves, which I believe control the release of radiation

from the containment (Id., 8 at 4).

52. ESD 241 was deficient because it violated instructions from

Dresser, the vendor for bolts and studs. The Dresser instructions required

the rods to be examined prior to threading. At Diablo Canyon, the UT's were

conducted after the threading. Further, ESD 241 did not use the Dresser

instructions to determine the reference point for.sensitivity and the criteria

to report questionable items ( Id., at 4-5).

53. The existing documentation for the tests fails to meet the

standards both of ESD 241 and the Dresser Instructions. Required information

on the testing surface and instrument calibration was not included ( Id., at 5).

54. Both ESD 241 and the UT inspection records fa'>ed to reflect

ompl =;.== .,:.". = ". ".'".;mposed requirement for backup inspection "with the

liquid dye penetrant technique to check the yoke rod ends for indications of

cracking that might extend into the threaded area of the yoke ends" (Id., at

55. No DR was issued to PGKE on ESD 241, although this corrective

action had been agreed to both by Mr. Karner and the NDE supervisor. Mr. Karner

improperly reneged on the basis of a memorandum from John Guyler, my successor

as internal auditor. Mr. Guyler dismissed the detailed, documented DR which I

had proposed with the following assertion: "PPP has accomplished this per

instruction from PG8E. It is evident that a nonconformance does not exist and

a DR is not necessary" ( Id., at 3-4 ). Mr. Guyler's response was inadequate.

First, the procedure violated PGEE instructions (see f54, ~su ra ). Second,
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even PG&E does not have the authority to validly instruct Pullman to violate

l0 C.F.R. 50, Appendix B, Criterion IX—"Special Processes." Third, Mr.

Guyler did not document his asserted conclusion.

56. Overall, Pullman violated NRC reporting requirements and

PG&E contract specifications by only reporting the deficiencies for two out

of the seven nondestructive procedures to PG&E on Discrepancy Reports (Id., at 6).

57. PG&E dispositioned the DR for ESD 246 "accept as is", althoug,.",

there is no information indicating where the nondestructive test was conducteJ'5-.

Since the identity of the affected hardware could also impact on the evaluation

criteria, PG&E's acceptance was premature (Id., at 7).

58. The reason the location of work tested under ESD 246 could not

be identified is that Mr. Karner improperly prevented me from looking. After

I learned that ESD 247 was used for welds in the crack repair program on feedwater

nozzles in the Unit I Steam Generator, he ordered me not to check where ESD 246 .

had been used (Id., at 6).

59. PG&E improperly dispositioned the DR on ESD 247 "accept as is",
although the Magnetic Tests in the procedure were referenced to ANSI standards,

rather than the relevant ASME Code Section I; and although the qualifications

of the hlT personnel conducting the test cannot be verified from the records

available (Id.).

60. The corrective action for ESD 246, and 247 involved procedure

qualifications after-the-fact (Id., at 7). After-the-fact procedure qualifica-

tions should not excuse PG&E from accountability under NRC rules. At best, it
means that the damage has been minimized. But it also inherently means that
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10 C.F.R. 50, Appendix B, was violated, because special processes were con-

ducted under uncontrolled conditions.

61. Even if it is acceptable to conduct procedure qualification

tests after the fact, the tardy test must be performed under controlled cir-

cumstances. In this case, PgT's were conducted with different equipment than

had been used originally (Id.). No documentation was supplied to support the

asserted Corrective Action Response that the new equipment made the results

more conservative.

62. gA Manager Karner was responsible for the deliberate failure

to provide reasonably prompt corrective action for IA 101. On January 18,

1982, I initially disclosed IA 101; on Mare) 23, 1982, it was finalized after

I provided Mr. Karner with additional information which he had requested. On

April 6, 1982, corrective action for the first finding in the audit on. lack

of procedure qualification tests was approved. Before implementation, how- ,

ever, he changed his mind. Although the official time limit for corrective

action is ten days, the audit was not closed out for over another year,

despite my repeated memoranda and attempts to formally notify Mr. Karner of

his obligation to address the issue of unqualified NDE procedures (Id., at 8-11).

63. Pullman corporate gA Oirector A. Eck was notified of the

failure to take corrective action and improperly refused to help. Instead, he

reprimanded me for bringing the matter to his attention. On June 14, 1982, I

notified Mr. Eck, through an Interoffice Correspondence, of the overdue

corrective action. He did not respond. On July 6, 1982, I performed and

submitted Unscheduled Internal Audit 831 to Mr. Eck on the lack of corrective

action required by ESD 263 within 10 days. This time I received a response.

Both Mr. Eck and Mr. Karner reprimanded me for submitting the audit to Mr.

Eck directly, rather than letting it proceed through the chain of command.
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This violated ESD 263, they explained. My audit was voided. Both

individuals neglected to mention the violation of ESD that I had raised-

the QA violations were not getting fixed (Id., at 9-10).

64 . In January 1983, I was further punished for Mr . Karner's

improprieties. I was removed as internal auditor because only 5 instead
V

of the required 18 audits had been closed out. Part of..the problem was due

t o circumstances - beyond my control. Mr. Karner or supervisors

were sitting on some of my audits beyond the required deadline. Mr. Karner

also was loading me down with ancillary assignments.and unscheduled audits were not

counted.

65. On January 28, 1983, during the meeting in which Mr. Karner

threatened to get rid of me for looking at quality -related issues without

being assigned (Supra, Nos. 27-28), I informed Mr. Karner that he had

violated 10 C.F.R. 50, Appendix B. He responded twice that we are not

committed to 10 C.F.R. 50, Appendix B, and that it was "O.K." for him

to violate the Code of Federal Regulations and related contract specifi-

cations.

III. BREAYDOMN IN QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR HYDROSTATIC TESTS.

Hydrostatic testing at Diablo Canyon from 1975 to 1978 does not

have the necessary QA documentation to prove the reliability of the tests.

In hydrostatic tests, water is run through the plant at higher pressures

than normal to see if the pi ping is reliable.

In February. 1981, I. conducted Internal Audit 86, in- which I

learned that nearly all hydro'static piping tests for a year, during 1980

and 1981 were conducted without required QG documentation.. In April 1982

NRC inspection identified that documentation problems identified
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in Internal Audit'86 were not 'properly--corrected. I became convinced

that,. serious problems may exist with the hydrostatic tests. In March 1983

I completed Internal Audit 106, which examined the records for 79 original

hydrostatic tests and 118 retests conducted from 1975 onward. I learned

that the test documentation did not have evidence of required gC oversight,

gA records, consistent procedures, or controlled test conditio'ns. In short,

there has been a generic breakdown in the gA requirements for hydrostatic

tests. They must be redone. Internal Audit 106 is enclosed as Exhibit 4.

Ny specific allegations follow.

66. The procedures for hydrostatic tests conducted before

January 27, 1975 are fundamentally inadequate, due to their failure to

include documentation'equirements, and due to lost pages, the inability

to even entirely reconstruct the procedure requirement.

67. Almost all hydrostatic tests and retests from 1975

onward lack required gA documentation. The most significant omission

involves gC coverage documented on a piping system closeout - F98

Department Release. This activity is necessary to assure that departments

performing the test comply with procedure checklists. Unfortunately,

departments only complied sporadically with the requirement to complete

and maintain the form whichcbnonstrates compliance with the test pro-

cedure. In other cases, there is not necessary backup documentation to

verify the conclusions in the release. (Exhibit 4, AAR Pl).

68. From December 1977 - April 1978, in 28 cases Pullman

test requirement forms did not have information necessary under the
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procedure ESD 229. Fundamental data, such as the type of fluid, pressure

and temperature, simply is missing (Id., AAR f2).

69. In 28 cases, Pullman's HT procedure data form does

not match PGEE requirements. This form is the guide used to conduct the

test, so the distinctions translated into different test conditions that

disqualify the results from Pullman's hydrostatic test. To illustrate,
in one test Pullman's procedure only had a pressure of 2485 PSIG, when

PGSE's accept::tie minimum was 2812 PSIG.

7O. The absence of backup documentation continued after 1978.

From March 1978 to April 1980, there were 14 hydrostatic retests without a

signed QC field pipe release, dispite the conclusion by Quality Engineering

in the test records that QC had verified the results ( Id. AAR N3).

71. The problems with hydrostatic tests offer another

example of management harassment of QA personnel. During the Hay 1982

NRC inspection, I spoke extensively with. HRC representatives. After the

. interview Mr. Karner expressed anger at'he length of the m0eting. At a later
meeting, during this general time frame, he threaten to get rid of me.

IV. BREAKDOWN IN VENDOR UALITY ASSURANCE.

Although I was not as actively involved with vendor QA as

with special process and hydrostatic test procedures, I observed the

symptoms of a generic QA breakdown after becoming familiar with two

examples of QA violations involving vendors. One case involved a vendor

that calibrates micrometers, a precision measuring device for Pullman

tools and the impact of weld repairs, among other functions. Although

the vendor had a clean bill of health and was on the Approved Vendors
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List (AVL) until my October 1981 audit, there was virtually no quality assurance

program. Unfortunately, corrective action was solely prospective - to

remove the firm from the AVL. The damage that already has been done will

remain.

The second case involves 1980 and 1982 orders by PGLE for Pullman

inspectors to stop reporting the large number of cracked shops welds found

in Boston Bergen and Anerican Bridge.worklhese hardware defects should have

been reported on OR's, but instead were ordered to be ignored because they

came from a vendor. Specific allegations follow.
l

72. The rel iaoility of Pullman's Approved Vendors List

is indeterminate, due to the inclusion of Nicrosurface Engineering. This

firm only had a token quality assurance program, yet had been approved

and passed previous vendor audits. Ny audit demonstrated that Nicrosurface

did not conduct audits, did not have a written procedure for calibration,

conduc.e". n" ~~'~oiled inspections, lacked traceability for use on

Pullman tools,. failed to disclose laboratory standards for calibration, and

did not have required documentation for training of laboratory personnel.

The violations were so ingrained and pervasive that it is not credible to

conclude they only sprang up since the vendor passed an audit the previous

year.

73. Corrective action for the Niscrosurface OA violation

improperly was restricted to the prospective step of removing the firm

from the AVL This was inadequate, because the accuracy of measurements

made with Nicrosurface tools is indeterminate. The effects of previous vio-

lations wili remain undisturbed.
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74. In July 1979 Pullman inspectors began finding signifi-
cant quantities of cracks in welds received from two vendors, Boston

Bergen and American Bridge. Until 1980 Pullman inspectors wrote 19

Discrepancy Reports on the welds, which displayed a consistent pattern of
tblinear indication. The DR's are enclosed as Exhibits 5-Pf'. On April 3,

1980, however, Nr. Marvin Leppke of PGKE issued a memorandum directing

Pullman to stop issuing Discrepancy Reports on these "shop" welds. The
a'f

memorandum is enclosed as Exhibit g8;

75. In 1982 PG8E repeated the-improper restrictions on

gA enforcement against the same shop weld;. This time PGEE instructed

Pullman to delete shop welds from the formal walkdown program that

represents a final visual check on quality. Relevant supporting documenta-

tion is enclosed as Exhibit ~.

V. RECORDS FALSIFICATION

Beyond instances of contradictory and impossible information

in the records, in some cases I am sufficiently familiar with the cir-
cumstances of false records to state that they were intentionally

falsified. Examples involve the qualifications tests for gC inspectors.

As a prospective welding inspector I failed one of my initial test and was

then given a copy of the test to study to'assure.passing on the second attempt.

Another inspector was certified after taking-a teSt which upon review months

later'he:was found to have failed. He was retested at that time and passed

with the assistance of coaching. The test was backdated to the original test

date to cover work performed during the intermin period. The latter example

occured in 1980.
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VI. CAUSES OF THE UALITY ASSURANCE BREAKDOWN.

77. The most significant cause for the gA breakdown is the

environment of repression and the predictable retaliation against gA

personnel who diligently try to identify and correct gA violations . The

problem goes well beyond the loss of organizational freedom. Upholding the

Atomic Energy Act at Diablo Canyon can represent professional suicide.

Host significant, the sacrifice is for nothing. The violations remain,

uncorrected. My own experience is a case study. Mr. Karn'~:r threatened to

"get rid of" me on three occassions when I persisted in 'hitempts to obtain

corrective action. Hr Karner restricted my freedom as an in~pector until

I could only look at specific problems assigned by him. I was reprimanded,

verbally and in writing, for communicating with corporate gA management

about such a fundamental violation as the failure to take corrective

action against unqualified NDE procedures on safety related work. To add

insult to injury, in January 1983 I was demoted for not finishing enough

assignments. The demotion was due in part to Hr. Karner's refusal to

act on my audits, which made it impossible in some cases for me to'inish
my assignments.

78. The final act of reprisal against me occurred on January

13. lg84 I was laid off from my job as a pipefitter, the day after making my thi rd

disclosure to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. NRC inspectors already

had told me that site management had a copy of my first report on welding

procedures, and that Bechtel was studying it. On Friday, 50 pipefitters were

laid off, supposedly due to a lack of parking space. The usual practice

for these layoffs is to let workers from the local union stay until last.

In this instance 4 6 out of the 50 employees laid off were "travel cards"
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from out -of-town unions. Although more travelers were available, four

employees from the local were swept out with the travelers. One of the four

was having conflicts with his supervisor and one had an absenteeism problem.

The other two were my partner and myself. Hy foreman protested to the super-

visor not to lay off my partner and me, and asked for permission to pick

someone else. The supervisor referred him to the resident construction

manager, who refused the request and told the job steward that we had to be the

ones laid off. Hy foreman and the job steward recounted these events to me

on the day of the layoff. That day the job steward also informed me cB the

perception of site that my layoff was due to "politics" and was decic'ed "higher

up". On January 25, 1984, the day after retaliation was widely discu'.sed ~jt

Congressional hearings, management called me back to work but not my partn r.
The pattern represented by my case illustrates why a significant number QA violations

have gone unreported, and why the quality of Diablo Canyon is indeterminate.

Those who persist in reporting the violations are dismissed, or harassed

relentlessly until they resign, or give up and stop trying.

79. Another cause for the QA breakdown is subordination of PGKE's

and Pullman's QA department to construction. Until recently, PG8E site QC did not

review Pullman Discrepancy Reports. PG&E's Resident Mechanical Engineer, a con-

struction offical, reviewed and approved corrective action to discrepancies. As of

Hay 1983, Pullman Internal Audits were not submitted to PG8E site QC for review but

instead submitted to the Resident Hechanical Engineer.

80. Another cause for the QA violations was lack of resources. To

illustrate, from August 1980 to September 1982, Hr. Karner was the only permanent

employee in the QA/QC site management. He did not have an assistant QA Hanager,

and the QC Supervisor was a temporary employee.

81. The QA breakdown was not due to PGSE ignorance. On
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-31-

repeated occasions, I identified many of'he issues in this affidavit

to a variety of officials within the PGKE supervisory and management staff.

Although some officials listened and expressed agreement and/or sympathy,

none of the violations were corrected. I believe that PGEE and Pullman

have been gambling that the NRC will not enforce the gA laws, even if
they are caught. For the sake'of the public's health and safety, I hope

that the NRC calls their bluff.

I have read the above 31 page affidavit, and it is true,

accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Harold Hudson

SUBSCRIBED RND SNORN this ~ day of January, 1984. in

Cal i fornia.

~' ~

r\ ~ Ira'I

a NOTARY PUBLIC
Hy Coomission Expires:

~ ~
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lgT""I.OFFlCE CORRESPONENCK
THE M. M. KELLOGG COMPANY

qol+~ s I

I
~ ~

Distribution List December 12, 1974

FPQM E. P. Gervf.n

~„",JECT ...hN|',-..H4$ , 7,, 5.....Qua),$ Qgaggqq...o f .Inspection~ Q~mina tion~ and
Testing Personnel for the Construction Phase of Nuclear Pover Plants

I

Lfs t: J. Boves
E. Curcio
S. Handler
W. Wills
Pedro Elorra

I

I

2 ~

I

t

Earlier this year I sent out a memo to all of you indicating that the
Atomic Energy Commission had begun to require qualification of
inspection'nd testing personneI in addition to non-destructive
examination personnel all in accordance vith ANSI-N45.2.6.

To accomodate this requirement, the Williamsport QA Manual vas
revised on 3/19/74, Field Installation Manual on 4/1/74 and Dav'e
Cockrane vas notified to change the Paramount Manual accordingly .,
during that same period of time. The M. W. Kellogg Company's.
standards policies regarding qualification, certification and
training of both non-destructive examination and inspection and
testing personnel are all outlined in Quality Assurance Procedures
QAP-1 th'rough QAP-4 all dated M=y 1, 1974.

Apparently my suggestion vas not taken too seriously and nov ve have the
~ AEC breathing dovn our necks in one or tvo places.

~ ~

I vould stron~ recomnend that the respective QA Managers implement
the Inspection and Testing Personne1 Qualification and Training
Programs outlined in (4Q' and 4 ismIediately.

EPG:mlc

CC: T. D. Landale

'

~
~ I ~ 2 g ~

8 ~

Devine Exhibit 6
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lNTKROFFICK CORRESPONQKNCK

July 30, 1982

H. Karner, gA/qC Manager

H. Hudson, Internal Auditor

suan~ Exit Conference with PGIE Auditors concerning Program Audit 820705,
"guality Assurance Program".

The Exit Conference with PGSE Auditors was held on 7-29-82 and
audit findings were discussed. It was stated that the scope of the
audit was a Supplier and Program audit. The main concern was the
implementation'f the administration'of guality Assurance. See the
attached list for conference attendees. The following items were
discussed:

Previous audit findings were looked at. Noted that the Internal
Audit schedule was very effective. Noted that Management audits
were okay and that qA interface was okay.

SEW

2.

4.

5.

Internal Audits were adequate. Stated that the last two years,
a good a~~dit p. ogram was in effect. Two recommendations:

A. Cases where Inspectors or others did not follow procedures,
the Steps to Prevent Recurrence were to reindoctrinate. but
there was no documentation to back this up. Recommended

'ullmanprovide form to document reindoctrination as well
as use Internal Auditor letters reminding of procedure
requirements. WdecM ~r o~ rm. g~~
HA>P 7 %WC 8 gNP &ewe A9 iu c'Ace r&Argo~gc g flCC
'P~s'l)1 ~Pcgri'r'iar t<. Avoid&.Ak'~P Pg g~~ g~q(< fwP 'f444 J/ ()
but no statement that it is. Recommends. Pullman state Internal

'uditorih qualified to ANSI Standard. y y< ~ Z g

Training of NOE Inspectors to SNT-TC-lA was adequate. But other
Inspector.s shpy3d be...qua],.ified to.AN@,~45 2,~6tandar4s There
is no evidence that they are. This will be an open item to re-
audit at a later date. P4:.8'. ~wi ~ ~ s7prFD IA +~~6- 748'<
Pac~>g pcu4 r ca~pcy cri fe /g~(C A' . g. g (gag

f1'rganizationwas okay. i> vs.~i+ op pt,.p gp~ yg dh Jc, +Jcd44~p>~dr'
~~tD tsar' a$ 7. ~ g/a/g~

Oiscrepancy Reports were okay except Steps to Prevent Recurrence
needs back up documentation when a person has received reindoctrina-
tion. A recommendation was made about the use of tape over penciled
in circles which PGKE used to mark the recommended disposition they
wanted implemented on a Oiscrepancy Report. The tape was used to
preserve the pencil marks from wear. The auditor called this system
"hokey"

Devine Exhibit 7 J
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H. Karner, QA/QC Manager aim July 30, 1982

Exist Conference with PG5E Auditors concerning Program Audit 820705,
"Quality Assurance Program".
2

5. Continued
~f~lff:Sfd /pg. 4y CIdC,(d.r~C. 7/ds'fI'

DZSptoc<~ s' ~ WMp~
He recommended that a PormaVized'metfod be implemented for PGIE
to indicate their preference in Discrepancy Report Dispositions.
The auditor also made an observation about the number of open
Discrepancy Reports going back to 1978. Pullman responded. that
these open Discrepancy Reports were Unit III work still in progress.Ak~r l~ ISSdd&O Cad/<A4 ga,C. 4J d'< P<.SQ5 7t34> ~

6; Purchase Orders were being let before the QA/QC Manager sign off. ~
Need to establish management control. The receiving of purchased
material was under'ontrol. Need to comply with procedure require-
cments. This would remain as an open item to be reaudited at a
later date..'An observation was made about Site Approved Vendor's ~+~+~+
List. There was no approval by PG5E of the list but approval was Avp~~
done on an individual bases by purchase order. ~~AC r

7. Design Control was adequately implemented.
7 ePV

8. -Drawing Control was adequately implemented.

9. .Document ControT had an observatioh made about Isome ric packages.
Iso packages were complete but documentation not properly arranged
into categories per. QA. Instructions. Stated related documents such
as Inspection Check Off Lists were the same way. Al 1 information
was available but located in different places. Concerned about only
one person knowing where documents are located. If he dies, control
may be compromised.

Iso packages audited were 1-14-86A, 1-14-85A, 1-14-78A and 1-21-3Be

10. Monthly Maintenance Surveillance Reports were audited and only two
reports available for July. Pullman response was repprts are not
turned in until the end of the month.

11. Control of Measuring and Test Equipment had no problems.

12. Control of Inspection and Test Status had an observation concerning
piping process sheets. The last two steps on the process sheet were
blank due to NOE findings. Recommended that process steps not used
have a statement explaining why. 7Pc seeps ~~~ c= c~w~cy ~«<~"'<~

PAVI&4 C'~P4, flag dgd 4 Q)+M44f4 /PE)r~lf. 5fLf'~ ~~~~+ h4-

13. Special processes of NDS, Melding, Melder goal(fication and Welding+/A'~
Material were adequate.

3//'H/dd

Att.

Harald Hudson
Internal Auditor
Diablo Canyon Nuclear. Plant
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Exhibit 2

My name is Richard D. Parks. I am submitting this affadavit to document

the discrepant conditions identified, and corresponding violations of the

applicable codes as a result of the plant tour conducted on April 11, 1984

with D. Eirsch and G. Hernandez of Region U, United States Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant.

I and three witnesses accompanied the NRC to provide "hands~on" examples

of non-compliance with regulatio'ns, specifications and codes that form the

basic cornerstone of a compreh"'nsive Quality Assurance/Quality Control

program.

Each example identified to the NBC was subsequently "tagged" for identification

and a '-'report sheet" was filled out by the NRC. The "problem description"

is a quote from the report sheet. The examples identified that violated

applicable codes are discussed as follows:

D signation NO.S2-254-10, in the area of Pressurizer and Reactor

Coolant Pump 1-2.

Problem Descri tion: Veld attaching Safety Injection A"cumulator

line to nozzle of the cold leg line (NO.S2-254-10). On the side facing

Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) is a grinding gouge in the pipe at the

pipe-weld interface approximately 3/8 inches long, 1/8 inch at

Devine Exhibit 8
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2.

widest point and 1/16 inch deep (dimensions as visually determined by

NRC Inspector - no measurements take@. Additionally, there appears
I

to be a slight amount of undercut at two locations. The undercut is

approximately 5/8 inches on the weld side facing the RCP and approxi-

mately 1 inch at 120 from the side away from the RCP.

~ ~ ~ /

Code Violation: American Society of h'~c..chanicaL Engineers (ASME)

Section III, "Rules for Construction of, Nuclear Power Plant

Components - 1977 edition, Division I General Requirements,

Subsection NB, "Class 1 Components", para NB-4424 "Surfaces

of W Lds"

"As-weLded surfaces are permitted, and for piping the appropriate stress

indices given in Table NB-3683.2-1 shall be applied. However, the

surface of welds shall be sufficiently free from coarse ripples,

grooves, overlaps, and abrupt ridges and valLeys to meet (a) through

(f) below:

(c)Undercuts shall not exceed 1/32 inch (0. 8mm) and shall not

encroach on the required section thickness.





3.

(e) ~ ~ ~

(f)If the surface of the weld requires grinding to meet the above

criteria, care shall be taken to avoid reducing the weld or base

metal below the required thickness."

The discrepant condition identified by the witness violates the code

r equireme nts with respect to being "free from coarse r ipp4es, grooves,

overlaps, and abrupt ridges and valleys to meet (c)~and (f)."

ITEM 82, Ta 84: Unit 2 Reactor Building, Elevation 115, Support 97-3R

in vicinity of RCP 2-3.

Problem Descri tion: "Excessive overweld ha= caused excessive shrinkage

of SS line. This was supposed to be a full penetration weld with fillet

cap and is as specified. The overwelding can damage the pipe because

calculations don't account for residual stresses caused by such overwelding."

Code Violation: United States of America Standard (USAS) B31.7-1969

"Code for Pressure Piping - Nuclear Power Piping" (note: this standard

now is known as ANSI-B31.7), foreword "FABRICATIONREQUIREMENTS

AND THEIR CORRELATION WiTH DESIGN", page XVI paragraph 5.

"Even hanger attachment details are covered. For Class 1 piping,

complete penetration welds are required. The designer must consider

all stresses in the attachment as well as their effect on the pressure





4.

retaining part."

The welds in question do not conform to the stated intent of the

"Nuclear Power Piping" code with respect to the residual stresses

induced by the overwelding. It is the concern of this particular anon-

ymous witness that these residual stresses should have been but were

not a factor in the design"calculations. ~ ~ /

ITEM 43, Tac g5: Unit 2 Reactor'Building, large restraint wall

attachment (around surge line), beneath Unit 2 Pressurizer.

Problem D. seri tion: "Shopwelding is supposed to conform to AWS

Dl. 1 standards. The inner welds are excessively rough and of such

a profile that they would not conform to AWS D1.1. The welds are

ragged."

Code Violation: American Welding Society (AWS) Structural Welding

Code - Steel, paragraph 8. 15 "Quality of Welds", subparagraph 8.15. 1

"Visual Inspection". "Allwelds shall be visually inspected. A weld

shall be acceptable by visual inspection if it shows that

8. 15. 1. 1
- The weld has no cracks

8. 15. l. 2 Thorough fusion exists between adjacent layers of

weld metal and between weld metal and base metal





8. 15.1. 3 Allcraters are filled to the full cross section of

the weld

8. 15. l. 4 Weld profiles are in accordance with (para.) 3. 6

/weld pr ofilej "

The weld in question does not conform to the requirements specified

in paragraph 3.6 Iweld profilesg or the evident thorough.fusion

requirements as stated in 8. 15. 1. 2.

ITEM 84, Tag 86: Unit 2 Auxiliary Building, area GW, elevation 115,

line No. 2-S2-265-8 (Containment Spray Discharge Pipe - 4 lug

attachments between S and T line.)

irecn Descri tion: "Lug attachments are called out to be 1/2 inch

fillet welds on three sides. Actual size is 7/16 inch fillet or less."

Problem Descri tion: "Actual size is alleged to be less than or equal

to 7/16 inch which is 1/16 inch less than required. The excessive welding

used in the design of the lugs attachment welds, when welded to

Schedule 10 stainless thin wall pipe, has caused excessive shrinkage.

Tne excessive shrinkage causes residual stresses in the pipe which

has not been accounted for in the design or stress analysis. The

position of the clamp is such that there is a torsional force applied to
I





6.

the lugs, because the clamp cannot contact the wall of the pipe due

to the shrinkage. This torsional force is not accounted for in the

design and compromises the pipe integrity."

Code Violation: Refer to "Code Violation" discussion in "ITEM g2,

Tag 84".
~ ~ yg

The welds in question do not conform to the stated intent of the

"Nuclear Power Piping" code with respect to the residual stresses

induced by the welding or the torsional force applied to the lugs due

to excessive shrinkage. It is the concern of this particular anonymous

witness that these stresses should have been but were not a factor in

the design calculations.

ITEM 45, Ta 87: Unit 2, Auxiliary Building, Area 2H, support 413-131R

around CCW line.

Problem Descri tion: "Eight lug attachment welds are required to be

full penetration welds on three sides. Actual weld is not a full pene-

tration weld, but is, instead a fillet weld, contrary to the design."

Code Violation'. American Welding Society (AWS) - A2.4 - 79

"Symbols for Welding and Non-Destructive Testing," paragraph 9. 0

"Groove Welds," subparagraph 9. 2. 2 "Complete Joint Penetration

Required." "When no depth of groove preparation or effective





7.

throat is shown on the welding symbol for single-groove and symmetrical

double-groove welds, complete joint penetration is required."

Q SiCeS
Symbol provided on "Detail"

for weld(s) in question.

PG and E has stated in their letter, DCL-84-040, "The weld

symbols used at Diablo Canyon are consistent with the standards specified

in AWS..." and in an Interoffice Memorandum (file no. 930, 146.20,

CA2) dated October 25, 1983 that "all pipe support as-builts issued

by General Construction after October 15, 1983 should have all

weld symbols in conformance with AWS A2.4."

The welds in question were incorrectly performed because of lack of

proper interpretation of the weld symbol utilized on the design drawing.

It is the concern of this particular anonymous witness that this

discrepancy provided an example of code compliance violation due to

a lack of intimate knowledge with AWS A2.4. These particular welds

had been inspected and accepted by Pullman Quality Control and PG and E

Quality Control prior to the discrepancy being identified by a Pre-

Inspection Engineer.
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I have read the above eight page statement. I have based the information

contained therein either on personal knowledge or by reviewing the

relevant information with the particular witness involved. This statement

is true, correct and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and

correct, a.4 that the same was executed this 17th day of April, 1984 at

San Lui! 'O;obispo, California.

D. PARKS, c ant

SZaTE OF CALIFORNIA )
) ss.

COliMii OE SAN LUIS OBISPO )

On April 17, 1984, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in
for said State, personally appeared RICHARD D. PARKS, personally known to
me and proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instnxnent, and that he executed the
SBllR.

MITiiESS my hand and official seal.

xn or
said County and State
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My name is Richard D. Par'ks. I am !s. am submitting this affadavit to document

thc discrepant conditions identified a dan corresponding violations of the

applicable codes as a result of theof the plant tour conducted on April 11, )984

with D. Kirsch and G. Hernandez of Region U, United States Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) at the D bl Ce ia o anyon Nuclear Power P1ant.

I and three witnesses accompanied the NRC to provide "han6s~on" examples

of non-corn 1'.ance withp '. ith regulations, specifications and codes that form theat form

basic cornerstone of a corn rcomprehensive Quality Assurance/Quality Control

program.

Each example identified to the NR~ s s ubs c fluently "ta g ge d" for identification

II

and a "rcport sheet" was fi'1led out b th NRC.~ ~~ ~ y c . The "problem d e s cr iption"

is a ouote from th e . eport sheet. The examples identified that violated

applicable codes are discussed as follows'

~

IT:"M ~], Tao ~2: Elevation 1)6, Unit 1 Reactor B ldor u'l ing, inc

D.signation NO.S2-254-) D in thin the area of Pressurizer and Reactor

Coolant Pump 1-2.

Pr oblem Descry>tion: Weld attaa aching Safety Injection A=cumu1ator

linc to nozzle of the cold leg line (NO S2-254-)e . - - 0), On thc side facing

Reactor Coolant Pummp (RCP) is a grinding gouge in the pipe at the

pipe-weld interface approximately 3/8 h 1, 1 'nces ong, 1 8 inch at

Hartin Exhibit 15
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widest point and 1/16 inch deep { dimensions as visually determined. by

NRC Inspector - no measurements takeQ. Additionally, there appears

to be a slight amount of undercut at two locations. The undercut is

approximately 5/8 inches on the weld side facing the RCP and approxi-

mately 1 inch at 120 from the side away from the RCP.

~ ~ yg

Code Violation: American Society of Mechanical Engineers (PSh".:")

Section IQ, "Rules for Construction of Nuclear Power Plant

Components - 1977 edition,'Division I General Requirements,

Subsection ".~B, "Class 1 Components", para NB-4424 "Surfaces

of Vl lds

"As-welded surfaces are permitted, and for piping the appropriate stress

indices given in Table NB-3683.2-1 shall be applied. However, the

sur.ace of'elds shall be sufficiently free from coarse ripples,

grooves, overlaps, and abrupt ridges and valleys to meet (a) through

(f) below:

(b)...

(c)Undercuts shall not exceed 1/32 inch (0. 8mm) and shall not

encroach on the required section thickness.
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(e) ~ ~ ~

(flU the surf'ace of the weld requires grinding to meet the above

criteria, care shall be taken to avoid reducing the weld or base,

metal below the required thickness."

-Tn discrepant condition identified-by the witness viol-tes the code

rec .irements with respect to being "free from coarse ripples, grooves,

ove-laps, and abrupt ridges and valleys to meet (c) and (f).

r
ITEM k'2, Yap k/4: Unit 2 Reactor Building, Elevation 115, Support 97-3R

in vici n=. ty of 8 CP 2- 3.

Problem Descrhtion: "Excessive overweld has caused excessive shrinkage

of 55 line. This was supposed to be a full penetration weld with fillet

cap and is as specif'ied. The overwelding can damage the pipe because

calculations don',t account for residual stresses caused by such overwelding."

Code Violation: United States of America Standard (USAS) B31.7-l969

"Code for Pressure Piping - Nuclear Power Piping" (note: this standard

now is known as ANSI-B31.7), foreword ''FABRICATION R QUIRZMEYTS

AND THEIR CORRELATION WITH DESIGN", page XVI paragraph 5.

"Even hanger attachment details are covered. For Class 1 piping,

complete penetration welds are required. The designer must consider
f

all stresses in the attachment as well a.s their eff'ect on the pressure
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r etaining part."

The welds in question do not conform to the stated intent of the

"Nuclear Power Piping" code with respect to the residual stresses

induced by the overwelding. It is the concern of this particular anon-

ymous witness that these residual stresses should have been but were

not a factor in the design calculations. ~ ~ ~ 'f

P,P.ITEM 43, Tac $ 5: U~iit:,2 Reactor Building, large restraint wall

attachment (around sur~ie .~inc), beneath Unit 2 Pressurizer.

Problem D.seri tion: "Shopwelding is supposed to conform to AWS

Dl. 1 standards, The inner welds are excessively rough and of ~ch

a profile that they would not conform to AWS D1.1. The weids are

ragQeo ~

Code Violation: American Welding Society (AVS) Structural h'eiding

Code - Steel, paragraph 8. 15 "Quality of Welds", subparagraph 8. 15.'.l

"Visual Inspection". "Allwelds shall be visually inspected. A wel'd

shall be acceptable by visual inspection if it shows that

8. 15. 1. 1
- The weld has no cracks

8. 15. 1.2 Thorough fusion exists between adjacent layers of

eeld metal and between weld metal and base metal
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8. 15.-1. 3 All craters are filled to the full cross. section of

the weld

8. 15. 1. 4 Veld pr ofiles are in accordance with (para.) 3. 6

[we!d profile"

Tne weld in ques.ion does not conform to the reouirements specified

in paragraph 3.'6 )weld profiles3 or the evident thorough.fusion

reouirements as stated in 8. 1'.1.2-

ITEM 44, Tap, f6: U=it 2 Auxilia-.y Fpilding, area GV, elevation 115,

line No. 2-S2-265-8 (Containment Spray Discha. ge Pipe - 4 lug

eatta".hzp nts between 5 and T line.)

Item Descri tion: "Lug attachments are called out to be 1/2 inch

fillet welos on- thr ee sides. Actual size is 7/16 inch fillet or les s."

Problem Descri tion: "Actual size is alleged to be less than or equal

to 7/16 inch which is 1/16 inch less than reouired. The excessive welding

used in the design of the lugs attachment welds, when welded to

Schedule 10 stainless thin wall pipe, has caused excessive shrinkage.

The excessive shrinkage causes residual stresses in the pipe which

has not been accounted for in the design or s "ress analysis. The

position of the clamp is such that there is a torsional force applied to





the lugs, because the clamp cannot contact the wall of the pipe due

to the shrinkage. 'This torsional force is not accounted for in the

'esignand compr"imises the pipe integrity."

Code Violation: R =fer to "Code Violation" discussion in "ITEM j2,

The welds in oues Ion do not conform to the stated intent of the

"Nuclear Power P"ping" code with respect tS the residual stresses

induced by the wel=ing or.the torsional fore~ applied to the lugs due

to excessive shrinkage. It is the concern of this particular anonymous

v .tness that these stresses should have been but were not a factor in

the design calculat. ons.

ITEM 0'5, Tap f7: Unit 2, Auxiliary Building, Area 2H, support 413-131R

around CCV line.

Problem Descriotion: Eight lug attachment welds are required to be

full penetration welds on three sides. Actual weld is not a full pene-

tration weld, but is, instead a fillet weld, contrary to the design,"

Code Violation. American Welding Society (AW'S) - A2. 4 - 79

"Symbols for VFelding and Non-Destructive Testing," paragraph 9. 0

"Groove Welds," subparagraph 9.2.2 "Complete Joint Penetration

Required." "eben no depth of groove preparation or effective
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~ ~ ~ ~
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7.

throat is shown cz the welding symbol for single groove and symmetrical

double-groove weIds, complete joint penetration is required."

3 Site5
Symbol provided on "Detail"

for meld(s) in question.

PG and Z has sta.ed in their letter, DCL-84-040, "'The weld

symbols used at Diablo Canyon are consistent with the st; ndards specified

in AWS..." and in an Interoffice Memorandum (file no. 930, 146. 20,

CAZ) dated 0"tober 25, 1983 that "all pipe support as-builts issued

by General Construction after 0" tober 15, 1983 should have all

weld symbols in conformance with AWS A2.4."

The welos in question were incorrectly performed because of lack of

proper interpretation of the weld symbol utilized on the oesign drawing.

It is the con'cern of this particular anonymous witness that this

discrepancy provided an example of code compliance violation due to

a lack of intimate knowledge with AWS A2.4. These particular welds

had been inspected and accepted by Pullman Quality Control and PG and Z

Quality Control prior to the discrepancy being identified by a Pre-

Inspection Engineer.





I have read thc above: eight page statement. I have based the information

contained therein either on personal knowledge or by reviewing the

relevant inIormation with thc particular witness involved. This statement

is true, correct and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

I declare ~er p ~ty of gauzy that the faregoi~ is true ~
cor-.ect, and that the.s~ ~ executed this 17th day of Apn'.1, 1984 at

San Luis Obispo, California.

GMK D. PAHiCS, cia=mt

SMWi, OF CP~~FM1GA )
) ss.

CO&~Y OF SPS LUIS OBISPO )

Ch I~1 17, 1984, before ne, the unders~ed, a l4~ Public in
for said St-te, pe=sonally appeared AC<~ D. PAiKS, pe sonally kno»a to
ve md proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the pe"son

se n~ is subscribed to the within instruct, and t'wt he execu ed me

VI~S my hmd ~ official seal.

tary R in or
said Ccrmty and State
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AFFIDAVIT

My name is Harold Hudson. I have woxked for 5$ years at
Diablo Canyon, as a Pullman Power Products pipefitter, QA/QC

inspector, QA program Internal Auditor and Lead Auditor. I am

about to resign my job, in large par because of my. family'
fears about the safety of the plant if it begins commercial

operation. I am provid=-ng this s'= ~tement to answer a myth—
that quality assurance at Diablo"C.->nyon was acceptable because A<~
problems were identified —through ic case study —pipe am

rupture restraints ~ Problems indeed were identified, which is
one of the three steps necessary for a good audit or QA program.

I

But it is not sufficXaat. The problems kept recurring. That is be-

cause the QA program failed in its second and third responsibil-
ities —identifying any similar deficiencies that exist; and

identifying and addressing the cause of the problem, to prevent

recurrence

Repetitive cases of previously identified violations

represent a delibexate quality assurance breakdown, not a

success. The history of the pipe rupture restxaint program is

a series of repetitive violations
A Histor of the Pullman Power Products (M.N..Kellooa)
Pipe Rupture Restraint Construction Program at the Diablo
Can on Nuclear Plant California.
Prepax'ed by Hax'old Hudson S/26/84

Pullman Power Products (M.N. Kellogg Co.) was contracted by the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company to install piping, pipe supports

D=z3.ne Exhihit 9
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and pipe rupture restraints at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant.

Pipe Rupture Restraints are used to insure that if a pipe filled
with steam or pressurized water rupture, surrounding equipment

would be protected by restraining the pipe at critical points.
Zf not restrained, the steam or pressurized water flowing from

a broken pipe would cause the pipe to whip back and forth

damaging surrounding equipment. Pipe Rupture Restraints take on

special importance at the Diablo Canyon Plant due to the close

proximity of the Hosgri Earthquake Fault and the effect an

earthquake would have in piping systems at t1:e"-plant.

In May l970, M.H. Kellogg (PPP) would sir~'.> AGEE Contract

Specification 48711 for erecting Main Systems Piping and furnishing
fabricating~ and erecting the balance of power plant ~iping.
C.S. 0871't covered piping, valves, hangers and pipe supports.

Actual on site construction would begin in 1971. In 1971 PG&E

would issue Contract Specification 08833XR to furni.sh and erect

structural steel for Units 1 and 2. M.M.. Kellogg's
(PPP).'riginal

work under this contract was to erect containment

structure pipe rupture re'straints for Units 1 and 2 and the re-
actor coolant loop, cross over pipe restraints for Units 1 and 2.

The C S.N8833XR construction schedule called for Unit
41 Pipe Rupture Restraint erection to start on 7-8-72 and

Unit P2 erection to start 3-8-73 ~ The framing for Pipe Rupture

Restraints would be sub)ect to a Quality Assurance Program in
accordance with section 3 of the contract. In addition all
Pipe Rupture Restraint welding procedures were to be pre ared andi p pre
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qualified in accordance with the American delding Society (ANS)

D1'-69 or D1.1-72 Codes. PG&E would designate Pipe Rupture

Restraints as Design Class l work requiring full Quality Assur-

ance compliance. But it should be noted that neither CPS. N8833XR

or C.S.48711 made any reference to or made any commitment to

comply with..10 CFRCO Appendix B, the Code of Federal .Regulations

concerning Quality Assurance requirements.

K ':/..Kellogg (Pullman) would erect, Pipe Rupture Restraints

wi,th little attention to Quality Assurance. On 9»19-73, the

PG&E Pro)ect Superintendent sent to Kellogg a letter cor,=';:=ning

Kellogg's Quality Assurance Program This Letter stated that past
a~

audits conducted both by the Atomic Energy Commission and VG&E

Quality Assurance Dept~ had disclosed nun.erous QA deficiencies ~

These deficiencies usually fell into two categories.

1 Failure to follow existing Quality Assurance procedures.

2 ~ Failure to upgrade Quality Assurance
procedures'G&E

requested Kellogg to place more emphasis on their QA audit
program to eliminate most deficiencies before the next AEC and

PG&E audits
On 10-24-73 Kellogg reported the results of their first

I

audit of the Rupture Restraint QA Program One of the areas

audited was "Adherence to Correct Xnstallation Procedures."

Per the report all aspects of Rupture Restraint installation
were checked to insure compliance'to a letter (unavailable for
review) approved by PGZE's A G. ~lalters on 10-19-72 'he audit
report stated that "it appears that Spec 8833XR and 8711 as

stated in the body of the letter are being complied with. completely

3
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but, it .vould seem to be beneficial if all the references

stated in the letter were condensed into a single procedure to be

used ag this complex." The initial Rupture Restraint construction

did not have an approved Engineering,.Specification .to direct the .

work but merely a letter referencing requirements for erection and

Quality Assurance.
4 'I

But PG&E would come to a different conclusion about

Kellogg's Pipe Rupture Restraint QA program

During October and November 1973, PG&E conducted an audit

to verify that Pipe Hangers and Pipe Rupture Restraints were

fabricated, f'urnished and erected in accordance with Spec 8711,

PG&E and Kellogg QA manuals Xt should be noted that PG&E did
not audit Restraints against the correct Contract Specification,

Spec 8833XR but against Spec 8711 which covered Pipe Supports and

not Pipe Rupture Restraints The same mistake was made in the

Kellogg audit of 1.0-24-73. Nhy PG&E did not include Spec 8833XR

which had placed Rupture Restraints under specific QA requirements

is unknown This would be a reocurring 'problem in the early

years of construction
'would often be confused

X3~~ the same Spec, and

Rupture Restraint and'ipe Supports
Se-

as one and the same. They would',auditCQ

share the same construction and QA

requirements ~

The audit disclosed that Kellogg (Pullman) and PQ&E's

General Construction Dept departed significantly from the require-
ments of the Specification and PG&E's Quality Assurance Manual.

Kellogg's(Pullman} Quality Assurance program did not comply

with Section 4 of Spec 8711 and PG&E's Procedure PRP-4 ~ It also

disclosed that the PG&E Mechanical Department's surveillance
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program did not comply with Procedure PRC-7 ~

As a result, PGp's Project Superintendent stopoed work

on the installation. of the pipe hangers and rupture restraints
and directed that. corrective action be initiated to resolve

all:deficiencies and preclude recurrence.

The audit..reviewed Kellogg's (Pullman) Quality Assurance

Manual, with respect to the pipe hangers and restraints, for
adequacy and compliance to Spec 8711 and QA Procedure PRP-4.

Section 4 of Spec 8711 set forth the requirements of the standard

"Supplementary Speci:icat'ons for Contractor's Quality Assurance

Program" included in Procedure PRP-4.

Kellogg's (Pullman) QA Nanual conplied with Section 4

of the Specifications but the Manual did not specifically address

itself to, nor completely apply to the control of pipe hangers and

restraints Because of this Kellogg (Pullman) had written an

"Engineering Specification"~ ESD223, establishing a QA program

applicable to the control of hangers and restraints. The intent

of ESD223 was to set forth procedures and instructions to the field
QA inspectors, engineers and foreman implementing the policy
stated in the QA Manual The audit revealed that ESD223 esta»

blished QA policy instead of providing instructions on how to
implement the policy. stated in the Manual

ESD223 did not meet all the requirements of Section 4 of

the Spece Deficiencies were noted in the areas of document

review and control, qualification of special processes and

personnel, work procurement control, receipt inspection of material
identification control and status of material, nonconforming material
control, inspection and test records and inspection and test

~ plans The hanger and restraint QA program was found to be in
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violat'on of Pr cedure PRP-4 ~

A seoarate QA Manual/QA Program was established for Pipe

Suooorts and Rupture Restraints Thi.s program was based on

Contract Soec 8711 QA Requirements. Again C S.N8833XR was
\

ignored. .Rupture Restraint QA requirements were referenced in~

~

~

CS 48833Xg, not C.ST 48711 No commitment was made to .XOCFR50
f5

Appendix B and/er ANSX Nap 2 QA Requirements ANSI Nze 2 had recently

come into being to provide QA coverage for areas that fell outside

ASME code QA requirements which Pipe Suoports and Rupture Re-

straints did. Also~ Discreoancy Reports identifying and dis-
positioning the discrepant item exi,sting in work completed were to

be initiated, and steos to preclude recurrence implemented.

Another item audited was the receipt, storage and installation
of pipe hangers and rupture restraints

The audit revealed:
1 Kellogg's (Pullman) receipt inspections were only checks

fo road damage,and completeness of material only.
Kellogg did perform surveillance inspections of stored
as semblie s.

2 ~ PGPcE Civ"'1 Deot. provided the inspection and documenta-
tion to assure that procurement requirements had been
met Several receiving inspection forms which noted
contingencies had not been completed These items had
not been placed on "hold" or withheld 'from installation
The Resident's Instructions did not reauire identi ication
and searegation of non-conforming items'dditionally,
receiving reports for all restrainst could not be
located.

3 ~ K"llogg (Pullman) had not determined or received a
written release from PG8E stating that the procurement
requirements had been met.

4. Except for ultrasonic inspection, Kellogg documented
their inspections on "marked-up" erection drawings.
The method of recording inspections and acceptancecriteria were not set forth in an instruction, and the
auditor had difficultydetermining the inspection status.
The auditor found that not all in-process inspection
of workmanship and techniaue reauired by the AalS Code
were being performed

5 Some welders acre welding materials of greater thickness
than they were qualified

6 ~ '.lelding was not in complete accordance with the assigned
weld procedures. Several of the non-essent al variables
had been altered or were not being complied with
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7 Provisions for the installation and inspection of
high strength steel bolts were not in accordance
with the AISC Code.

The recommended corrective action for these findings was the

same as for Audit Item No. I'tated as above.

'-"Another item audited was PG8E's Resident t~echanical

Engineers surveillance system of 'the fabricating, 'furnishing and

installing of pipe":hangers and rupture restraints.
P

The audit revealed that surveillance of the receipt and

installation of pipe hangers and rupture restraints were performed

by Power Plant Piping Group. The Resident's written instructions
to t'@is group were set Garth. in MFX-2. But t&W2 instructions did

not <p ecifically address surveillance of pipe hangers and restraints.
Co"rective action was to issue written instructions for

surveillance of pipe hangers and restrain ts. Thus this audit
revealed that containment rupture restraint erection was in
noncompliance to Spec 8711 and presumably Spec E'.833XR, which had

similar QA require'ments.

It was during this same time frame that other problems

were identi ied in the Kellogg's QA Program A Kellogg

Internal Audit dated 9-6-73 revealed that the N.DE E. Personnel

Quali ication Program was not included in the engineering

specifications, thereby making i.t part of the Kellogg QA Program

and thus requiring PG&E approval o each page and each revision. ~

As a result of this audit ZDE Personnel Qualifications Requirements

were incorporated into ESD 235 and ESD 237, making
these'equirementspart of the QA Program and sub)ect to PGEE review

and approval

In 1973 the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)

would issue ANSI N4S ~ 2.6, which defined an acceptable method

tg~
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for implementing 10CFRpO Aopendix B requirements for "Qualifi-

cation of inspection, Examination, and Testing Personnel for

the Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants". Kellogg's

Corporate QA Manual would be revised in 3-19-.74 and its Corporate

Field Installation Mcanal would be revised on 4-1-74 to ifrplement

ANSI N45.2.6 A 12-12-74 Kellogg Interoffice Correspondence

from the Corporate Director of QA, E.F. Gerwin, would only

suggest/recommend to the Diablo Canyon site QA/QC Manager that, he

implement ANSI N4.'i ~ 2 ~ 6 requirements A subsequent Interoffice
Correspondence fr'um the l~~LLogg Corporate QA Dept , dated 12-17-74,

would direct the s$ ~';e QA/QC Manager to put into effect ANSI N45.2.6

"at your earliest possible convenience".

A Kellogg Corporate Management Audit of the Diablo Canyo~l

)ob site on April 3,4, and 5, 1975, revealed nonconform;-

ities in the area of "updating of &rtificate of Qualification

Records" and recommended complete review o personnel records by

the Field QA/QC Manager. Field QA/QC Kfanager J.P. Runyan

responded to the Corporate Audit on an ISO.C dated 5»13-75,

stating, "Personnel records review has been performed and updated.
We have also updated our records in an attempt to comply with
ANSI N45 ~ 2..6" ~ Runyan,.on 6-15-75 would revise the ESD 237

Certificate of Qualification card for Quality Assurance Techni-

cians and Inspectors to read "qualified in accordance with SNT

gpss+ IC-Pp and/or ANSI N46 2.6." As a result, I believe that Field

QA/QC manager J.P. Runyan deliberiately falsified QA PersonneL

Certification Records to give the appearance of compliance to
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ANSI N45 ~ 2.6 requirements when no such compliance was implemented.

Runyan, in his 5-13-75 response to the Corporate Audit stated:

"It should be noted that it is virtually impossible to comply
'V

totally to N45.2.6 because of experience requirements. Ne

cannot hire personnel that meet the experience requirements for
the salary scale we offer. Even if the money was available,
it would be difficult to find qualified people. Ne are taking

the approach of qualification based on performance in a specific „
job " This was a nonconformance to ESD235 and ESD 237 QA/QC

paraonnal qualification ro'q6iramanta, both ANSI N45.2.6 and SNT-

TC-IA qualification requir6rnents and the 'ntent of 10Cr R)O App..B ~

Criteria II, IX and IVII. As a result, the Kellogg attempt

to upgrade its QA Program was a dismal ailure resulting in
falsified records It should be noted that Kellogg did not

revise its QA manual to reflect the attempted ANSI N45.2.6 corn«

pliance and that PGckE did not revise AS'8711 or C.S. rr8833XR

to direct compliance to ANSI N45.2 '
'n

August 1973, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission issued

Regulatory Guide 1 ~ 29, which indicated that "nuclear power

plant structures, systems, and components important to safety
be designed to withstand the e fects of earthquakes without 1oss

of capability to perform their safety unctions" ~ It also

indicated that pertinent. requirements of Appendix B to

20CFR50 (Quality Assurance Criteria for Design, Construction and

Operation of Nuclear Power Plants) would apply to all activities
affect'ng the safety related functions of the identified structu es,

systems, and components, including their foundations and supports
The discovery of the Hosgri earthquake fault o f the coast

9
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o the Diablo 8Fvron Plant placed the power plant within the

Seismic Design classi ication established by the U.S. AEC

in i'hs Regulatory Guide 1 ~ 29 and made 10CFRpo Appendix B

QA'Criteria a necessary part of PGBE's design and
construction'rograme

But PSkE did not revise its C ~ S ~ .08711 or C.S ~

48833ZR to require Kellogg's construction program to comply with

the QA requirements of 10CFRSO, Appendix B. PG8E and Pullman

have contended that the Piping construction program which was

based, on AStZ Section IIICode requirements meet the intent
of 10CFR 0, App. B But the Pipe Support and Pipe Rupture

Restra" nt construction programs were not based on ASNE SEction III,
and were not recnired by Contract Spec to meet TOCPRSO, App. B.

The result was that pipe support and rupture restraint QA

programs were not based on nor did they comply with the QA

requirements of 10C:R 0, Appendix B.

The seismic analysis and reanalysis to withstand a major

earthquake resulted in redesign and additional construction of

hangers, supports, and rupture restraints in an ongoing
process'lith

the confirmation of the Hosgri Fault in 1973/1974, there

was an upgrading program instituted to beef up existing hangers

and rupture restraints This program was called the "Hosgri

Rework Program." The reanalysis and subsequent work granted

to Kellogg, including the Hosgri Program was per ormed by

Kellogg/Pullman in 1975, 1976 and 1977 'he erection of Pipe

Rupture Restraints expanded to piping systems in all areas of the

power plant
In 1974~ PG8E contracted

to design the additional pipe
required to withstand a 7.5 p'

Nuclear Services Corporation

Rupture Restraints which were
4o4.

earthquake and contracted'
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L464 e.~sr.g~~~ Bergen Metal Products to fabricate the restraints.
Kellogg/Pullm~m would per orm the erection of these Pipe

Rupture Restraints.
-- On 1-14»74, ngineering Specification Diablo (ESD) 243,

Pipe Rupture Restraints, was'ssued by Kellogg and on 2-1-74 a

xevision to the ESD was approved and published Host of the ESD

requirements were copied f'rom PG&E Spec 8833XR and the A~ilS

Code D1.0-69. The 2-1-74 revision to ESD 243 required all
Rupture Restraint welds to be made'with weld procedure Code 7/8,

preheat o 50 F miniRum with welder verificatiou only, no preheat

check by QA other than periodic monitoring duriMQ welder audits,
'

and no documentation of preheat or interpass tj>hoevature. Visual

inspection of fit up and final inspection with ultrasonic

* examination of all full penetration welds was recuired. For over

a year these were the only QA/QC requirements for welding on

Rupture Restraints.
A 'problem which arose in these .years was QA/QC directing

'I

production work The Kellogg (Pullman) QA/QC Manager issued

an Interoffice Coxrespondence on 1-31-74 stating that superinten-
deats had complained o QA Inspectors talking to and giving
work instructions to foremen and pipefitters. He stated that
mrom now on, no„support or rupture restraint QA Inspector shall
discuss any rework, defective support problem or engineering

spec requirements with foremen, general foremen, or pipefitters

It was necessary on 6-17-74 for the QA/QC Supervisor to

issue an Interof ice Corx'espondence urther clari ying the

role of QA He stated that QA is not an engineering service
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and then went on to state what functions QA would perform,

QA/QC was not to direct production work or to provide

engineering services at the Diablo Canyon Plant. It is ques-

tioned just how much of this type. work QA/GC did. bhat functions

QA/QC would perform would develop as the Rupture Restraint

erection program progressed

support documentation of completed supports

On 3-27-74 a Kellogg (PuLLman) inter'nal audit of the pipe

cnmenc

revealed several deficiencies The corrective action for one of

these deficiencies .~ould .later play a role in a rupture .re'straint

documentation problem. The audit revealed that some proct-„"ss sheets
4

d'd not have the proper amount of inspection pointswofz ~ The. checked

audit's corrective action directed that "any inspection points.

that do not apply to a part'.cular support shall be noted with a

"N/A"." Thus inspectors were given the authority on pipe support

process sheets to check N/A "not applicable" zor inspection hold

points that they xelt did not apply. The problem of N/Aing

inspection hold points would arise in rupture restraints in the

future.
A problem in the rupture restraint weld docu~entation

program would be revealed in a Kellogg (Pullman) internal audit
of pipe rupture restraints on 5-13-74. The audit revealed
inspector's "Daily inspection Log" which showed field welds

in rupture restraints ~ Their status was in compliance with
ESD 24). But the actual field weld process sheet used to
document the individual weld did not show a date when the welding

operation was completed nor whether a final visual inspection
was performed, The audit also revealed that most RR field welds in
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the Unit 1 Auxiliary-Building showed poor workmanship. The

conclusions of the audit were that "if possible, a date should be

shown on the process sheet when an operation is completed"

and,that "field welds on the Unit 1 Rupture Restraints in

the Auxiliary Building should be reinspected, and a modified

Process Sheet should be made up to show 100~ or final inspection

of these welds " No mention was made of the condition of

Restraints in other parts of the plant. It would not be until

ygo4

May 1975 that these conclusions concerning weld process sheet

documentation would be incorporated into the requirements of

ESD 243 ~ Rupture Restraints erection would continue with only

cursory QA/QC participation.
On 12-24-74 Discrepancy Report 02654 was written on RR

6
1031-5RT, Unit 1, fN area "Cracks'ere reported in base

material 6" long a" F'I2C and F'.12F. Ultrasonic examination revealed

indeatCions to be laminar in nature, l" below the flange face.

Inchntations were ground to remove and new weld
p<L~+

metal was added. This was the ~ael indication that a cracking
problem was developing in rupture restraints. Many more similar
situations would arise.

In February l975, PG&E would perform Audit No. 75-2

on Kellogg (Pullman) to verify that pijing supports and rupture
restraints were installed per PG&E and Kellogg QA Manuals,

Specs 8711 and 8833XR and the FSAR The audit discovered de-
parture from prescribed quality procedures in the areas of
drawing control, weld electrode control, ultrasonic equipment

calibration, and PG&E surveillance inspection documentation.
The audit stated, "individually, the departures were not of





major significance; however, collectively the departures

indicate the need for a more comprehensive internal audit system "

Since the beginning of construction in 1972, Kellogg

(Pullman) had performed only two internal audits on rupture

restraints. This was in October 1973 and March 1974 'ellogg
had been performing internal audits but mainly on the erection

of piping with occasional audits on hanger supports. Because

of this PG8E audit, Kellog ~ould begin to audit rupture restraint
work more often

As a result of a..Kellogg Internal Audit o drawing control

for rupture restraints on 3-24-75, which discovered out of revision
drpwing being used for erection, the QA/QC supervisor issued an

Interoffice Correspondence dated 4-3-'75 directing all R.RE

drawing to be audited once a month by QA inspectors; that the

pipe'upport Dept (rupture rest aints were included in this
department) be added to the Chief Field Engineer's drawing

distribution list for R.R. revision update; and that out-of-
revision drawings discovered be updated by the inspectors
responsible. Thus it became the Inspector's responsibility
to control drawing for rupture restraints.

By the spring of 1975, it was becoming apparent to Kellogg
(Pullman) QA management that a lack of preheat for welding was

becoming a problem.

On 4-25-75~ the Kellogg (Pullman) QA/QC Manager issued an

Interoffice Correspondence to all support inspectors stating
that the A N.S. Code required preheat when welding structural
members if the material thickness exceeded 3/4" ~ He stated that
weld procedure 206 indicated preheat requirements for different
material thicknesses and that these requirements applied tc all

14





welding processes. Thus in many cases two welding procedures

would have to be used to make a weld. He added that the temperature

should be maintained during the welding process; and that inspectors

should note on the process sheet that preheat was checked and give

'the 'approximate temperature

'Revi,sion ¹5 to ESD 243, dated 5-6-75, added authorization
to'se weld code 205 or 206 for vertical butt welds, 45

angle gusset plates, 30 groove welds with backing, and 45 groove0 O

welds with backing. This rev'sion also clarified and expanded

welding inspection and documentation requirements to include

seven sequential steps with six QC hold points (production

could not proceed until the hold ooint was signed by QC) as

=-"ollows:

1 ~ Verify material, clean and fit up.
2 ~ Preheat temperature

4 ~ 10% inspect multiple pass fillets
5 ~ Weld complete
6. Final visual
7 N. D E. completed weld

(H.P.)
(H.P.)
(H.P.)
(H.P.)

(H.k,.)
(H.P.)

With revision ¹5 to ESD 243, verification of preheats

became a QC function instead of a producti'on function. Process

sheets would now be issued detailing the ooeration sequences

for each weld and specifying where QC Inspections were required".H

But this revision would not be fully implemented. Process

sheets for rupture restraint ¹148, would have welding performed

as late as April 1976 which did not comply with the reauirements
of revision ¹5 to ESD 243.

Another problem that arose was the fact that the process

sheets listed field weld nmabers but did not indicat thcae e

type od weld heing made (Zillep, groove, etc) . This would

cause problems at a later date when process sheets, field
t4%
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gOM layoutgand acll field conditions would i match and the QA/QC

dept. would perform a restamping program to make them match.

Even with revision N5 to ESD 243, preheating of welds

remained a problem ~ On 9-17 and 19, 1975, PG&E performed a

quality control audit of the Kellogg (Pullman) company's

welding on pipe rupture restraints This audit found that QA

personnel allowed welders to weld without verifying minimum

preheat and interpass temperatures. As a result of this audits

the Kellogg (Pullman) QA/QC Manager issued an Interoffice
Correspondence, date 9-22-75, stating that welders were not

preheating and that Inspectors were required to monitor

preheat c.>d interpass temperatures'e pointed out that these
s

temperature's must be maintained during the welding process and

when checked, recorded on the process sheet.

Also in response to the PG8E audit, the QA/QC Hanager

sent a letter to PG8E, dated 10-6-75, stating corrective act'on
had been taken to assure that preheat requirements were being

followed and applied in compliance with established procedures.

This letter also stated a meeting had been held with the

Superintendent in charge of Rupture Restraints to establish
production responsibilities with regard to preheating.

An official response to the PG8E audit was made by the

Kellogg (Pu'llman) QA/QC Nanager on 10-9-75, when he issued

Descrepancy Rapport 82969 stating that rupture restraints in
the field had welds completed without oroper preheat. PG8E's

official recommended disposition was to "accept as is based on

acceptance of ultrasonic testing "

16
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The problem of inadequate preheating of welds had now been

officially. recognized by both Kellogg (Pullman) and PQ&E,

with corrective action promised. Up to this time Kellogg (Pullman

Field Engineers'ad been'roviding minimal engineering services
for welding -rupture restraints.. These engineers had been pri-
marily concerned with the erection of piping and pipe hanger

supports Because of the continuing problems with weld

cracking in restricted joints, the QA/QC Manager on 10-23-75, is-- ( ~gs~iA,it47) goat
sued an Interoffice Correspondence to QC Supportj Inspectors which
in effect ordered ir,spectors to perform engineering duties.

He stated that inspectors should take the following action
e

in an effort to avoid the cracks:
l. Suggest to the production personnel that they use more

heat, preferably 300" or more. He notes Ghat thisis not required but is highly recommended..
2. Check to assure that the temperature is maintained

during the complete welding cycle.
3 ~ Recommend a welding sequence which will induce lessstress.
4 ~ After weld is complete let it cool completely be oreinal visual inspection then examine closely fortight cracks.
5. Make sure that there are no visible cracks before

L
calling for Jt'.T. inspection.

Suggesting to production personnel that more heat be

applied to welds and recommending welding sequences should
have been a designated engineering function Zt was not,
and as a result of this correspondence. it became the QC

inspector's responsibility in direct contradiction to the

QA/QC Manager's directions of 1/31/74 ~ QC Inspectors were

now to assume engineering duties This correspondence also

would tentatively identify additional reasons for the cracking
problem, welds in restricted joints and welding sequences Qo~

17
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The weld cracking problem in Rupture estraints would
continue. Beside the weld cracking problem there would also be
a problem in identifying welds a=ter they were made. PG&E

during the week of Oct 27, 1975, conducted Audit No. +75-4
to verify compl'ance to PRP-4 Suppliers'/Contracto s'uality

'Assurance Programs and ESD'243 '' Four items were'audited with one
~ discrepancy found . The audit disclosed that the procedures
for identifying welds were not being implemented uniformly
Four rupture restraints were audited for workmanship and on
two of them weld identification inconsistencies were noted.
Restraint No 1047 ~ 4R7 had three welds stamped
with a welders ID letters, but the process sheets did not
reflect the welder's ID letters On one of'he above welds the
process sheet indicated that the ultrasonic examination had been
completed, but the weld had n'ot been "tamped with the inspector's
(Y) stamp per ESD 243 'estraint No. 1047~14Rt had two welds
which were not sgamped with the welder's XD„One weld process

g()g sheet indicated XT insoection but the weld was not stamped
to reflect this The corrective action rec";.,men"" y ."-"GE

was for all welders and inspectors to be instructed on
the requirements for stamping and inspecting completed welds ~

This problem of weld identification and documentation
was not an isolated case but effected almost all rupture restraints
erected up to this time. The problem was not Just failure of
welders to stamp their welds and inspectors to record the informa-
tion on the process sheets'n many of the restraint erections
there were joint connec ions involving as many as 3 to 10 or
more welded connections. All the welded connect'ons in the
joint were given a single identification number. Then laterit was decided that each. welded connection had to be identified,
so the process sheets were amended to read F7rl number A- or
however many )oints were involved. But the process sheet
did not necessarily reflect the correct welder for each welded
)oint Then to compound the problem, Kellogg would initiate
a stamp program as part of their correct've action to the PG&E
audit

Kellogg's (Pullman) response to the audit, dated 12«1-75
was that a field inspector had been assigned to review all
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field records gainst completed work to a ure correlation
between the two. Field records used were "Daily Inspect'on Logs"

and process sheets. T nese records did not record what type

of weld was made (fillet, groove, etc.) ~ So the field inspector

could not accurately"match field records with welds and sub-
l

sequently many welds were. misidentified and misstamped.

This problem of weld identification would resurface on several

future occasions and reveal that welds were not correctly
identified and stamped.

The problem of properly filling out QA documentation was

a continuing problem The QA/QC Haaager'issued an Interoffice

Correspondence on 4/14/76 giving instructions on how to make

changes to QA documents. "'.ophite out" was not to be used to

correct entr'es A line through the incorrect ent=y and a

new entry for the correct information was directed. All changes

had to be initialed and dated

On 4/22/76 an Interoffice Correspondence issued to all
field inspectors gave instructions concerning the proper filling
out o Process sheets. It stated that process sheets will be

signed and dated. in each required block. Lines drawn down the

colure with initial and date at the top and bottom is not

accepted. Any changes including N/A on the process sheet

will be initialed. Xf a weld is cut out you will state the

reason, initial and date QA documents would be of little
value if the documents were not filled out properly or the

information provided did not include all data or provide accurate
data This problem would keep reoccuring

On June 4,,1976, PGRF Engineering Research sent a letter
19
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to PG8E management at Diablo Canyon Plant concern'ng an

investigation into the carve. of cracking adjacent to beam-to-Ose.

column flange fields in Unit 1 pipe rupture restraints
R

(D)N3158). A failure analysis was per ormed on a portion
of cracked welds and residual stress measurements were made

on the beam the welds came from as well as in areas adjacent
to where the cracks were found. The results'f these inves-
tigations were:

1 The fracture is brittle in nature.
2 ~ The fracture resultS from flame cutting of the weldingrelief hole in the weld.
3. There are high, up to yield stress level, r~sidual

stresses in the vicinity of the bean-to-column weldjointsi These stresses are a result of the beam-to- ~.

column weld.
4 Higher residual stresses, and cracks, appear to be

associated with wide, greater than 3/4" wide weld
passes.

The letter stated that the failures appear to be the result
of a number of minor materials property, fabrication details, and

construction sequence details that combined to cause these
cracks. The letter then gave recommendations for repair and

mod'cation of welding and manufacturing procedures to
to alleviate these problems. These reco-......endations were:

1 Preheat before all thermal cutting operations accordingto the welding preheat schedule for the thickness ofmaterial being cut.,
2 Remove, by grinding or other mechanical means, aminimum'of 1/16 inch from all flame cut or arc gougedsurfaces not to be 1ncorporated in the weld
3 The welding procedure should be modified to limitthe weld bead width to 5/8" maximum'F or 2Q" andthicker materi,al in beam-to-column joints and other .restrainted joints, the minimum preheat temperatureshould be raised to 300', and a maxidlum interpasstemperature of 800~ F should be imposed
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4 ~ 'Sere possible the weld joint detail should be
modified to reduce the volume. of weld metal deposited.
This can be accomplished by using anarrower groove, a
double-V weld preparation, or both, instead of the 45
single-V weld @reparation presently used.

'Held Code 7/8, a primary R.R. welding procedure, did
not include in'its Meld procedure Specifications (UPS), joint
details for a double V weld. But Code 7/8 would now be used

to make double V'roove welds in nonconformance to the NPS.

Revision 07 to ESD 243, dated 6-10-76 was a direct result of
the FG8E investigation of a cracking problem on rupture restraint

Ad4
126, Unit 1 turbine Building. The revision added tgbular data for
preheat and interpass tom gerature requirements during welding

and thermal cutting Ih added a requirement to clean by
QkeDtg

a minimum of 1/16" from thermal cut surfaces which were

not to be incorporated into a weld. The revision adde~. minimal
guidelines to dimension weld access relief holes

Prior to this time a specific preheat and interpass tempera-
ture was not included in ESD 243 'he weld procedure specification
was the control document, however, reference to ESD 243 was not
included in the weld specification until October 1976

'herewere four weld procedure speci ications for rupture
restraints w'th weld Code 7/8, the main procedure. Neld code

7/8 was originally two separate procedures identified as weld
Code 7 and weld Code 8 ~ These procedures pere approved

on 11/2S/69. Both codes were for welding carbon steel pipe

using E7018 shielded metal arch welding process On 12-10-73,
I

the codes were combined and added carbon steel plate to the
speci ications ':leld code 7/8 was identified for use on
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rupture restraints groove and fillet welds. Preheat reouirements
I

were changed to 50' minimum with 175 F minimum for material

tnat had a carbon content in excess of 0 ~ 30~ and 1" thickness.

Interpass temperature was indicated to be SO F minii»um. A 10-1S-76

revi:sion to iield Code 7/8 stated "See ESD 243 for ANS Welding",

referring to structural steel welding (which rupture restraints
was) ~ This revision also stated that the procedure was qualified

to allow welding of unlimited thickness on structural members

under ANS requirements.

Weld Code 92/93 was similar to weld code 7/8 in that so...e

of the welding techniques were the same Code 92/93 was

qualified for open butt welding but was used to weld groove welds

with a hacking strip. This weld code was used duri..g peak

workload periods because there was no require~:ient to re-cualify
welding personnel A problem would arise with process s"..eats

ko0
referencing Code 7/8 but ~ requisition referencing Code 92/93 ~

Production and QC substituted Code 92/93 for Code 7/8 to

expedite the construction process.

Weld Code 205 was developed and approved for flux cored

arc welding of carbon steel to carbon steel for structural steel
only, ~

Weld Code 206 was developed and approved for gas metal arc

welding carbon steel to carbon steel for structural steel only.

Kellogg (Pullman) established ESD 219 for "weld procedure

'monitoring"in 1973 'his procedure was originally established to
monitor Class I pipe welding Revision 5, dated 6-17-76, added

rupture restraint ~selding as Class I welding and directed that

ESD 243 would be the applicable procedure for preheat moniboring
g,04
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for structural:elding ESD 2i9 also state that 'welders and

inspectors shall monitor the interpass temperature o all Class I
welds or compliance with the weld procedure. Paragraph 3 ~ 3 of

ESD 219 concerning "Pre-Heat te...perature" states "the minimum

pre-heat temperature on this project is 50' ~ If the air or
~ ~

metal temperature is below 50< F, pre-heating is required.

Air temperature shall be monitored by wall thermometers." Pull-
man Internal Audit report 480, date of 12-24-80, found there

were no wall thermometers evident in the powerhouse which could

be used to monitor air temperature to determine if pre- heating

was required. Corrective action was to order thermometers and,

upon receiving them to implement ESD 219.3.3 ~

'Pine months later on 9-22-8i, Internal Audit Report 094

would report that wall thermometers were received by Pullman QC,

calibrated but never issued to the f'"ld for implementat'on of
ESD 219.3 3 It was not until November 1981. that wall thermometers

were placed in the vower house to monitor air temperature.

It took 8 years for the requirements of ESD 219.2 ' to be im-

plemented It took 11 months after the noncompliance was found

before corrective action was actually iplemented. In my pro«

fess'onal opinion, this was inadequate. implementation o

Quality Assurance requirements ~

~ 3-A3-74 +
7-zn-78'romR~~, a total of twenty four discrepancy reports

were generated which involved cracking in Pipe Rupture Restraints ~

On 7-22-76, ESD 243 was revised to authorize field modification
of weld joint detail during weld repairs and/or new weld preps.
This was done to reduce the volume of weld metal deposited,
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i.e. narrower grooves, double bevel grooves versus single bevel
s

grooves, thereby helping resolve the weld cracking problem.

The continuing problem of weld cracking raised the question

of when the final visual exam should take place. On 9-9-'E6, an

IUC was issued to all rupture restraint inspectors instructing

them to sign process sheet stip 05 — weld complete (not a QC

hold point:) when welding was complete. Step 06 - Final Visual,
was not 'to be signed until the weld had cooled to ambient

temperatures and then the inspector was to check and see that
the,':!eld area was clean of slag, scale and smoke, and that it

$a waa smooth For dT exam. The inspector was then to complete his

final inspection and sign the process sheet. This ~ould help

inspectors to more readily detect cracks in the we'"

On %0»7-76, DRN3295 and PG8r. DRY-3192 would report

'1200 welds to "rupture restraint structure members" without the

application of the required preheat. The welds involved attachments

such as temporary 1'ifting eyes, nuts and bolts, shims, rod eyes

and hinges. The weld sizes ranged from single pass 1/8" fillets to
1/2" fillets. Base material thickness, which governed preheat

requirements, ranged from 3/4" to 6" ~ There were no process

sheets issued to control the welding or any other QA/QC documentation.

DRN3295 required that these welds be examined by magnetic

particle testing to determine if they were acceptable. Three

hundred fourteen welds were examined and found acceptable. Based

on the acceptance of these welds, the remaining welds were

accepted as is without being tested

'24
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Up to August 1977, there are no records of Nuclear Regulatory

Commission Inspectors involving themselves specifically with rupture

restraints'hen on 8-2-77 an NRC inspector made an inspection

of the BenjX 9 rupture r"estraint:on'Unit X piperack . The inspector

found*what he believed .to be undercut on F'140 ~ . The'inspector

also found documentation problems. He found on process sheets

for F:740 and 41 that the final inspection was dated one day prior
to the fit up of the weld joints He also found another process

sheet with the final inspection hold point "N/A" by Kellogg

Inspector Mullis
Kellogg (f'ullman) issued DRN3449 to report and resolve the

findings of the 3i'RC inspectoro The following corrective action

was taken:

1 ~ FU40 had weld metal added to fillthe lour area at the weld
edge.

2. FM 40 and 41 were reinspected and the dates corrected.
A review of rupture restraint process sheets was performed
and a random reinspection of a minimum of 20% of all welds
accepted by Inspector Lindell was performed.

3 All process sheets reviewed in 02 above which had "N/A"
inserted in inspection points were reinspected and if
reouired, repairs made (This action in ers that Lindell
was more suspected of N/Aing process sheet operations than
>Iullis who was caught N/Aing by the NRC )

4 ~ Errors found in stamping of welds during reinspection
were to be restamped to correspond with appl'cable rod
reauisitions and process sheet documentations. This
would involve 43 welds on Bent 4

Inspector Lindell had not been employed by Kellogg (Pullman)

since 9-3-76 so no action was taken against him. Inspector Mullis g

had no explanation for entering "N/A" in the process sheets.

Eullis was then fired for failure to comply with established
procedure.

On 9-12-77, an .IOC was issued by the QA/QC Manager to report

on meeting with Pullman Power Products (Kellogg) field inspectors
i4oA.
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0
on August 8 and 9> 1977 'hese meetings pointed out that field

inspectors did not have the authority to N/A inspection points.

They were to advise welders and fitters of the hold point
~ 1 ' ' ~

~equirements and"to perYora required 'inspections as soori as

possible after notification Also discussed was the termination

of, Inspector Hullis, the reason for that termination and the work

required to correct the situation.
By 0his Pullman (Kellogg) showed the NRC that the company had

f

implemented corrective action for QC inspector's failures
to comply with procedures„- Xnspector Mullis was a scapegoat

to cover up bigger prob3.eri~s.

Inspector Mullis cannot be excused for N/Aing a final
inspection point, but what about extenuating circumstances?

Inspector Mullis was doing more than just QC inspection work.
6

4 Xn the Unit 41 PF, gd and piperack, areas, Inspector Mullis
was per orming engineering and drafting work with the approval

of,Pullman (Kellogg) QA/QC Management and Production Management

An Interoffice Correspondence dated 10-23-7S from the QA/QC

Manager had directed QC inspectors to assume engineering duties
of telling production personnel to use more heat than required to
make welds and to tell production personnel how to make their
welds by recommending welding sequences which would induce

less stress in the welds Inspector ]5ullis assumed the engi»

neering duties This instruction was in direct contradiction
to earlier QA/QC correspondence dated 1-31-74 which stated

inspectors were not to give work instructions to foremen and

pipefitters, and to correspondence dated 6-17-74 which stated

Quality Assurance was not an engineering service. l'rlhy was it
26
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0
necessary for QC inspectors to perform engineering duties2

There were field engineers on the jobsite, but their main concern

was the erection of piping and hangers. They gave'little if
any engineering direction to the erection of rupture restraints.
Rupture xestraints had low engineering priority because Pullman

l'Kellogg)management had instructed inspectors like Mullis to

provide the engineering services needed After the NRC incident

engineering would take a more active role.
Zn addition to performing QC and engineering duties, Inspector

Hullis did As-BuiLt drawings of the x'upture restraints he worked on

These drawings showed the as-built:fi!eld conditions of the rupture

restraint as well as numbexs assign d to each welded connection

for documentation identification purposes. Inspector Mullis
drew many of these as-built drawings and they are the basis

Inspector cullis was fixed for NAing an inspection point,
yet QA/QC Management on two occasions stated it was okay or an

inspector to do so Interoffice Correspondence dated 3-27-74

(attachment 3A) stated "any inspection points that do not apply to
a particular support shall be noted with a "N/A"." Interoffice

gpss.
Correspondence dated 4-22-76 ( ) state'd "any changes

for she current rupture restraint documentation packages field layout
dx awings.

including N/A on the process sheet will be initialed . " NAing

inspection points on process sheets was an accepted practice on

supports which inspector Mullis decided to implement in rupture
restraints

So the first NRC audit, of rupture restraints revealed documenta-

tion problems and field welding problems but failed to recognize
a major bxeakdown in the QA program, quality control inspectors
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doing engineering and dra ting work.

Inspector Mullis assumed dut'es and responsibilities outside

his assigned QC functions. Pullman (Kellogg) management knpw
8.

and approved of it until Hullis was caught by the NRC. Maybe
V

the reason Inspector Mullis NAed the inspection point was that he
I

was so busy doing engineering and drafting that he didn't have

time for quality control.
It should be noted that on 5-17-77 an interoffice correspon-

dence issued by the QA/QC Manager stated that Inspector Mullis
"through daily demonstrations meets the requirem'ents of SNT-TC-

IA. ~ ~ , ESD 235, ESD 237 and KPP6 "Evidence of CGntinuing Satis-

factory Performance"." Two and a half months later he was fired
or failure to comply with established procedures.

ESD 243 was revised on 1-19-78 to add the requirements for
the Field Engineer to review all drawings and 4 itiate all'Field

Process sheets. It added a requirement for QA review of process

sheets prior to issue for work and revised the field process sheet

to include the weld symbol, thickness of material and QA review

entries go4
~0

ef
On 7-20-78, DR~3683 reported a lamellar tear which opened

during repair of a weld in the Unit 01 piperack ~ Subsequent

NDE and metallurgical studies by PGBE revealed a generic problem

associated with highly restrained joints On 10-3-78, PG8E

issued non-con ornsnce report DC1$78-RM-008 which identified

that welds for pipe rupture restraints in materials greater than
~~1'-g'hick had developed cracks

On 3»23-79, PGEE issued non-conformance report ODC1-79-RM-006,

28.
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which identified numerous welds that developed cracks after
completion of welding and final examination. On 5-7-79, NCRN

DC1.-79-RIT-007 was issued, which identified that further inves-

tigation had found rejectable linear indications in. other rupture
r ~ ~ ~

restraint weld joints. On 6-6-79 PG8E issued NCR 0. DC1-79-RJI-010,

which identified that nondestructive and destructive testing had

found the existance of rejectable defects in field welds. This

NCR resulted in an extensive program of investigation, evaluation

and repair of rupture restraint welds. On 6-21.-79 PG&E issued

NCR 9 DC2-79-RH-0'll which identified Itlds in Unit ' with ggg
rejectahle defects, and that the same or s~ilar Ponditions may

exist in Unit II'
The major problems causing rupture restraint weld cracking

as determined by PGZE and Pullman were:

I J'oint Design
A. Nass~ve weldnents, 5" deep x 4-5/8" wide with 45

Cl

single bevel grooves that would shrink unrestrained
about Q" in a transverse direction, instead were
totally restrained by high columns and beams. All
potential shrink,age is transformed into residual
stress and/or cracks.

b Highly restrained joi'nts with heavy sections attached
to relatively thin sections. Lateral reinforcement
stiffers, 2" to 3" gusset plates, were welded exactly
opposite, both pulling on 3g" to 3/4" thick webi. and
flanges.

c PGBE Department of Engineering Research would develop
their investigation around four additional welded
connection joints classified by degree of restraint.

2 ~ Base Material
a Almost all cracks originated as lamellar tears in A441

and A588 steels used in highly restrained joints.
be Some materials had excessive rolled laminations ~

c PG8E supplied base material 'that was inadequately
identified prior to implementation of QA verification
of base material

d Low melting point alloys formed with copper (in A441)
and sulfides triggering tears.

3. Indiscriminate Material Removal g~ lk
a. Large dRstructive test samples were removed.
b Some sections were essentially destroyed c4a6lQ cracks.c. No consideration was given to how removal stresses affect

P9 A s..%





othe joints in the same structure.

4. Znadecuate Preheat and Interclass Temperature Control
a .Material type be'ng welded was not included as an

element of alarming for rupture restraint work. As
a result, sufficient controls vere not established
for preheat and interpass temperatures.

b'mbiguous terms and phrases vere copied from PG8E
speci ications, with inadequate implementation of

'WS code requirements regarding preheat and interpass
~temperatures.

~ . A major crack repair program would be initiated in both

Units of the power plant in March of 1979. The Pullman Field
QA/QC Manager stated in an ZOC dated 8»28-79 that an estimated

40,000 man hours had been expended to date and that only aoprox-p

imately 505 of the work in Un' I was completec'ji:" Rework would

continue in Unit I 8 IZ until 1981/1982

The rupture restraint crack reaair program would result in '~>
~g+'YCQ~Y Lo fV p~O>

;. y

Pullman vould issue a special welding procedure to make the

weld repairs. Welding technique Specification NWS1-1 was

formulated to clarify the technique for application of weld code 7/8

procedure as applied to AWS welding only. ANS|.-1 and other similar
techniques were based on PG8E recommended procedures ~Nt their
analysis of the cracking problems. The technique gave very

detailed parameters for making the crack repair welds. But

these techniques were not applied to the general rupture restraint
construction program. Weld Code 7/8 would continue to be the

primary welding procedure for general RR construction.
Prior'o

1979 rupture restrain welders had been qualified to the

ACT1E Section IX code. As a result of the crack repair program
Qo

welders would now be required to quali y ~ the A'lS Code

require.,ents.
30
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A number o changes were made concerni the NDE r cuirements

for rupture restraints. C.S. 48833XR was rev'ed to requ'e
<04

that all completed full penetration and partial) enetration welds-

and fillet,weld ~q."..and larger, shall be magnetic particle i.-sspected

Pullman would'repare a QA Instructi.on 0'143 to implement these re-

quirements which would eventually be incorporated into ESD243.

'Ken the instruction was submitted to the PG&E Resident Mechanical

Engineer for his approval he would amend the instructi.on to read

"all partial penetration welds 3>" and larger" would require
magnetic parti.cle examination. Pullman would implement the PG&E

revised QAIN143 and for the next two years would perform NDE"

which did not comply with the revi.sed C.S. 08833XR requirements'.

In August 1981, PG&E recognized its error and required QAIQ143 to

be revised to include all partial penetration welds to be

magnetic particle examined. A reinspecti.on program was initiated
to identify the welds not magnetic particle tested.

PG&E provided'o Pullman the NDE procedures to be used

for magneti.c particle testing. However, Pullman Internal Audit

OLXXVEI, dated 9-25-80 identified that PG&E had provided con-

flicting procedure's for Pullman to use. PG&E had directed that
all rupture restraint magnetic particle exams were to be performed

to PG&E's DER NDE procedure N3212 ~ This procedure stated that
the pre erred exami.nation was the Yoke method per PGBE DER NDE

procedure 43204 ~ But EG&E had provi.ded Pullman wi,th a DER NDE

procedure 43205 which was a prod. method. PG&E had stated one

method was to be used but had provided a procedure for a dif-
ferent method. As a result of the Internal Audit, PG&E would

di.rect Pullman to use the Prod method

pGaE could disece pullman eo use a pGaE ultsason'c psoce- )(Gk
"-2





0
dure 83523 to examine only full penetration welds 9/16" and

greater effective throughout. This would not comply with CPS.

~8833XR requirements to ultrasonically inspect all connections

utilizing full penetrations-welds. This conflict between C ~ S ~go4,
08833YR requirements and PGBE 4T procedure would be identified
in Pullman's Unscheduled Xnternal Audit 029, dated t'uly 1982,
but, both Pullman 'and PG8E refused to address the non-conformance
to Contract Specification requirements. Not until 1984 when

allegations of non con-formance to contract gT requirements were

made to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission would PGZE revise

C ~ S ~ 08833XR
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In 1982 I identified in Pullman's Internal Audit
0101 that ESD234 Ultrasonic procedure had not been properly
qua3.ified. ESD234 had been used prior to 1979 to examine
all full penetration Rupture Restraint welds. IA4101 iden-
tidied that ESD234 did not have Procedure Qualification

- Records documenting a Procedure Qualification Test.C.S.8833XR
required all procedures (including NDE) to have qualifica-
tion records. This problem may have contributed to the weld
cracking problems. mlscm

The Rupture Restraint ~~ Repair Program was not
the only major problem with Pipe Rupture Restraints. There
would be a significant Quality Assurance breakdown identifi-
ed in the Rupture Restraint Construction Program. By 1977
PGaE was concerned that Pullman was experiencing difficulties
.in performing work, that was constantly changing per require-
ments at the direction of PGGE, to qualify standards that
would allow PG&E to enter into the later hearings with the
NRC with complete confidence that Units I and lI would be
acceptable for licensing. PG&E requested Pullman to have
an independent audit performed of its QA Program. Pullman
contracted Nuclear Services Corporation of Campbell, Calif .

to perform this audit.
From August 22 to September 20, 1977, Nuclear

Services Corp. audited the Pullman Construction Program at
the Diablo Canyon job site. The basic conclusion reached
by NSC was that the Pullman QA Program did not meet lOCFRSO

Appendix Requirements. NSC summarizes Pullman's problems
as follows:

1. Prior to early 1974, there is little evidence
available to verify the adequacy of the work per-
formed. The available evidence indicate s that
only a rudimentary quality control program existed
and that control over the production organization
was minimal. NSC concluded that there was no con-
fidence that welding done prior to early 1974 was
performed in accordance with welding specification
requirements.'
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2.From early 1974 to late 1974, there is evidence~

~

~

~

available to verify the adequacy of the work per-
formed. The available evidence indicates that con-
trol was achieved of. the materials control program
and the welding control program.
.3.. From late 1974 to the present, an increasing
amount of documentation and records has been gen-
erated to verify the adequacy of the work performed.
The available evidence demonstrated that an increas-
ingly more stringent quality program has been placed
into effect gnd increasing greater control of the
work effort has been achieved. However, the present
program and controls still do not meet 10CFR50

Appendix B requirements.
t

As a result of the 1977 Nuclear Service Corp. audit,
PG&E's QA Department would perform Audit I80422, issued
6-13-78. PG&E's conclusion was that the QA Program mplemen-
ted by Pullman essentially fulfilled contract requirements
and meets requirements of the ASNE Boiler and Pressure Vessel

. Code, 1971 edition. PG&E stated that the 1971 code was

consistent with the requirements of 10CFR50 Appendix B. What
PG&E and Pullman failed to recognize was that only Pullman's
Piping Construction program was be)ed on the ASME Code {}A

requirements. The Pipe Support and Pire Rupture Restraint
5 NA-7>aR %~

QA programs were not baped on a ~~1 code or standard
and there was no commitment to 10CFRSO, Appendix B for these
programs.

One of PG&E's audit findings was that Pullman audits
performed to verify Unit IZ hardware items in early 1978
did not effectively evaluate the quality of their work.
Pullman had audited 122 hangers, restraints, and snubbers
and 77 gometric drawing packages and found no discrepencies.
Yet when PG&E re-audited half of the items inspected by
Pullman, several discrepencies were noted. The result was

that PG&E ordered Pullman's corporate staff to perfrom
another audit in the summer of1978.
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The PG&E Audit N80422 would generate two Non-
conformance Reports. NCRNDC-78-RM-004 identified that
Pullman's QA Program was not adequately defined. There
were procedures which implemented QA requirements of the
contract but are not identified as part of the program
and revisions are not controlled by the program. PG&E

found that it was not clear which manuals and procedures
were applicable to specific activities. The corrective
action was to write a program discription that would
clearly pdentify tile documents to be considered part of the
total quality assurance program and establish the heirarchy
of the dc.".uments.

The second part of the NOR addressed Pullman's
inadequate corporate and Internal Audit Program. The scope
of both types of audits had not been established, and there
was no detailed schedule developed to show that all aspects
of the program had been audited. Audit records indicated
that all aspects of the program had not been audited. No

management. audits had been performed on pipe supports and

rupture restraints. An unofficial, unapproved internal audit
schedule existed, but it had not been followed consistantly~ fhe.
and few EED's appeased etseh- schedule.

A second NCR NDC-78-RM-005 was also issued. P.G.&E's
review of prodedures and work in progress indicated that
Quality Control inspections independence from scheduling and

A.SFo 4 4: 94 production pressures was not ~~wed by the program as written.
Procedures did not clearly indicate that it was the Pro-
ductions Department's responsibility to read and use the pro-
cess sheet insuring that steps were performed in the
required sequence and that hold points were observed.

Four Minor Variation Reports would be issued to
deal with specific discrepancies. It should be noted that
P.G. & E. identified some Pullman inspectors who were not
qualified to ANSI N452.6 and recommended that the Pullman
inspector ce'rtification card should be amended to eliminate
the claims that, inspectors are qualified to ANSIp/45.2.6(
or inspectors should be qualified in accordance with its
requirements.
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In November 1978 an IOC from Pullmans Corporate
Senior QA Engineer to the Director of QA confirmed P.G.aE.'s
audit findings concerning Pullman's'orporate audit program.
The IOC stated that the "Diablo Canyon Project has been
audited extensively'nly" in hardware aieas. The'ntire

P s ~ ~

program has not been evaluated." 'he IOC would also state,
"In the past, Pullman Power Products did not conduct audits
or"practices to ASME or 10'FR 50, Appendix B.

Also in November 1978 Pullman implemented corrective
action to NCRNDC-78-RM-004 by issuing a QA Program Description.

'ullmandeleted the Pipe'Support/Pipe Rupture Restraint QA

Manual from its QA Program. In its place there would only be
one QA Manual. Th4.~QA Program Description stated, "The basic
document, for the QN>'~.-rogram is the Pullman Power Products QA

Manual. This manual, was written to conform to the requirements of
ASME Section III 1971 for. piping fabrication and installation.
Many of the requirements of the piping manual such as: Organization,
NDE~ Calibration,'eld Rod Control) ~M Weld heat treatment, Welders
qualification and audits are applicable to other work. Not all
the requirements of the piping manual are applicable to the full
scope of work. Where these exceptions exist they are indicated by
subtier documents such as separate QA plans, ESD's or QA instruction.".

The QA Program Description listed a number of subtier
documents as applicable to Pipe Supports and Pipe Rupture Restraints.
But nowhere 'in the QA Program Discription is there a specific list of
the piping manual requirements which are applicable to Supports
and Restraints. The Discription states that many of the require-
ments of the piping manual are applicable to other work but it
fails to specify which requirement for which work. Also there is no
committment in the QA Program Description to 10 CFR 50 Appendix B

for the other work areas which fall outside'he scope of the ASME

Section III QA Manual. The result is that to this day Pipe Rupture
Restraints still do not have an adequately defined QA Program which

o4is based 10 CFR 50, Appendix B04 KHg o~SE.P. lO& trav At cay@.Ay<Ao~
As a result 'g the P.G.& E. QA Department Audit $ 80422,

dated 6/13/78, which found that Pullman's Corporate audit performed
in early 1978 "did not effectively evaluate the quality of their
work", Pullman was required by P.G. & E. to send additional staff
to the site to perform "an overall assessment of the situation" gO+

%f
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to determine whether additional reinspection should be performed and

the scope thereof. Pullman's Corporate Management performed the
site audit from 7/10 to 7/20/78. The purpose of Audit N7177-3-78
was to verify and /valuate field initiated corrective action that
resulted from the Nuclear Service Corporation Audit of Pullman

s ' ~ \ " ~

to verify the adequacy of the Quality Assurance Program implemented
and the quality of hardware installed> primarily in Unit l.

\ ~ ~

Pullman's Audit 07177-3-78 would result in 43 Audit Action
Requests requiring corrective action to improve the adequacy of
the QA Program. Criterion I of the audit would verify 24 of the
Nuclear Service Corporation Audit findings that had been or would
require corrective action. There findings included:

si+iA(hh* l. Description of individual 'esponsibilities
are inadequate.

2. Hydrostatic testii'ig interface between P.G.aE. and
PPP lacks adequate control.

3. Interface between PPP Corporate Organization and Field
Organization is not described with respect to Field
Purchases and Corporate QA Auditing of these suppliers.

4. 1ndoctxination and training program requirements for
personnel involved in quality related activities are
inadequate.

5. QA Document Control Procedure does not have provisions for
training and familiarity in the implementation of pro-
cedures.

6'. Activities affecting quality are not described in pro-
cedures.

7. No control exercised over ESD procedures
8. No procedure for control of QA instructions.
9. Procedure detailing review of Hangers and Pipe Supports

is lacking.
10.No procedure exists prohibiting the changing .or alteration

of key documents;
11. No procedure specifying who is responsible for 90

Day Welders Log.
12. Random sampling of welding in process not documented.
13. There is no procedure for preheating of weld joints.
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14. ESD 231 does not provide enough information for HOT

and COLD bending small bore pipe.
15. Lack of identity of Hyd~tatic and heat-treat~ .

yS

guages with applicable inspection reports.
~

'~16. ESD 213 does not contain provisions for reporting- '~~i~
pre and pabst calibration values.

17. Hydr~atic Test Procedures did not cross reference
each other.

18. No procedure for filing, storing and protection of
records.

~yoL~ 19. No procedure or checklist to define scope of field
conducted internal audits.

Criterion IZ of Audit 7177-3-78 reported a'ignificant problem
in the evaluation of the Piping Zgo's. Zn+'ormation referenced
on the Field Installation Instruction (Drawings) did not agree with
information published on the Process Sheets.

Criterion ZZI of Audit 7177-3-78 reported numerous individual
descrepancies of Hanger assemblies but did not report any program
deficiencies.

Criterion IV dealt with Rupture Restraints. Of the 43

Audit. Action Request generated by Audit 7177-3-78, 20 were written
against Rupture Restraints. A significant QA Pxogram deficiency
was identified in the Rupture Restraint construction program. The
corporate auditor concluded:

"The rupture restraints documentation package cannot
be used for an adequate audit. Zt was pointed. out
that additional drawings are available. The only way
some of these restraints could have been installed is
by the referenced design drawings, however we were in-
formed by site personnel that other drawings exist that
could effect the final installation. These additional
drawings are not referenced within the RR package. It
is obvious, and site personnel agree, that this is a

pe% definpte problem in regards to drawing referencing. QA

site personnel also have problems getting documentation
to properly match final erection due to lack of "as built"
drawings. Zt was pointed out that there is a lack of proper
interface between P.G. & E. and site PPg'QA."
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Criteria V of Audit 7177-3-78 was Hanger Drawing Control
alL and A$ Building Program, and the audit concluded there is

evidence that adequate control is being exercised.
Cziterian VX of the audit was a review of Non-

Conformance Reports and concluded that there was evidence that
C5I5 05dtlaJ

the recommended ' of the DR"S were "generally" followed
with the necessary documentation developed to support the nature
of the work performed.

Criterian VXX concerned Management Audits and found that
audits were not performed in accordance with the QA Program
requirements of every six months.

Audit 7177-3-78 concluded that the area of main concern
was associated with Rupture Restraint. Xt was recommended that
a Field Inspection Program be initiated in the area oX Rup ure
Restraints for both Unit I and II. A.A. Eck, who was the ead
auditor for this audit, concluded that the "Quality Assurance

Program's

implemented basically meets the ASME Sex~ and Pressure Vessel @~
Code Requirements, 1971 edition."

Although significant QA problems were identified in the
Rupture Restraint Construction Program, Pullman Management claimed
the QA Program as implemented basically meets the ASME code re-
quirements. A possible reason for this could have been the fact that
piping, which was based on the ASME code QA requirements, had no
significant problems identified. Yet rupture restraints, which
were not based on the ASME code, or 10 CPR 50 Appendix B or
ANSX N45.2 QA requirement, had significant QA problems. Zt was
their absence of committment to the federal code and national
standards which resulted in a deficient QA program for Rupture
Restraint.

P.G. & E. now was acutely aware that Pullman's pipe rupture
restraint program had been out of control. On 10/26/78, P. G. & E.
issued Nonconformance Report NDC1-78-RM-009. This NCR was concerned
withPullman's documentation foz the erection and inspection of
rupture restraints inside Containment Z. The NCR would identify:
"1. Documentation shows work complete, cozrect and inspected. Work
is not correct. 2.-There is physical evidence of work but inspection
records are incomplete or nonexistent."

But P.G. & E. would find that the problem extended far
beyond Containment X and documentation problems. NCRNDCZ-78-RM-009
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was cancelled and in its place P.G. & E. issued NCRO DCI-79-RM-003 on
1/24/79 for all Unit I Rupture Restraint work, and NCR'4 DC2-80-RM-002
on 11/19/80 for all Unit II Rupture Restraint Work. Both NCR's

. IDCI-79-RM-003 and ODC2-80-RM-002 would identify:..:;,:..-.
"l.a. Documentation shows acceptable. bolted connections.

z \ ~ However, there are cases of out of tolerance gaps
existing under base plates, nuts not bearing against
splice plates properly and nut not engaged per re-
quirements.

b. Documentation shows acceptable welded connections.
However, there are cases of materials and welds not
conforming to the specifications.

c. There are bolts that have "torque seal" which in'c.'-
cates tensioning and inspection, however, inspe" 1'ion
records do not exist."

PG&E wotild identify the cause of the Nonconformances to be the fact
that "Pullman Power Products Rupture Restraint Program has had in-
adequate design change control, inspection performance and control."
Another cause not identified by PG&E was the fact tnat Pullman's
Rupture Restraint construction program was not committgg to the Qa

requirements of the ASME, 3.0CFR50 Appendix B or ANS1~~ codes,
the result being a totally inadequate Quality Assurance Program for

I

the erection and inspection of Rupture Restraints.
The corrective action required by PG&E was that "Pullman

shall perform a documented inspection of all bolted and welded
connections and applicable documentation, required by the Specifica-
tion, as set-forth in approved contractors ESD's, in order to:

1. Identify connections which do not conform to specifica-
tion requirements and ggVCrgb~+ 2. identify connections which do ~ Require documentation."

Identified deficient conditions would be resolved per the NCR's. It
'should be noted that PGRR id not report these NCR's to )he Nuclear 0++

0 O.
Regulatory Commision as a CFR Part 21 Report).ble item. geK

Pullman would issue on 2/16/79, ESD 273 "QA Final Walkdown
and Documentation Review-Rupture Restraints" as the procedure to dir-
ect the reinspection of Rupture Restraint work. The final walkdown
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inspection and documentation review commenced shortly thereafter
in Unit I and continued into the summer of 1980.

Unit I Final Walkdown Inspections were performed in non-
Scompliance to EpD 273 and other procedure requirements. Pullman

Deficient Condition Notice (DCN's) 5476 027 (4/1/80) I 1476 028

(4/21/80) 'and N476-.029'5/1/80) identified that Final QA Walkdown
Inspections did not conform to"QA instructions 5137 and 1148, which
stated that ESD 268 and ESD 273 would be used @gdentiSP and
document dificiencies discovered during final ~ware walkdown. ~(.(g(

The following ESD 273 and ESD 268 procedure requirements were not
implemented during the Unit I Final Walkdown inspections.

1. QC Inspectors did not initiate Deficient Condition
Notices during the walkdown process but merely noted

((6+ deficiencies on a CC/Engineering Walkdown Sheet, (ESD 273).
2. A D.C.N. was not initiated for each dificient condition

detected. Deficient conditions were taken from the
QC/Engineering Walkdown sheet 'and listed on a punch
list and then assigned a single DCN number. Representative
Punch list DCNN381-215 for construction induced defects,
had 98 separate deficient conditions listed. This did
not conform. to ESD 273 procedure requiring a DCN for

polk each dificient condition noted.
3 ~ ESD 273 required that "documentation of all deficient

conditions noted shall be in accordance with ESD268".

(3D((, The following ESD 268 procedures were not implemented
during Final Walkdown Inspections of Unit I Rupture
Restraints.
A. Field QC Inspectors did not generate DCN's as required
by ESD 268. Instead QC Inspectors noted deficiencies
on QC/Eng. Walkdown Sheets.
B. ESD 268 required that "each DCN shall be assigned
a number by the Field QC Inspector concerned." This was

not done. Engineering reviewed the QC/Eng. Walkdown sheet
and then reguest~d a DCN number from the CC rnspectos

go~ Supervisor, not p5 Field QC Inspector noting the Geficient
condition. The orginator was squeezed out of the picture.





~
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C. Field QC Inspectors did not "affix a ho3:d tag to all
discrepant items reported on a DCN". During the Final
Walkdown Inspection Program for Rupture Restraints no

~ ..... ,.. hold.tags were, affixed when a deficient condition was

identified and then listed on the QC/Eng. Walkdown sheet.
Deficient (discrepant) conditions were identified on

. paper but were not identified in the field by having a

hold tag affixed. These deviations from ESD 273 and ESD 268

were carried out by Field QC Inspectors and Engineers
.based on verbal instruction from QA/QC and Engineering Man-

agement.

Additional noncompliancies to ESD 273 were identified on
DCNN476-030 (5/16/80):

1. Field QC Inspectors did not reference assembly drawings
for their examinations of the U Bolt. Verbal instructions
on QA/QC Management to Field QC instectors was to only
assure U Bolts were in place and not perform detailed
examinations to the drawings as required by ESD 273.

cleaka.ncE51Q*'**' \*1
gaps) as required by ESD 273.
3. Field QC Inspectors did not examine assembly drawings
component descriptions against installed assemblies to in-
sure all components had been installed. Verbal instructions
from QA/QC Management were to only assume that U Bolts were
in place and not to perform detailed examinations to the
drawings.

ESD 273 would be revised by Pullman implementing the verbal in-
structions used to perform all Unit I Final Inspections after the
whole Unit I Walkdown program was completed. PG&E would approve
this revision in late May/early June 1980.

The Unit I Final Walkdown Inspection Program would e

identified significant numbers of discrepancies and resulted in
major rework. Pullman DR04259 is representative of the type of
discrepancies identified. DR$ 4259 identified that connections
on Rupture Restraint 126, modified in March 1976, were not to
specification. The following discrepancies were identified:





l. A plate added was not documented on a material
requisition or marked to identify source.
2. FW 32, designed as a full penetration weld on
three sides'f'the'dded plate, was'1/16""below flush'nd
the weld- had not - been ultrasonica1ly examined and was " .

now inaccessable.
3. Original eight bolt"holes in the receiver plate were
plug welded without documentation. The technique used
did not comply with AWS DI.0-69 code.
4. The four new lower bolts were drilled through FW 32
and its backing strap. The backing strap was not trimmed
to facilitate full seating at the bolt head and the strap
had a maximum gap of 1/4".
5. Design required eight. 5/8" A 325 bolts but eight 3/4"
A490 bolts were installed. Washers were installed under
the turned element but not under the bolt head. Bolts
were not documented on a material requisition or marked
to identify source.
6. The top south bolt had received air arc damage resulting
in fusion of'he nut and bolt.
7. The bottom north bolt did not have full engagement.
8. All bolts have been tensioned, evidenced by torque
seal, however, process sheets were not documented.

I 9. Splice plate had been installed with a 1/16" gap at top
and 1/8" gap at the bottom without shims.
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The Unit NSFinal Walkdown Inspection began in June 1982.

To expedite the Walkdown process ESD 273 was revised to delete from
the Walkdown process all bolted and welded connections installed QA
after 1/24/79.'he basis for this delection was PG&E's NCR I ~
79-RM-003, dated 1/24/79, which stated under Corrective Action to
Prevent Recurence that "Pullman Power Products has developed and
implemented 'a program which assures adequate control of design
changes. 'raining and indoctrination programs have been developed
and implemented which assures adequate performance of inspection
personnel."

As Internal Auditor, in a July 7, 1982 Pullman Interoffice.
Correspond ace to the QA/QC Manager, I requested a reconsideration
of the,de'I:e4;ion of Final QC Walkdown Inspection of Bolted and
Welded Conn cfions installed after 1/24/79: "There is documented
evidence ava9,2able which i'aises questions about the "adequate per-
formance of inspection personnel". Since January 1979, there have

, been approximately one hundred (100) findings concerning discrepancies
or noncompliance~ to procedures, committed by Field QC Inspectors
or committed by others but not identified and/or corrected by QC

Inspectors. These findings are documented on Pullman Internal
Audit Reports and PG&E Minor Variation Reports. Most of these
findings involve Unit g2 work. The areas of discrepancies or non-
compliances identified were Quality Control Inspections, Process
Sheet Discrepancies, Discrepancies with Installed Material Removed
and To be Reinstalled, Discrepancies with Material Storage and
Traceability and Discrepancies with Field Warehouse Requisition
and Material.

But Pullman QA/QC Management would not reconsider and Unit
~y< * 6'inal Walkdowns were not performed on post l/24/79 rupture restraint

work. The Unit IZ Final Walkdown Inspections would also result in
major rework of rupture restraint. Subsequently, Pullman Field
Engineers wrote several Discrepancy Reports on post 1/24/79 workyF RZ|'mal fwhen the work was inadegusreely reviewed by Engineering. Also
Deficient Condition Notices would be written identifying
documentation problems missed in pre-1979 work.
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In 1982 serious problems were identified in the calibration
process for torque wrenches used in the rupture restraint bolting
program. The problem extended beyond rupture restraints to
calibrated equipment used on ANSI B31.7 and ASME code work. PG&E,'s,.

~ ~ r
General Construction Department had been providing 'calibration
services to Pullman at the Diablo Canyon site since. at least 1974.

~"

PG&E calibrated a variety of tools including: 'orque wrenches,
'

~

hydrogages, thermometers, heat temperature recorders, hygrometers

gj and trip-volt-ohxa meters. As a result of Pullman Vendor Audits
in PG&E's General Construction I was notified that some tools were
being forwarded to PG&E's Nuclear Plant Operations for calibration.
PG&E's NPO calibration service had never been subjected to a QA

program audit by Pullmatk as required. Pullman, through myself,
performed a vendor audi.'0 of PG&E's NPO Department in October 1982
and identified the folio'wing deficiencies:

1. There were no documented instructions for the calibration
of Pullman torque wrenches and subsequent documentation.

h

2. The traceability of calibration operation for their
torque wrenches and subsequent certification could not be
assured because:
a. The identification of the torque wrench on related
documentation was not consistent.
b. The certification documentation was confusing and in-
adequate.
c. Documentation necessary for maintaining traceability and
certification proving traceability was not generated.
3. The calibration documentation for NPO Standards had
deficiencies:
a. There were no documented calibration frequencies for
a standard used in a calibration process.
b. Calibration information labels attached to NPO equipment
did not provide positive identification of the devices for
which the information was intended.

As a result of the audits in PG&E's General Construction and NPO

Departments, Pullman removed PG&E from its Approved Vendor's Wm
until such a time as corrective action measures and measures to
preclude recurrence were completed and approved.
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Subsequently PG&E would write a Minor Variation Report NM-4406

against Pullman. The discrepancy would identify that Pullman had
procured calibration services from PG&E General Construction Depart-

'-ment without written contract or. specification which delineated
~ ~ ~ 'I

Quality and Technical requirements. This calibration service had
been going on as far back as 1974 without Quality and Technical
requirements.

~ ~

Also-in 1982, significant Program deficiencies were
identified in the application of Weld Procedure Code 7/8 to Rupture
Restraint Welding. Zn August, through Pullman Unscheduled Internal
Audit 532 I identified in both Units of the plant a large number of
square groove welds made in one inch thick material using Code 7/8.
These type welds were not a prequa?;.fied joint detail of the AWS

Welding Code. Weld Code 7/8 did noi. have Procedure Qualification
Records for the Type Weld as required. by the AWS when joint details
differed from those prescribed by the'ode. PG&E and Bechtel res-
ponded on 1/24/83 to a Pullman letter concerning this problem by
stating that the square groove welds would not. be allowed. Zn

addition, the PG&E and Bechtel letter stated :"Weld procedure
specification code 7/8 has been approved for the process and joint

'onfiguration itemized on the WPS. There itemized parameters are
considered prequalified by AWS or are supported by tests and pro-
cedure qualitication records. If Pullman wishes to use WPS Code 7/8
for processes or joint configurations not itemized a new WPS and
PQR's are required."

Based on this PG&E and Bechtel letter, my Pullman Unscheduled
Internal Audit N35, dated 12/1/82 with a final prepared date of
3/23/83, identified in both units of the plant a number of single

Q gevel groove welds in skewed T joints with special fit up require-
ments and fillet welds with special fit up requirements which were
not prequalified AWS welds. The welds were made with Code 7/8
without establishing Procedure Qualification Records.

In addition, eight other types of joint configurations
were identified as made with Code 7/8, but which were not itemized
in the code 7/8 WPS. These welds did not conform to the intent
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of the PG&E and Bechtel letter and were nonconformances to the
Weld Procedure Code. Other Weld Procedure Code 7/8 deficiencies
were also identified. Pullman spent 1983 and 1984 implementing
corrective 'ction to these Weld Code 7/8 problems. But the
'csoriectiv'e action'as not addressed all the problems. Code 7/8
was revi'sed'nd new weld procedure NAWS 1-10 generated which
addressed'oint configurations not listed in Code 7/8. But the ac-
tual welds in the field made in non'conformance to Code 7/8
have not been addressed. The Pullman Power Products construction
program for Pipe Ruptures Restraint has a long and continued list-
ing of discrepancies and nonconformances to PG&E specification

gQ4 and 10 )FR 50 Appendix B Quality Assurance Recpxirements. There can
be no assurance that all of the problems have.ebeen identified,
reported and corrected. PG&E in .S. 48833XR"defines Quality
Assurance as those planned and systematic ac'~~ons necessary to
establish confidence that material (equipment and systems) will-
perform satisfactory to services. PG&E defines Quality Control
as those Quality Assurance actions which provide a means to con-
trol the quality of material supplied (and work performed) to
predeterminded requirements. Pipe rupture restraints have had a
continuing history of failure to meet basic codes and quality
assurance standards.. Perhaps quality assurance is all irrelevant.
Zf QA matters, however, there is no basis for confidence that
if an earthquake occurs, the piping will be sufficiently res-
trained to avoid damaging surrounding equipment.
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I have read the above ~t page affidavit and it is true,
accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

„,„., A,~; Y-.L. i4D~
Harold Hudson

SZATE OF CALIFORNIA
(EERY OF SAN LUIS OBISPO

On June 5, 1984, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said
County, personally appeared HAROLD O. HUDSON, proved to me on the basis of satisfactory
evidence to be the person whose name appears in the above instrunent, and acknowledged
to me that he executed same.

WI'ASS my hand and official seal. IQC . L
a t'scenter,

Notary Public
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INTERVIEW WITH NRC INVESTIGATORS

January 5, 1984
Howard Johnson's, San Luis Obispo

\

DENNIS KIRSCH, Chic of the Reactor Safety Branch,
Region 5, Division of Reactor Saf ety and Pro jects.

GONZALO HERNANDEZ: Reactor Inspector, Region 5.

Diablo Canyon.

STEVE LOCKERT: Pullman QC Visual Xns~ector.

JOHN-CQEWETT, Government Accountabili'y Project.

-Steve you talked with Mark Padovan (sp)
on the'3rd. Oh by the way, the time 's 7:27, the
date is January 5th, 1983',

84.

By golly, you'e right. I am running behind, My check
book is going to be in terrible shape. You talked with
Mark Padovan on the 23rd of December and relayed to him
a number of concerns. What I would like to do is go
over those concerns first of all, and try to establish
basically read them into , I guess, the record, probably
be the best thing 'to do, ~ and establish if you have any
additional information other than just these kinds of
concerns, additional information that is relevant to
each of these as we go through them. Ok, and then we.

will get to any additional ones after we go through
all these. Now these are Marvin's words based on his
phone conversation. His write-up of what he understood
from the phone conversation with you. You indicated that
in mid-September of 1983, you were reading PGs= and

, 8 Devine Habit 10
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KXRSCH: Pullman -contracts 58711 for Pipe hangers and =::8833XR

for rupture restraints which define the work Pullman
was to do for PGGE. The contracts indicated that
Gas-tungston arc (?sp) welding equipment was to have
a reostat (sp) control and be of high frequency so
that no base metal and electrode contact was necessary
to initiate welding. And your concern here was that
the contact, of course will cause tungston inclusion (sp',
t'b~*the base'etal. 4 ~ -t~)ylgp~L " I

LOCKERT: Nell my concern is Cl they are not following t?.e

procurement document document.

KXRSCH: Nellie.'.ll get to that, but the safety significar.=e
of this thing is that it would cause a tungs on
inclusion into the base metal from some melt of the
tungston electrode on the tape machine

The reason that tungston inclusion is a p oblem
base metal is because i"s generally a sharp indication
thats not, its treated as a slag (SP) inclusion by
the x-ray inspection out there, but a tungston inclusion
generally is .not melted into the base metal, Xts a very
tungston is a very hard dense material.

KXRSCH: I understand.

and when it breaks of= in a weld, what it creates
is a sharp stress rays or point where stresses will
concentrate in that weld, and that is the problem
with tungston inclusion.

KIRSCH: Ne'll get to some more on this. I just want to complete
reading this please. This type of equipment has not
been in use at Diablo Canyon for the last five years.
The reastat (sp) control permi"s the current to turned
off and on and adjusted withou- tne reastat cont ol
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(drawing)'? in or begin welding and separatinc t'.-.e

electrode from the work to stop welding causes defects.
PG&E indicated'o you that would change the contracts.

LOCKERT: Yea, this was at a later date. In mid-September I
sought Pullman's attention.

KIRSCH:

LOCKERT:

OK, who in Pullman did you call'

The QA manager, Harold Carter.

KIRSCH: Harold Carter, Ok.

LOCKERT: and I notified him per memo.

KIRSCH: ok you notified him by Memo. Do you have a copy of
. that memo'?

LOCi ..RT: No I don'.

KIRSCH: for me, ok, well we'l find it.

You might mention why you don'.

LOCKERT:

KZRSCH-.—

Oh, when I got fired I was not allowed to bring any
. paperwork with me when I left that included memos,

personal scratch paper, anything like that.

-That's understandable. That's normal. OK uh I guess
what I need to know what find of tape (sp) welding
equipment do they use out there.

LOCKERT: well they use a resistance type power supply. they plug
into what is it called

its a standard grids supply, Manpower supply, and each

welder plugs a resistance box into the powe supply t
get his well in ('?}. The way they go about t'g (sp) weldi
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xs they usually take an electrode lead, or stxncer for
stick welding. they take and they'l have the itter
clip the tungston lead into the electrode lead when

they want to start their arc, as they do it, sometimes
you'l have fitter.dialing you up to what you want to
be welding at but each control box has var'd steps that
increase the. current which is not the best way to be

dealing with tig (sp) welding because you con't have
the control that you normally get with reastat control.
that's why you want a reastat control (un'ntelligible)

KIRSCH: OK, the day the shielding gas is all coming o f. the bottle
(unintelligible)

The bottle is right here .and the flow meter may be

right there at the station or it may be '3 stories up
.on the next floor.

KIRSCH: OK. so you use a resistance type box of the grid.

LOCKHART: right.

DC straight polarity

KIRSCH: and this has the switched, well maybe like a reastat
'is very sloppy, not a good a reastat

...It is a definite step control.

KIRSCH:- step control yea.

LOCKERT: and only if the fitter is on the box adjusting =or the
-. welder. That's the only control he has. If the fitter is

not there, the machine turns on to whatever value its
set at and stays at.

- KIRSCH: uhuh.
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The way I have seen most of it done out there, the
—welder will strike an arc, initiating an arc by

touching the tungston to the face metal and i will
break that loose, he'l start welding and when he gets
done, depending on how much he knows about what he'
doing- usually I seem 'em just take a tungston and
he'l just pick it right up off the face metal wnich
is really. poor on stainless steel because you use all
your gas shielding inta that weld deposit (SP?).

Another question—

They have documented problems with the starts and

stops as far as radiographs on stainless steele
~~mintelligible) that does contain it.

I can'read you here on my document the type of defect
+hat occurs at the end of weld cycle. The defects occur
at the end of the weld cycle when the welder t"ies

S
to extinguish the arch, by pulling the tungston electrode
directly out. of the area over the weld pool. The weld
pool is kep molten as the arc elongates, but then
starts..to freeze as the arch and magnetic fielc collapse

'

oscillating the weld pool and as the weld freezes, this
oscillation creates a whole new center of the weld pool
and by taking that. tungston electrode straight out of
the weld pool you do not see that defect all the time,
but many times you'l see that-defect

the hole, what are you saying then that i" creates
porosity (sp)

You get a it's called a crater, its due to the
magnetic effect and it is also due to= the fact
that the puddle is shrinking there, its hot and

starting to solidify, its not as bad a problem on

stainless as it, is on aluminum but you do get h'e

porocity because they lift the tungston o= o "here
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have a real long arc that creates an area where
its still being heated, but there is no shielding
gas flowing over it, and when you suck nitrogen and

oxygen out of the air into stainless steele, you create
some definite metallurgical problems with it when

you weld it
KIRSCH: Ok uh, Wer'e you involved in observing tungston

tig (sp) welding, or. inspecting tig welding?

LOCKERT: yes.

KIRSCH: What you were a visual inspector?

LOCKERT 'hat '' ".i.zt.

KIRSCH: What level?

LOCKERT: level two

KIRSCH: You were level two?

LOCKERT: right.

KIRSCH: what- Xn your opini'on what would be the effect of
this- now understand on pipe you wouldn't want this
kind of a stress raiser, but what would be the effect
did you see them do this on both pipe and on suppor" s?

support attachments to the stainless pipe? They cion '

use tig (SP) welding on carbon steele.

They do depending on

know where to use it
use tig (sp) welding
on the pipe around

the problem I see is thev don'
on different things. They'l
out. on the wind on carbon steel

KIRSCH: Oh yea?
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I have seen them do that with regularity anc I as

an inspector brough it to the Engineer's attention
that it is not a real good thing to be doing, but they
don't seem to They have decided that this is how

they'e going to '.da. zt and that's the way thev'
going=- t,o do it.

Out on the rack. they 'l use tig (sp) ?

I have seen them use tig (sp) welding out on the
pipe "ack on windy days, on joints that would make

a 3ot more sense to use shielded metal arc welding
und~" the conditions and joint design.

~ Do you see any problems with using tig (sp) welding
out "on the rack?

As long as they shield he wind, but thev don't shield
s

the wind and there is no root pass inspection eauire-
ment, and as a matter of fact, the job I was on

Where they welding pipe or were they welding structural?

This they were welding hanger members that were
carbon steel.

Then they were structural?

uhuh. But I have also seen them use it auite a
bit'n

stainless pipe. ~ In fact one day.I walked by and

a welder had his fan blowing right across .

his tig(sp) arc to where I could visually see that
he was contaminating that weld. I asked him to stop
He became very abusive. I just asked him would you
please move your fan he e, and the guy just basically
got -~n my face and said I had no auali ications'o be

telling him how to weld, and I myself have been a
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tig (sp) welding for six years now. I have used
a certified. I qualified to Military standards
which are some of the tightest around for tig (sp)
welding and I am about 10 units short for a bachelor
of Science in Melding Engineering. Steve's got one. So.

KIRSCH:- Can you te13. me where that was at?

p
C Cal Poly..

KIRS.CH: 'No no, I mean whar~ .you saw that an blowing across.

Oh, "The fan was blowing across the guy was welding
on 3/4" schedule 160 stainless line that a 650 PSI

Nitrogen line for one of the accumulators in Unit II
containment.

S
LOCKERT:, 91 level (sp) (unintelligible) pressurizer right

next to the bottom of the stairs

its the. accumulator.

LOCKERT: Oh yea the accumulator.

I might add that. I informed the guy's foreman about
what he was doing, and he just and he just asked me

.. well did the weld look bad? and the weld visibly didn'
look bad, but if you were to use some NDE (sp) on it
its my opinion that it would not turned out good on

those passes, but because they we e covered up it might
have not when the final NDE (sp) was performed on it
might have turned out good.

KIRSCH.: That kind of a line is not recuired to be radiocraphed
I thiwk its just a liquid penetrant.

Liquid penetrant, yea.
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Dennis, in reference to your auestion where I
saw that process being used, it was on pipe welding,
stud welding.

KIRSCH: In unit two?

LOCKERT: In unit two and uh

KIRSCH:- How long -ago, when was that? '"

LOCKERT: Well I'd say from September-October to December..

KIRSCH: of 83?

LOCKERT: What's that?

KIRSCH: of 83?.

LOCKERT: right

HERNANDEZ:

LOCKERT:

You saw that repeatedly'

I didn't see gas-tungston arc welding being used
every day, but on a week to week basi.s, I might get

*'ome gas-tungston arch welding 'where they use it to
attach studs to the containment lyre (sp) and

occasionaG.ly they use it for root passes on structural
welding.

They use it when they have to make an open root weld

LOCKERT: " Is that the 88-89

That would be the 88-89 procedure for carbon steele
hanger members when they can't get

KIRSCH: 88-89?
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P

LOCKERT: WPS

Pullman welding procedure specif ication.

KIRSCH:
~ r

Do you remember what portion of that line in the
accumulator, the ni"rogen line for the accumulator?

LOCKERT: I remember something about it. It was a'emodification
of that line that occurred in what, early October?

yea, it was being done on the floor. I: v~sn't in
its position, and I questioned the way 2 calmed
the guy'.4ovn is I asked him for his isvdi.-~g ams (sp)
so I could tell vhat field veld number he vas making,
and .at fi.rst he told me he didn't have'it, wnich is
a 'reguiiement that it be there at the work station,
and finally he produced it, then they realized tha"
they really had to put ua" the goods. Its somewhere

going right into the accumulator there, I don't know

what number the accumulator is.

'S'IRSCH:you said the bottom of the stairs.

LOCKERT/

right.

KIRSCH:. - . --- -There is only one near the bottom on the stairs.

thats true.

KIRSCH: " If I remember right. 4'e 'l be able to find it I think.

HERNANDEZ: This is unit two right'?

LOCKERT: Right.
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I have that documented on my daily inspec"ion reports
for that day. ~

LOCKERT: I was also involved in that and you can find my

daily sheet you prob'ably can get some field weld numbers
for that.

KIRSCH: OK.

J

HERNANDEZ: What was the date on that.

LOCKERT:- Early
October.'ERNANDEZ':'o we can check the da'ly's for early October

and look for your file.

LOCKERT . -* Yea ..
S

Steve can't They didn't allow him to take his own

person'al inspection records out.

HERNANDEZ:
~

Yea, but they should have his.

LOCKERT: Unintelligible

Another instance I saw gas-tungston arc welding
that I realized was not going in the way it shoul'd
and I addressed this to the QC ma'nager in the meeting
we had today. Due 'to the lack of training I was not
aware of the proper, procedure I should have followed
when I came across this. Its on Cla'ss E piping which r
requires no QC participation as far as the in-process
work. It requires heat and TO and weld fille= tracibilitp
and thats about it. I as an area surveillance was lookinc
at, what was going on here watching them purge and I
noticed they weren't purging their lines they were
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They were doing this down on a bench also on the floor
I reached in under an elbow where I could get my hand
in to feel the back side of the weld, and the stainless
when it is not purged properly gets a sugary coating,
and it was pretty.-apparent that they didn', they fell
through on it, they had a lot of garbage on the
inside and it was sugared quite a bit.

KIRSCH:- OK, what kind of a line was that on '?

That was on' 4"'~scheduled 10 stainless line in the
in the 85 foot elevation far north end of the Turbine
one building.

KIRSCH: Those are class E lines?

Class E and it has something to do with the reverse
osmosis area.

KIRSCH: You are aware though that that is not a safety
related system, and therefore it is outside of
our regulatory bound.

I would just like to point that out as part of the
way tig (sp) welding is conducted around there, from
what I'e seen.

KIRSCH.:- . OK:

CLEWETT: If I could make just one comment. I- think, I mean

l don.'t know enough about welding to know what's what
on this and Ibelieve the both of you that th's is not
a particular'safety related here. I think one thing that
is of potential interest to the NRC is to the extent
that these are examples of a certain philosophy towards
weldieg and, you know, that it may be tha" because of
the fact that there are lots of examples it means that
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there is a more widespread phenomenon thats going on

KIRSCH: I agree, I agree, but my interest was that I wanted
to know if it was a safety related line, I wanted to
know what line and--where.

CLEWETT: Absolutely.

KIRSCH:- Yes the comment is well taken and it was understood
(unintelligible).

KZ.RSCH: OK. Let's go on. You. indicated that Pullman welding
procedures 7/8 for rupture restraints was qualified
on flat 'plate in accordance wi.th the Asme (sp) code.

LOCKERT: That"was qualified on pipe.

K'IRSCH: That was what I rememberd„. Ok so it qualifie'd on Pipe.
8

LOCKERT: Uhum.

KIRSCH: Using the same qualification information obtained
by Asme (sp) methods, Pullman crualified the procedure
to AWS standards. So in other words they took the
Asme (sp) qualification and

LOCKERT:
* Transferred

KIRSCH: Transferred it over to structural.

LOCKERT: to AWS.

They'e applying it on AWS work. They have not
qualifid it per. AWS Dll standards.

LOCKERT: the Rapture restraints.
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They'e using it on restraints.

KIRSCH: Is that AWS work?

KIRSCH/LOCKERT/

Unintelligigk,h.

.LOCKERT: definitely. for the rupture restraints.

KIRS. H: For the rupture restraints only.

.

. KIRSCh:

I believe its Dll 79(unintelligible)
r ~

'I

You say its not correct to qualify the procedure
to AWS-standards using Asme(sp) methods because joint,
design is essential as with the AWS standard cualification
where as. joint design is not essential for quali ication
in accordance with Asme (st .

I might add that its not considered an essential
variable, meaning if you change it you don't have
to re-qualify the procedure, but Asme (sp) section
9/] 977 edition says your qualified welding procedures
specification will list all qualified joint designs
and up until when did that GWS come out? Up until
October, they did not follow that. requirement of Asme (sp)

-.=they. would, as in a case in point, procedure 7A is
qualified, and it says in the procedure that this
procedure shall utili,ze a backing strip on all welding
meaning its not suited for open root welding. They use
it with regularity on open root welding where hanger

;.; =----- members, this is what we'e d'scussing, where tney'll
back-grind the back side

KIRSCH: ~nd banc weld it out
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Back wekd and weld from two sides. Now AS!lE doesn'
prohibit that but they say it has to be noted on your
WPS..I addressed that verbally to the QA/QC manager
and was told that well we have been doing like this
for 10 years and, we'e not .going to stop now.

KIRSCH: Something. c6nfuses me though . If: you back-
if your using i" for ANS welding, whey would you
comply with the ASHE requirement to note it on the
NPS for back gouging'?

THE 7/8 Procedure qualification, NPs is qualified
ASME .section 9 for use on hangers only.

KIRSCH: dK.

- - They cannot txanfer that qualification to ANS j st
by shying well we have this qualified procedure, now

were going to do it like this.

LOCKERT: I might add, that the tinsel (sp) and bend
tests will qualify forfor eithe code (?)

KIRSCH: That ' right.

LOCKERT: But now, when you take your ASHE qualified procedure
and switch, and move it over to AWS area, the only
joint design that is now qualified in the ANS is
an original joint design shown on tne CQR

KIRSCH: unintil1igible.

LOCKERT: Right, so all of a sudden, joint design becomes an

essential variable over here. NPS 7/8 will only weld
one joint design in rupture restraint, As far as I know.

KIRSCH: Is that how you remember 7/8?
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I don't remember the correct code.

Me either.

LOCKERT: Well I can provide you fellow with some documentation
here.

KIRSCH:

LOCKERT:

That would be some help.

There is

KIRSCH: What are we" reading irom here?

LOCKERT: This is my prepared documen . I gave you some specifics
over the phone, and this is my written response to

..you fellows.

KIRSCH: Now is one of those copiep ours'?

LOCKERT: If you'd like it.

'KIRSCH: i Oh good'.

LOCKERT: san ~

KIRSCH: That will maybe help preclude me from having
to write so much.

When you want, to use a AWS procedure, the way AWS,

are you familiar ho'w the AWS structural code is set
up and work with ~ t.

KIRSCH: Somewhat.

Well you have pre-cualified procedures saying that if
you use this base'etal and this process and this
filler metal, you can use one of these job designs .
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that we have already estalished or qualified witnout
going .through the expense of cualifying this procedure.
The 7/8 procedure is a procedure qualification, but it
only applies -to the materials tha" they use to qualify
that. ANS says that what you have to do in the event
that you want to qualify material that is not listed
in their code is you have to go through essentially
what they have done to use 7/8 as a AWS procedure.
But then its only quali ied for that material they
did the procedure qua.='fication on.

KZRSCH: Ok, so then they'e using different mater'als.
\

p
*

~

They'e using it as a pre-qualified AWS procecure.
But the main thing is AWS says you have to write a

.WPS welding procedure spec for all your qualified joint
designs, and that's one thing they

S

or pre-qualified?

For pre-qualified joints you shall write a WPS welding
procedure spec for„each qualified joint design that
you plan to use in production.

C

HERNANDEZ: You do not have to write a PQR?

.- Not..You do have to have a PQR

HERNANDEZ". not for the pre-qualified

Let me think, there is a form in there Xf E could
look at your

HERNANDEZ: Well your utilizing the pre-qualified joint design

Right so they would not require





HERNANDE ": That's the point of using the

LOCKERT: That's why you use the pre-qualified. You can
use something else as long as you qualify it.

Right.

HERNANDEZ: Provided you have a welding procedure speci ication
that tells you what your going to do

LOCKERT: Right.

This is an item I'd like to add':e~s later, or now,
— .its dea3.ing with the use of un-qualified base !::etals

out there.

LOCKERT':: .:.

HERNANDEZ:

This. is one thing in 7/8 that I was researching
now. Pages 3,4,5,6 are the PQR. This paoe work

h
was never allowed. This paperwork, the PQR, I
was never allowed to see this as an i'nspector
out there. Pullman denied me access to this record
here. I don ' know whey, but what I was trying
to discover was that what was the original joint
design in the ASNE'ualification and it says here
joint dimensions are in accordance with sheet 2 of 10

on this procedure qualification record, and they
also have another one over heie. Sheet 2 of 10 and

we have six sheets in this WPS so its very confusing
to try to figure out what the original joint design
was. Here again, sheet 2 of 6 and so they'e referring
us back to here now which one was the original joint
design, I don't know, I was never able to determine
that so consequently I was never able to determine which
joint design was actually qualified in the ANS code
area.

And again, were talking about the rupture restraints.
Your talking also about some problem with the unqualified
base materials.
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Yes I'd like.

KIRSCH: Let's hold on before we get into to that one.
Let's wait, because I'm still confused a 1'ttle bit.

LOCKERT: OK.

KIRSCH: You'e saying that they Pullman uses 7/8 as a

qualified AWS procedure for all kinds of join" designs?

YES, in the rupture restraints. I don't in"-pec
rupture. I noticed from reading the ruptur~ restraints
specification'nd talking with Steve when hc was

involved with rupture restraints. I was lu"..:;i: "„ at
some''today...

KIRSCH: This just basec on the PQR from the ASNE.

LOCKERT:

KIRSCH:

Yes/ right.

What I don't know right now, but using some joint
design.

Yea, you can't determine (unintelligible) what,

joint .design they did use. Codes are set up different
ways to address different types of fabrication. You

realize AWS you'e dealing with structural shapes,
basically hot rolled steel or ASHE you can be dea.ling
with all kinds of.

KIRSCH: But its still legal to use an AWS qualified procedure
and take it back, or an ASHE qualified procecure and

take it back into AWS.

You. can do that provided you do it in accordance
with the materials and things specified in your
original qualification.
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LOCKERT: That' the point I was trying to make- - the
They'e done that. They'e used the ASME qualified
for welders

HERNANDEZ: Qualified for the procedure or the welders.

LOCKERT: Well right now were talking just procedure.

HERNANDEZ: Ok the procedure. to the ASME and they have cone
AWS welding right'? but doesn't the rupture res raints
only deal then with a certain type of material,
for instance, 'carbon steel?

LOCKERT:: ''t has'to do with a variety of carbon steel the 844]
and 588;

A~+SJ

516, .515, mostly A-36.

A-3 6.

They list them right here.

That's one of the qualified materials.

OK, you'e talking Tl which is an ASME qualifed
material, OK that does not really go.right over
the AWS.

HERNANDEZ:- What page was that you were referring to.

LOCKERT: This will be attachment looks like 10, it will be

page 1 of 3 of Pullmans AWS ll
See-ASME will let you do that. If you quali y and

you group them into these P numbers, you quali=y in
this & number, you can use
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KIRSCH.
' Anything in that. P group.

Yea, but they also limit that, they say you have
to look at the- mettalurgical and chemical and

the weldability aspects, ASNE pre-supposes that
you have a cognisant Engineering staff that really
looks at this stuff and reviews it before you put
it into the field. And that's one thing that-.I don'
see happening out there by the way they use their
materials, and the way they use un-quali ied materials
which I will address later when we get through all of
this.

KIRSCH:..- ~ - Are they-using 7-8 to weld materials for which it
wasn't qualified.

Yes they are on safety related items, containment
(unintelligible).

KIRSCH: Containment spray rings, supports?

(Side .2
. Tape A)

Supports and containment liner studs that they
attach to hold up the spray ring hangers, they are
using both cases of materials that they use supposedly

...on the containment spray ring, the studs to the
containment liner they use A108 which is not a ANS

pre-qualified material and has not been qualified'ith ASNE procedure, its not a Pl material to the
77 edition of the AS~iE section 9. And they also use
ASTMA 307 which is a material that comes in as a bolt
They cut the head off the bolt and they put a chisel .

point on that bolt and they now weld that to the
containment line.

HERNANDEZ: (7) I thought A307 was essentially A36 mild steel
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'307

if you look at the spec A307 comes in with
no carbon limitation on the specification, right there,
that takes any un-qualified weldability you may think
that you can get out of that material. No carbon limitatic
an'pper limit of .050 on phosphorous and sulfur, those
are the only chemicaT'imitations on that specification.
now that in itself coupled with the fact that it comes

in on a certificate of compliance only, you have no

chemistry tracibility .on site o what that material
is. Now the vendor may have a 'QA program and may have
tracibility to that. material, but onsite you ao not know

what the carbon content in that material is.

KIRSCH: They'e welding these to the containment liner also?

Containment liner studs. Um, the metallurgical aspects
of that are if te carbon and-phosohorous are on the high
side, what you get,is you get a brittlness a ter vou
welded it due to the, you get a banding effect
of phosphorous and carbon in your weld heat effectea
zone, that reduces the overall. impact. strength o that
weld, and section 9, I'm not sure where they get i" but
I know they'e done Sharpe (sp) imoact tests on all
these weld procedures, and they don't have a qualified
weld procedure to weld A307. That's the bottom line.
to AWS, to ASME to any of them. This is a completely
un-qualified material. I haven't address that to the
Company yet,. I'm in the process of doing, compiling .a

documentation and I'm getting reaay to address it
sometime this week in the form of a memo, to see.
right now

KIRSCH: Why don', you write a non-conformance report?

See I.'ve never been educated as to how that whole
system works out there. That is what I'd like to also
get across to you people is we have a definite lack of
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training -out there.

LOCKERT: Do you> Inspectors in the field don't field don'
write the non-conformance report, usually the
inspectors only write deficient condition notice
which is usually

KI'RSCH: DR?

LOCKER'2: no DCN they call it...

but DCN is Pullman's in-house method of reporting
pxob3.ems. Now you submit that to the QA/QC manager
he decides that this report (unintelligble) PG&E

~ ~ ~ l if it i~. he generates a. DR.

.
-LGCKERT: --In fact,.they don't even want the inspectors to

disposition their own DCN '. The QA/QC manager is the
one who holds responsibili-y ultimately for disposition'nc
all problems that come into his hands.

KIRSCH: . - - Containment liner. Nhich containment liner unit I
Unit II, both'?.

Unit I and Unit II. In fact just to show you, I got

LOCKERT: Gonzalo, I think you were correct in saying that when

,.you order SA 307 as a non-headed anchor bolt, the
purchaser must spec'ify ASTM (sp) designation A36.
Nhat Pullman's doing is taking the regular bolt and

cutting the head off. You'e getting

That's a warehouse requisition. . . containment liner .

(at same time studs for that particular. The guy hasn't put the hanger

as LOCKERT:) numb'e'r on there. Here's a copy.

- KIRSCH:

(at same

time)

This one isn't the hanger number 532S.
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LOCKERT/- --
HERNANDEZ:

(at same

time)

You'e getting this material (unintelligble)
Oh I see so they'e not actually ordering that
Right. they'e ordering bolts and then (unintelligible)

That. is the detailed drawing. I'm sorry that is the
hanger number. Sometimes they do sometimes they don'.
They really don't fill those out properly.
Here is a copy of the PO that....comes in on.

KIRSCH: Car I have this.

Y a you can have those.

LOCKERT: DO you have a copy of those?

I can get them. Ive got the number . You can see that
that PO is for bolts, and then here's another one
where they have A307 weld stucs that are purchased
as studs for that rea.son. Here's a copy of what they'e
suppose to be using the e for all your welced studs
are suppose to be done to A'WS Dll. I talked to a Foley
Engineer today, that told me that they were writ en

up on an NCR for .welding A108 studs on to something.
Now I don'0 know what that was, but thats the case from
As a welding engineer I would not question the pre-
qualified welding of A108. Because the studs come in
on. that specification with a limiting carbon on it. The

carbon on that specification is limited to .20 with
a tolerance on that, which is within the realm of good
weldability. You can generally weld carbon contents
up 'to about .25 and within other limits with ease. Now

it doesn't get them away from the fact that it's not a

pre-qualified a material. But the A307 scares me, because

they, you know, that's just, that's not a good material
to be welding to begin with.
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What is this from?

That's from this hanger drawing right here that
another inspector happened to .be involved with. X

just got the copy of this to show what there

KXRSCH But you spy they have no procedure or welding
of studs?

Not A307. Xt's not listed. Xf you look in your Dll
right there, it's not listed as an AWS pre-qualified
material. Nor'"is A108. rrom a metallurgical stand-point,
you'd have a lot less problems welding A108 due to
the fact.tha'e i do have a limitation on carbon -in
that. Because A307 is made tu be a fastener. Thev give
the steel maker, the manufacturer, the leway there to
say here use whatever carbon you need to meet these
specifications. They'e not anticipating being welded.

HERNAND Z Going back a little bit, you'-re talk'ng about the
DCN's and the stats for

Def icient condition notice.

HERNANDEZ: Deficient condition.

The way those work is you initiate one of those,
you have your lead man approve it and then you have
to take it over the field engineers and you have to
get their approval and you have to get one of them

to sign it and disposition it, if its an in-process
type problem, Like say somebody passed a hole(sp) point
somewhere. X came on one where they passed a hole(sp).
point for backing off the bolts on the base plate prior
to-welding. Well you have to get the engineer to
disposition that, uh, in some cases they refuse to
sign them. X have had three instances now where they
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refused to sign my DCN's. And all I can do is note
that and send it on through. Sometimes My supe v'sors
will try talk me out of it, and I know its dificient,
and I can show them right in our specifications where
it is deficient. Don't tell me oh no that's not really
a deficient condition because of this or that or
whatever. And I have also had the QA/QC Manacer just
flat out void it out and say this is not a deficient
condition.:And if you. want to check my DCN log book
I kept logs of all of voided and non-voided.

LOCKERT: The big point is is that they'e not given the chance
to evaluate whether it is 'on-conformance or not
in 'many..cases there not .'>~ir.: evaluated. Not given the
chance to be evaluated.

: HERNANDEZ." What. process does this DCN-go through, if it does, if
it is-approved?

'a

If its approved its taken, ok it goes from me to
field engineer, who signs it,. and then it goes to
Well I give. my lead signature to field engineer, then
it goes" to the chief engineer, he reviews their
disposition. It goes to a level three, who reviews
the NDE-(sp) requirements of any re-work or work that'
going to be re-inspected, any type NDE(sp) reauirements
and then it goes to the QA/QC manager for a signature
on that part of it. Down at the bottom, you have

. whats called steps to prevent recurrence so that doesn'

happen again. And generally they won't accept a. DCN

unless you can give'hem a name to go poin" a finge
at. I have written some on generic problems, like, see

thats my only opportunity to inform somebody or my only
means of telling them what ' wrong.

KIRSCH: Do you have, maintain a DCN log out there'?

Yes I do.
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KIRSCH: If I were to come through, or come out to your
go down to Pullman and request your DCN log copy
would you have any what that give you any heartburn?

No, its up to date and you

EIRSCH: This is DCN>s written by you?

Yes.

HERNANDEZ: Wouldn't that point a finger to you though?

Not at all.

HERNANDEZ: No?

.Well, yea, if you guys come in and ask for my DCN

log, they'e going to know somethings going on =or
sure.

HERNANDEZ: Right.

Cause I'm kind of regarded as being a shit disturber.
out'here anyway.

HERNANDEZ: But this DCN log is it a log that's kept either
informally or formally....

No it's required by you people I believe.

HERNANDEZ: So'%e could go there and look at DCN log?

You can look at anybody's DCN log out there.

HE RNANDEZ: Is-a log then kept a separate log for each inspector
or a log kept.
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-The log I keep is just copies. They keep the original
on file in the QA/QC managers office, with the attached
steps to prevent recurrence. Before they can close
that deficient condition, which is has to be closed
before you can finally accept either a hanger or a

piping, or whatever, They have to document the steps
to prevent, recurrence and then a QA person has to audit
that to make sure its all been done, and when they'e
satisfied, they sign it off on the bottom.

HERNANDEZ: But I though you said that the DCN was an in-house
procedure, that they- utilize before you go.to an

NCR. What you'e telling me is essentially a DCN .!s
r ~ ~

.an NCR;.::

'

Well -it can be, but only if the QA/QC... If the DCN

like it use to be that you get a DCN arc strikes on

piping; Well that was automatically, anyt".ing that
had to do with piping or any kind of work that had

to be done on piping. That was automatically repo"ted
to PG&E. So if you saw that then it became... Wha"

happens. then is you'e assigned a DR number that is
written on you DCN and you have to log your DCN numbe

in you log, you loathe date that it happened, whether
you applied a hold tag or not, The hanger number ( )

number, or whatever, some kind of reference, and then you
have a space for a DR number, if it goes to a DR,

and- then the date that its closed.

HERNANDEZ: OK, that's what I was referring to, <he process before.
You'rite the DCN originally, and if somebody along
the line the QA manager decides yes this is nonconformanc~

of condition,.you then wri"e what is called a

discrepancy report.

- = He wou-ld write that

HERNANDE Z: Who would write it'
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His office

HERNANDES Do they ever come back to you?

KIRSCH:

Yes I would get a. copy of that. I, well it woulc be
first, When I submit the original copy of the DCN

with supporting documentation, it goes with the
Engineers signature, my lead signature, it goes
down to the QA/QC manager's office they run it
through the mills to get the Chief engineer signature,
a copy is made at that time and given to me as a control
copy which goes into my log. and, I usually make an

information copy of them prior to ever sending them in

Do you keep that in your log'?

I do in some cases, but its stampec for in orna ion
only. I keep that.. there has been cases where ~ have
written DCN's that got lcBt, conveniently, right before
a ASrhE audit that had to do with uncontrolled filler
metals and uncontrolled pipe attachment removal on

class C

KITSCH: What I'm looking for would be.. Suppose I wanted to
look at DCN's written by a number of inspectors, OK?

And what I was concerned about that these were that
the QA/QC manager had decided „ghat it wasn't a DR,

non-con forming item

Uhum.

KIRSCH: . - —, Is it still entered in the DCN log in the QA/QC area.-.

Yea, he would have the oringal copy, If he just voided
that thing and kicked it back to you, then he would not
have a copy of that, but when that happens to me, I keep

that copy in that my log with his signature on it voidinc
it so that I know what happend with it.
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HERNANDEZ: Is, this a separate log from the official log?

LOCKERT: Yea, there is two logs. The company has one
and the individual has one.

HERNANDEZ:
r

Does this voided DCN does that have a reason why
its voided?

Usually he'l write something in there as to- why
he voided it. Sometimes they. don't follow much pattern
of coherence.

KIRSCH: Where do you work?

I work, right now I work in the ( ) shop, and I
work for 'he QA. What I have been doing recently
is when QA, You know how the QA system, works on Piping
match the warehouse requisition with everything vou
have in the package, weld stores requisit'ons all of that
When QA is reviewing a package and they can ' fi..d the
original warehouse requisition, They come o me and give
me the approximate date of installation and I co down

to the warehouse and I look through their copies and

see if .I can find a copy of the original. If I can ind
it, I burn a copy like the one I gave you here, and

they use that as the QA package.

KIRSCH: Our question though,,Back to the DCN's, I want to
DCN logs are all inspectors required to keep them?

Yes.

KIRSCH: Their own individual logs?

Yes.

KIRSCH: So if I were to go in tomorrow or someday and say

I war'rt to see the DCN, I want to look at DCN logs
for...
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You'd have to come to the individual inspector.

KIRSCH: Fo

Carter(sp)
inspector
out there,
tha" won'

I would just go to Carter(sp) and say
I want to look at the DCN logs for

and for some other QC inspector
I

who are some other ones that I can use
point a finger at you'?

Um,

WIRSCH: Some other QC types, and just say I want to look
at these DCN

HERNANDEZ: How may-"guys are in the (

qour position?
) shop similar to

~There is only a couple doing the QA, see I didn'
write most of my DCN's as a QA inspector in the. warehouse

V'fQCf TJ ~ You did them in the field.

Field work and I, right off hand, I could give you
some names to,

KXRSCH: OK, Why don ' lay me a few, lay a few on me, so that
way I can go say I wanted to look, I want the DCN logs
for these inspectors in 20 minutes, here.

Uh, One guy, Don Lee, Um... You could ask to
see Steves, They have to maintain that on File
after he's terminated.

. HERNANDEZ: His private log, as well as the one after they

Yea, your log is really a controlled log that is turned
in. That's why I make the information copies also, Cause

When I leave I am going to take my affirmation copies
out of that DCN log and turn in the control copies.
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Um, I'm trying to think of some inspectors, I 'm

trying to think of people who are reasonably on the
ball. there and should have their books in order.
Uh. Gary Sawyer.

KIRSCH: How do you spell his lasi. name.

SANYER.

LOCKERT: . Gerry Dunn.

KIRSCH: Gerry Dunn. OK. so that gives me five, so that
won'. really point a, finger at anybody. That's good,
OK. So"that's one of the things we'l do (unintelligible
and we'l make copies

'ERNANDEZ . Haybe we'an touch
Have you ever been
NCR or discrepancy
Never.

on something we did this a~tersoon.
instructed that vou can wr'te an

anyt~vZ that you want to?

.-'ERNANDES;- There has never been a meeting held by Carner (sp)
or his group where you have been informed that you
have that right.

Not at all. That ' one thing tha we have really,
myself, -He both
address the Carner (sp) on several occasions at the lack
of training out there is responsible for a lot of the
problems that he has. In fact now, When people get DR's

they have just now started keeping track of who gets
DR's written against them, and a guy that gets a. DR.

written against him now gets this letter out of Carner(sp
which is very strongly worded and attached to tha" is

notice that if you do it again, you are going to be

terminated. In some cases, it may be justifiable, but
to the inspector in the field, it looks like 'p)
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mostly going just go after your job and you know, if
you screw up; your the one that's going to get... You'e
responsible as an inspector for gua anteeing that the
engineers do their job right, that all the revisions and

i

all the changes that they make to these drawings are
right. I'e got some horrendous packages that I have
kept information copies of, just to show you the way
that these packages are butchered up out in the field
while they 're being worked. A lot of times, tney you
come up to these things and there is some much red ink
scrawled on this approved for construction drawing
that is .suppose to denote where everythings been changed
that y< u'can't make any sense out of what their doing.

KIRSCH: ""
So you'eever been to.'.d that you can identi y problems
to your management and that your management w'll resolve

. your problems?

I have been told that'I cd ident'fy problem's to the
management, not through a training session, I have
learned that by reading the ESD's(sp) on my own.

KIRSCH: Weren ' "you required, weren ' you given ESD ' (sp)
as required reading when first came on the job.

LOCKERT: That's true.

Not all of them. I was required to read the ESD's(sp)
that applied to what I would be doing. Piping.

LOCKERT: The Quality assurance manual does have instruct'ons
in their how to do a DR, I believe, I don't i any
NCR is addressed. But the fact is tha" you'e not
encouraged to write your own DRS. You not encouraged
to write your own NCRs. The preferred method is
through the DCN which then goes to Harold and t?ien he
decides. then he would be the one to decide whether
it is a DR or an N.....,
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And like I say he's just now started looking at the
inspectors to get these written against him, not so
much as a means to identify where the problem areas
are, but more as an intimidation and harrasement type
thing. The game plan out there seems to be keep th e

inspector over-worked. We worked 60-70 hours a week.

Up until recently when we re-negotiated our contract
and we still aren'. being paid this yet, but we were
being paid very little compared to the othe crafts,
and compared to our leve of responsibility, you'e
got, you know you'e signing'ermanent plant-life
documentation out t> ere, and there's the guy sweeping
the floor making mor~ money than you are, which is, you
know, its kind of i'ard to swallow. Some cases its
justified, but

EIRSCH There's not a lot that I can do about that.

LOCKERT:

We already took care of that, somewhat. You know,
overworked, you get fatigued. You'e always told,
I don't how many weekends now, you'e going to work
Saturday and Sunday. I told them Well I don't want
to work. Sunday. Nell if you don't you could be subject
to termination. That's routine out there. The inspector
is always under Carners(sp) program is generally not,

encouraged to find out what specs and codes he's suppose
to be working to. You'e got supervisors that are
telling you that if its not addressed in the ESD(sp)

. which.,are our specs, that you are not to look any further
Yea.

You are to just buy it, because if its not addressed
in the ESD, Steve addressed Don, That's one

certain'ndividualthat ' more blatant about that than anyone-
else.

EIRSCH: ) Unintelligible

Russ Enowle(sp)
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LOCKERT-:- -- — Yea, he told me specifically that I could not look
in the AISC construction manual, the ASTM(sp) standard,
or the ASME code. I was no to look at anything beyond
the ESD (sp). I'l see if I can find that for vou.
October 17th-is a „( )(Unintelligible.)

The way th0 training is conducted out there, too, when
it is done, there is ( ) What they do is .they
hand you. a sheet,*like say you get burned for a DCN

You brought out something that has the wrong pipe gaps
on it. You 're given a sheet the.t's basically a copy
of the section of the ESD th=:t ou violated. You'e told
to re'ad this sheet, and then sign a sheet that says
you'e. been retrained on thi: ss:Eject. Which in a lot
of cases, people just look over it, sign the sheet, and

you know, up until now, when this other lette='s been
coming out, I need that one copy. I can give you a copy
of that letter if you'd like. That's a union. I have
to keep that.

HERNANDEZ: Let me take a look at it, Yea I'l give it back to
you. You don't have formal training classes'

l

We do but they'e very sporadic and its only in times
like right before the ASME audit, we had a real pump

on well if these guys come up to you and ask you any
questions, don't really volunteer anything, just answer
-their questions, Don't try and bullshit em or you know.

KIRSH: What's this, now I am having a litt;le bit a trouble
here. This September 20th, and these are the problems
that you noted on September 20th.

LOCKERT: Well yea, from that incident on Septembe" 20th, I
believe that those code references there were violated.

Yiaybe you ought to re-submit that and read it in o the
record as having supplemented your statement.
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LOCKERT-:-- Xnto the tape,

Yea, y'ou're going to submit this document.

CLEWETT: I don't think you..have read the whole 13 pages.

LOCKERT: It would .take too long.

ALL SPEAKING

Uninte3.ligible:

Particular statement, Problem XYZ or sc ne't'.iing
That 'might help anyone listening to the ~ ape
could: have a reference here to what those "..re.

I would like to talk about a design problem, tha
I just today addressed whil'e I have been.

KIRSCH: Before we get to that, hold on to that one, Because
I'm still trying to figure'ut what all this is saying
to me. Deviation September 20, Demoted (sp) deviations
from the ( )of contract specifica ion 8711.
What kind of a deviation?

" LOCKERT: Well if you read th incident, you'l find

KIRSCH: What incident, where's it at? -I'm having trouble
-following what your talking about.

LOCKERT: Alright, September 20, these are the code violations
123, and then starting here is the.

KIRSCH:" ---- This is the description of the situation that lead to
tnese things.

LOCKERT: Right.

KIRSCH: Ah. OK, let me
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Is. that the gas-tungston audit?

L%CKERT: -- Yea, that was way back in September.

KIRSCH: If you wish to save tape, you can tape, you can take
it off the tape, Because I'm going to be reading or
a minute, th'en before I ask any questions, I'l pu"
you back on the tape.

The hardest thing to figure out there, I still
have been looking for, but I haven't been able to
find out what codes PG&E is really bound to hold o~.tf
there;

~ s s s

HERNANDE Z: Ne have having that similar discussion. on that, and

basically, what we'e been able to find is tha" their
'committed we'e talking Pullman, Piping sup"orts,
they'e committed AMSE (? } E31-1 (SP} and B31-7, 69 1971(sp
which are reference spec %7-11. Now you'e got to
remember when this plant s"arted up, started construction
that is why we'e going back to these early coces.

HERNANDEZ: Also . I think only B31-7 makes a slight ref erence to
pipe supports, for instance. It's not like (un'ntelligibl
At that time there was nothing explicitly talked about
pipe supports, so what happened is the engineer PG&E

essentially ( ?) information from other areas
as codes came into es'stence. act they simply had
no commitments to any other code and so they essentially
generated their own criteria. That's why you have no

reference to the ANS pre-qualified joint design or
ASNE. So essentially what the engineers specified.

Does this have to do with their PSAR, and FSAR, were
these codes written in? So that's where 8711. 5~hat I'm
wondering is are they held to the strict letter of these
codes.
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HERYANDEZ: Like what code are you talking about'?

Like ASME 9

HERNANDEZ: Well they whet through the qualifications OK to
section '9, ok. but Again, at the time that the plant
started -up their ( ?) like HF )sp) was not
in existence in 1971,

HERNANDEZ:

The reason I'm asking is I noticed on all those
welding procedures, there is a rev (sp) update
in 1977 to bring them into the 77 edition of Section 9.
You know, if you look in the corner of all those weld
procedures on revisions that are all revised at least
all of.;them in 1977.
So maybe thats the latest, the last date that they
revised that procedure.

Section 9 of 1977, that's the procedure, or the edition
that's referenced in the 8711 specifications so thats
where I'm wondering how it all ties in.

HERNANDEZ:y Well the only thing I can say is that, I'm not sure
how that, when they elected to do the procedure
qualification to such section 9. Ok, at what point
they decided. All I talking about is the pipe supports
themselves, the welding criteria that would be
specified ( 'p )

I think B-31-1 and B-31-7 were in reference to
section 9 also. I'm not sure of that, but I believe
they do.

HERNANDEZ: That '.s right-.

I wanted to look at the pre-quali ied material
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September 22nd, you document, supposedly, a v'elation
here, failure to imp3.ement the quality assurance
programs specif ied in ( unintell'ible)
criteria 2 and 10 rather. A welder, what welder?

If I had my daily logs and my papers, I would be
able to tell you what welder.

Are you saying your daily logs, in otherwords I=
I grab your dailv logs, I can go through here.

The unfortunate thing is I 'm ca3.ling these dates
from memory, and in the introduction, I'm tel
you these dates are not...

Ok. then these dates ar not exact.

Dates mentioned in th' report before Dece.—,.be" a"e
approximate because I don't have the necessa=.: " pe work
to ~ ~ ~ ~

OK

So these dates are on or about December, or whatever
the date is.
September 22.

In the event that you could provide that paperwork to
me, I could give you the exact dates, ezac welder.

OK. these would be in what logs, would they be 'n.

They would be in my daily inspection. logs.

From that you could trace it to was it a pipe attachment,
or was it a hanger weld'
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I can't remember what incident tnat one is. Oh that
was rupture restraints.

think we better get somethin'g down here be=o"e
we get a whole lot farther. I forgot to pu dcwn
to ask you specifically the cuestion.

Steve, do you reques" con identialitv?

Um I don't see any reason whv I- should.

Let's get some legal advice on this.

No don't know what, I understand tha" these c.".a=ges
have serious consecuences, but..

No I mean, for you '" coesn't have any serious
consequences.

Well

But do you wish to have your name kep" rom PG&E

and Pullman ' knowledge that we talked~ to you. I mean
we won't go divulging the information, bu" some of the
things that we may do or example, when we go ask
for Steve Lockert's daily inspection log, o" h's DCN

log, is going to poin" a finger, and somebocy will
sit back and say Ahah I got it without Us say'ng
something.

Well the way I feel about it is that the
conficentiality'o

me I mean Pullman, and PG&E, I have alreacy co..tacted
these people about these problems al eady. So they know
who it was leaking. I don't m'nc that you tell Pullman
or...that you tell PG&E, but iz you were, i= tnis thing
really blows up, and ' was to go into the pa "e" and

on TV, or where-ever, I cion'" know what, co ~lc happen,
but I don ' want a bunch o these (

to my place and say'ng
?) c"."..'..g over
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KIRSCH: I don ' think so, ... and break you legs, no

I don't think it will go there. Ne won't me..t'on
your name, but the e may be some o the documents
that you have generated tha" we will
look at. and just to go back througn
what dates, and who, and wheres, and

be want'.".c to
here and see

whys a;.d wherefores

LOCK:"RT: Yes you have mv perm'sion.

KIRSCH: You +-',,>.~-e - do recuest confidentiality.

definitely.

KIRSCH: E understand.

I believe tha" i it we e ever to come to Ha"o'"
Carner (sp) 's knowledge that " was he e tonight,
I would not be working.

~j t ~ ~4 '%&asi ~ Visit would be the most =ool'h thine they coulc poss'bly
do.

LOCKERT: They'e already 'done it once.

There have been other guys that was, I don ' know

if.you'e ever heard from a guy by the name o Roger
Fisher, This is kind of rare, because he cuit, he
was terminated under the threat.

KIRSCH: This doesn't have anything to do w'th the allegations
let's go off the tape.

Now we'e back to harrasement and intimidation of
'ns= ctors. There was an inspector by the name of

4 - -'~'was the cuy that knew the codes =a'rly
well and he did kind of have an attitude problem, where

people were concerned, bu" the reason ne was "e "minated
when he was terminated was because for much the same
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Reason Steve was terminated, i feel, and th' '
my

own opinion. l was involved wit ',:. '' .;, and : knew
what Steve went thrnuch. ~7@,'as termi.". "ac '= cause
he made allegations that he was going to co.".-.a" t the
NRC on site about intimidation and harrase-...e.".= 'n
relation to a DCN that he had written, Tt was .-.ot reallv
kind of nit.-picking on the pa t of the DCN, '" " we

had a certain craft superindentent wno I was very
familiar with as was a partner of mine Greg a';eager (sp)
who everytime you tried to bring, you know, basically
it, ended up -.if you shot anyth'ng do»n, this c ":
was right fox» on your back telling you,, you know, what
an asshole p >u were. Ee goes to our craft supervision.
or pard me to:..y supervisi.. with stories abou= things
that l'm not doing at a~ l that they'e made " '"rying
to make me look like an idiot out there to ce= .-.....

supervisor to come out there and ire me, basically.
A certain incident.

What, does Craig Meager (sp) do?

He is also a QC inspector out there, A ce ta'n
incident. well what happened with.~, ~+% as one cay
he was -down in the vault, we have these d'esel uel
oil vaults out "here, and he was writing a DCN on a

certain hanger down there. The superindenten" by the
name of Rich Babino(sp) came down and asked, he yelled
down in .the hole, Pardon me, Rich Babino (sp) was down

in the vault with'~~~ He was writing a DCN o".. a hanger
Another inspector Keitn Octenberg (sp) looked down in the
hole and asked Babino(sp) if .. " w ~ „»as down there
and Babino (sp) replied, and th's 's rom key s.-porting
statements that :'l def'ne in a minute. Ee re=''ed yea,

yea, he'.s down he e. Something to that e ect. -his guv
was really a hot heac. 2 got into several o-.".e"

altercations with the guy and he basically t"'e= to
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~~CD a* i~ v Intimidate me into buying this stuff that was not
there. Um. So - "-~q, .":- wrote the DCN, the next ca; was

a Saturday, It was a Saiuraay that that happe..e=. That
was a long time ago, It was back 'in October o" so. I
got .it in my records.

LOCKERT:
>4+pjkNo, because< e". ~ was gone by the time I got '.-.=o the

program.

Start of
tape 2
side 3

Yea, He was fired basically fo they saic excess've
absentism. Well the company policy is you give the
guy a verbal warning, '.".en you give him a written
warning with 3 days o.=.f, and then you terminate him.
Well >'= '„; rote on his DCN the harrasement inc'dent
with Mr. Babino(sp). '. ne:. the DCN was forwa dec o

Harold Carner(sp) Carner'sp) voided the DC%. He took
a supporting statement from Keith Octenberc (s ) threw
it in the garbage and said l don ' need th'. He took
the word of Mr. Babino (sp) and exonerated h'm be=orew~~even hearing Mr..=, .=~~-"* story on the who'e th'ng. Anc

a welder and fitter "nat witnessed the whole incident
when <-'„ went to get their signature on a s"=porting
statement were told by his foreman tnese two welcers
and fitters that if they signed that supporting statement
they were down the road. Um.

HEARN DE Z: Your talking about the statement that This Rich Babino(sp)
made about this guy that he's down here, or not cown here.

'<PCW *

HERNANDEZ

CC.~+ F+,\ *

'ea, the long hair you know etc. etc.

Why was this written on a DCN. It was added as an

additional kind of clarification that this kind of
I

stuff was going on. I have in my daily inspection records
many references to Mr. Babino(sp) and to incicences of
intimidation and harrasment mace against mysel out the"e

~ ~

when I was a fielc inspector in his area. It la "er turnea
out that Nr. Babino(sp) was relieved of h's superindenden~
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responsibility out ".here a..c was ras er
as a Field engineer because he jus- a'an't ='-'..to
the program anywhere.
and infuencing people
Your'e going to sta

"'iketo be told what t
wno isn't their immedi

by walking and tell'ng
doinc.th's. People con'L

\ ~

"cally
hev're co'nc to do "v s —...cone

!

a e supe v2 so. ~ um ~

He haa a habit o makin" ="iencs

OK, Let's go on. 'ou said that you are I'm reac'ng,
going through S"eve's write up here. Noulc talk about
that design inciden" that you vere ~oing to c'scuss
here just a little bit ago, be=ore .'o ruaelv
interrupted?

Through the years of studv'nc welding and meta'' "gy

an ostenetic (sp) sta'nless s eel o= 300 se"'s. You

steel ''".—.. vou welchave a real p oblem 'n th' stainless

I have come up with 'n 304 sta'nless steels, '"as'allv

it If you ge" he ca"bon
ostenetic (sp) stain ess steel,

V ~

a.=." e vou we> s

e ca"bon "c.".=ent

directly related to "he corros'n resistance c= a1

steel. A'ery disturbing thine that I came across ana

I addressed- this jus" today with this memo ric'.. he e

to Harold and Frank Leo"i(sp) the assistan" a..c the
QAgQC manager, they have been purchasing all their
stainless materials out there, welaing, filler metals,
and face (sp) piping, plate, etc, all AISI 304 .a-erials
essentially to a purchase order spec'ficat'on, ana I
-just have one here for the weld'ng fill'nc, tha: says
all filler metals, ana its tne sane on eve v PG =or a

base metal out there, a pipe, or any stainless
specifications. The material purchased unde t'..'s Purcnase
order shall have a min'-.gaum ca bon content o= .04. Yow

I have had this confi"med by i~letallurgists at Cal Poly,
who "is a former teacher. h'hat thev have the"e, 's they
have that ass backwards. It shou c say a ma iim —... carbon
content of . 04. Let me explain why.
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Nhen stainless steel, Ostenetic (sp) stainless steel
is welded with a carbon content, well let me -'.st
explain, now it all came about. it's kind of hard to
get this across in a non-technical manne", '=" " l hat
were talking about here is'a phenomeno calle=
carbide percipitation, that greatly reduces rhe
corrosion.zdsistance and thus the design 1'=e c= the
stainless in auestion. The way i" works 's w'.-.e.". you make

a weld in stainless, vou heat the weld metal a-..= an

adjacent area next to the weld metal into a temperature
range o" 800-1500 degrees. Ok, when 304 came c .", the
original specification called for a .08 maxi-u-, carbon
content. .08 is prettv low in comparison wi-'.'.i .- 'd
steel or normal carbon steel, but to stainless .8 's
the maximum allowed uncer the 304 specificat cn, under
various all you= .-.STY. specs tha" reference to 304

reference .08 is the maximum. Vow that tney d'scovered
was that in these areas, where i"

~P

between 800 anc 1500 degrees, the
has been hea=ed
ca bon in

.0, usually it will run, and i'e seen some —...'-''-(sp)
test reports out he e a ounc .56, .60 wha" ha"™ens

is that .carbon combines with the chromium in the
grain boundaries of the metal there and it sucks... the
reason stainless i's corrosion resistant is beca se

that chromium is left in solution and af ter its all
cooled-and everything, it forms a pro ective oxide
layer over all exposed surfaces. Once that layer forms
its impervious (sp) to further corrosion. Ch o., ium oxide
is really hard and st'cks to the metal and i" doesn'
come off easily, in fact, a the mill what they''1 do

is they'l use a pacification(sp) treatment of nitric
acid to build this chromium oxice layer up on this
stainless surface, because, face when your tak ng

stainless is for corris'on resistance, you' rot
worried, really about strength. What nappens 's the
areas heated in that 800-1500 cecree rance, -''.-;e carbon

takes that chromium in a ratio o about 6 CR24 C6. So

you get about 4 cnrom'um atom to every ca=bo".. a=om in th~
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and it c eates a chromium carbide that has .". e e "

of pulling all the chromium ou" of "+e g" '.". '=="nda '.es

where its needed to supply "he corrision resis=ance
which gives you a di ec" avenue o your cc"""s'on
to take place. And the way that happens 's it gets
in your zones, usually in your weld metal a;.c "'"ht
next to the 'weld metal it at a spec' 'd d'ta;.=e
where that hea" ines take place. And hat wc I" ce en"
a lot on your thickness, the process you us'"..-". So

to combat this problem, the steel manufacturers,
and metallurgists and stuff got together a.".c they
came out with a L grade stainless. and you'e se n

304 L ~ Nell that L means that its got 035 max 'm".1

carbon my specification, because they'e o ..d "ha"
at that carbon content, you can weld it wit:-.
heat input, and it will no" cause. There is .".o" e.-.o

carbon in there to causes carbice precioita-'cs oss
and corrosion problem.

They call it what sens.....

Sensitization (sp).

You brought this to their attention today. ..ave
They given you an answer back.

No the last time a brought a memo like that to them,
.I didn't get an answer back for a month. It was one

month. I have a copy of that memo. That concerns the

Do'ou feel that they are not going to give you an

answer on this?

I 'm waiting to see. I feel that if I do i" w''e
=at least a month from now before I get 't.
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While I 'm not reluctant to jump hop on the rob'ms,
I would, I, We, The agency has always encourage" "eople
to n'otify their responsible manacement or the I'ccnsee
and If they don't get satisfaction from them, the.. we

can do something.

That's why I. have gone through

Right now, I, all they'e going to tell me is Oh yea,
we got it, we'e st'll look'ng at it. We'e ev lua ing
it, but there is... it mea..s noth"'ng.

I realize that. I add essed that to Harold today,
and He said well i PG&=-'s approved it, and that
is his out on PG&=-. That's PG&E Purchase orce»
speci ication. Wha" that says
doesn't understand welding of
did, thev would never spec'~y L

I
1 1 qp >pa+ vp ~ 1 ~

to me is PG&=
rea'''tainless

because '= they

they can unload all their high-carbon stainless that
nobody else will buy

Its cheaper.

It's a whole lot cheaper to make high-carbon stainless
that 304L. Prom my research I found out that they
discovered the problem ... maybe you guys know about
this down .in San-Onofre in some large diamete" heavy
wall stainless pipes that was fabricated wi n a s b-
are process in the shdp to pu" the spools togethe".
Xt was like 2 inch wall th'ckness and they come along
after five years in service and here tnev're reac'ng
2 inches, and they ce within a certain area o" t:".e weld
and now they'e reacing 1/2 inch on the wall th'ckness.
Because what happens. is it eats that oui om the 'nside.
The only way you can catch tha" is w'th an Ultrasc-..ic
wall thickness.
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H"3XANDEZ: All right, is this the ( )of the stagnat
fluorated ('?sp) wa"er'? remember tnat 304 meta

KITSCH: That requires 304L, o

H:RNP NDEZ: Well, the problem has been recognizec be ore, '''::e
Bechtel orders all, noth'ng bu" 304L.

Another person on si"e =old me he was work'..c
another plant that was about half completed and

they cane in and just to"e out all the 304 anc "eplaced
it with 304L.

KITSCH: Do you have . May I hav e th ' copy'?

LAL< .~&Act That's my only copy. " can make you a copy.

KITSCH: Can you ( ) me a co-y of

Yea, I can get you cop'es of all oz this..". =ac=
I have other copies of mv inspec" ion records a.-.d

things that relate these other incicences
just telling you ozf tne top of the head now.

KIRSCH: If you'd bring me a copy of that, I would apprec'-ate

Sure.

KITSCH: Then I can run it by some o f our member s .

y That's why I went and checked

KITSCH: - Unintelligible. .....con't claim to be even re...otely
familiar with that (

You know, they obviously can't tear out a' the 304,
but they do have to add"ess (u..intelligib'e )

capicity. That s what I wana to see out o= them. Is
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That they'e gonna to address.. I speculated, : imagine
they'l just come back with memo saying his is a

PGaE approved procedure. Our hands are out of it,
or something to that ef ect. but I don't know.
I also address there stainless electrode stor ce
out there.

Is this our copy here?

I should have made vou copies of all of this s u

They have a copv machine down he e, I can get you
copies of this, or 'f you'e gonna be here tomo"row.

You mean here in the Hotel?

They don't have a cop'e ?

Well we'e going to be here for a while.

If vou'll be here, ~ can g've you copies
tomorrow

o CI ~

You'l drop it by tomorrow?

Their stainless electrode storage out there I cuestioned
right off the bat. I used to work up at Westinghouse

Why don't you hit the cool on that, would you?

I came out of a job where we were building the T"ident
missile tubes fox the Trident submarines, anc the
Military has some pretty tight control on processes„
We kept all of our stainless electrodes in hea"ed ovens
and controlled them af ter they went in the ove.. and

went out to the field. Because basicallv, al hough
no mention is made in ASME section II, or the .-.:;S A5.4
specification, that '" coesn'" ego 'ci"lv ca 'ut a

low hydrogen electrode. he coatinc ingre"ie.."s a"e
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e ~~~v<m~s basically identical to the coating ingredients
your E 7018's your 8018's, its a mineral coati..g,
mostly calcium carbonate, a lot of fluoride in -.'-.ere.

and it is suseptible to moisture pick-up in the esca ch
1've done

Oh definitely.

:-:" RNANDEZ: Are you talk'ng coa ed stainless steel electrodes.

Coated stainless steel electrodes.

HERNANDEZ: And '.i. «y have no requirements for keeping them a

minimum of something alike 200 decrees or so.

NONE, None what-so-ever i should have brouch- a c"oi
of the other memo tha" ~ cave Frank Leoti (sp}

LOCKER i'e got a copy.

Steve's got it here. h' was addressed a mon '.. later
with another letter from a Pullman welding e..c'nee
that was even... that wa.s just rather hume ous i thought.
Uh.. They, Technically they'e right, There is no mention
of it being low hydrogen, but common sense savs i" is

HERNANDE Z: The code, I thought ASME or somebody did talk about
a minimum temperature for coated stainless

stee'lectrodes.Like what number are we talkinc abo ='?

.E'or ASME. That would probably be in a sect'on 3,
its in there at all.

HERNANDEZ: No but what's the number like E30....

E308-15 or -16. See your electrode desicna"'ons -"e
basically the same. You'e got -1=, -16 anc -1S a" e low
hydrogen. -15 is a low hydrogen line
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suitable for DC reversed polarity operation o"..';..
Your -16 is a lime titania (sp) They adc i'ta.-.= ;.:

dioxide to that coating to give you arc staba ization
so you can run it on AC or DC reverse polarity and
then to get you to an 18 coating, which 's cn .. =or
carbon or low alloy steel, tnev add iron pow e" o

it to increase the deposition rate and give you a

little higher cu" ent. So you can ge" more me=a out
of that electrode. But vour -15 and -16 a e d=='.-;i"ely
low hydrogen type coatings. Now they claim thrcuch
that letter that poros'"y is not a prob'em. You know,
the guy sits iu there....

HERNANDEZ: They do tests :o determ'ne that?

i don't know if pul'man's documented any tests 'ke
that. They referenced some Becntel reports '.". t';.='s

i<1RSCH: Becthel did some tests on it.
r.

But, you'e got to ook at where they die t.-.e tests.
Did they do that down in Baton Rouge (sp) Lou's'ana
where the humidity is 100$ ? Did tney do 't ou ;.ere?
Did they do it Yuma Arizona, where there is no h midity?
Zt's relative. The: milita y has realy str'ngen"
requirements for water-moisture content in elect"odes

HERNANDEZ: They'e referencing the Bechtel tests on low hyd"ogen?

They don't really. They just say Bechtel repo =s. They
don't tell you wha" reports. The guy savs the coce

the"e,'on't

even know what code he's talking abou".

HERNANDEZ: ln other words they'e eferring to,the Bechte'e-ts
that were done on low Hvdrogen rods (?) or ( ) 0

Stainless coatings, stainless electrodes.
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No low hydrogen carbon E7018. I'm sure that'
what they'e .talk'ng abou . I don'now if t:-.ey
did stainless also.

Yea, well I wrote tha.t letter because for eve JthingI'e been ta.ught, tha" spec cont adicts '.tse'= in that
its saying here's all these storage cond'tio..s for
low hvdrogen electrodes and then it says 'o .".eed only
keep stainless clean and d"y. They do sto"e '= in a

heated cabinet in tne rod room, but once 't coes out
to the field. The e is no control over heating. It
goes out in the rod oven ar.. 't doesn't even have
a plug on it.

Well how long does it sta„ oui?

Nell, say that's where they'e con rol breaks cown.
Supposedly there's no requirement or, vou k.". ",
can stay out

Nell no, but the guy coes, the welce" takes the rod
and lets say he takes 't out at 8 o'lock in t'..e morning
does he bring it back at lunch t'me, which is four
hours later?

No they'e not to held to "he four hour recuirement.
So they can be bringing them back at the end of the
shift, eight hours. They go right back into tne rod
oven. You know, they may have picked up moisture. They
may not. It's a...'here's definitely a contro'roblem
on filler rod (?) They d'on't count... The QA roc room
attendant does not count the rod stubs coming back in
In fact I have a DCN, I believe its numbe" 006 and a

supporting statement 007 where they, here we'"e talk'ng
about a safety related line, a CCN line or the
component cooling water heat exchangers cown in 85CCN

room Unit I, where they have, they were coing "o pu"
pipe attachments on this line as doubler p1a-es, anc
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this is another point that I'e seen out the"e.
They weld on the CCN system when they put all =hese
new pipe attachments on for the se'smic re-e;a ~ uation
p'rogram. They weld on that 1'ne with water, and they
don't drain the line. So wha" you'e doinc. The carbon
specification on A-53 pipe which.

Nhat's this on?

This is the component cooling water system '.". general.
It's a class C line. The way I see that sys"e-.... That
system is vital to the

I understand the vi"ality of system. '~»ai I'm wanting
to know is where on the component coolin~. wa e" syste:i.

If you go down into the 85 foot elevation, "'-.e. have
a lot of the pipes go'nc into the pump, P'pes go'nc
into the heat exchangers„all 'n the heat ex='.-.a..-er

room they'e put, a lot of times thev'll take a.-.d out
big large doubler p'ate on there,,and then they'l
attach.a big spansion, they'l either put a pi e clamp
on or put a snubber on it. The component cooling water
heat exchanger room would be a good place to look at.
Uh, I believe due fo the quench (sp) rate, and I haven'
seen mill test reports on the carbon content on those
spools, because those spools were fabbed up down in
our Paramount shop, and I haven't been able to find
any tracible recoids of chemistry on that, but the
ASTM spec on that will let carbon go up to .03, or
pard me .30 and under normal conditions, .30 's not
too bad, but if you put a water ouench (sp) beh'nd
that, you'e going to be putting such a cuench rate
on the weld, that you 're going cause underbead (sp)
cracking in that welding, and I be''eve tha" we have
that out there. I,ta'ked with my Roommate whose a

PTMT (sp) techn'c'an out there. He's to'c me c= cases
where he's seen tig welcs root passes for these
stansion(sp)welds which are.... Tig weld is a real
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small weld compared to tha" big 30 inch pipe = 'll of
water. That's a hell of a neat ( ) .

HERNANDEZ: Are you sure the line is full o water?

The line is full of water. They'e not pu.—.i inc the
line. The line is not under pressure. Sometimes they
are through. i'e

KlRSCH: it's full o water. lt doesn't make 2 hell
of difference one way or the other whether
of water, or its. . . . You ce" ain?

0" a lot
ii to c~.l 1

Positively thev weld i" full of ~ater because
a chromated (sp) wate system, as unders"and
you don'" have tne facil't'es to cra'n the svs"c-...
or they don 't want to. ""or whatever reascn,
weld attachments on o tnis line, as a gene"a
without draining 't, T'..at„'s my way o= thinki ~ ~

KZB,SCH: You got that one down? iield'ng a""achments to = 'll
water lines with lines ull of water.

HERNANDEZ: Yes, this is a . . . but you know. l woncer i I can
again this same que tion. Are they full of water?Because
there was a problem with the confluent (sp) cooling
water, say a year ago. l don't recall exactly when,
where they had a leak after they welded, dete .,ined
they had a problem', and they put up those ( )

plates and all that. X X recall correctly, the line
was not full of wats

~ ~

l " 4 They may have drained tha" one. The ones Z've seen,
and been involved with

HERNANDEZ: But you have seen .lines tha" we e full o water?
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The big lines going into the heat exchanger an=
into the pumps huh?

Those big ones those husky 30 inch. They'e 30 inch,
but their wall "hickness is only 3/8 of an 'nc'.";

It's a low pressure system.

Yea, it', I'e seen them weld d'ctly on those
with wate in that line. In fac" the f're spri"..kler
lines are another one. A guy comes up to me one day
and here "hey have a p=e-heat requirement. And "he
guy goes to me how are we going to pre-heat th' line
with water in it. I sa'd I don't know, go ask "he
piping engineers what hey wanted. Anc then t.".a-'ight
I started thinking about, anc I thought wel :-.e"e must
be some code requirement for that pre-heat o" =.-;ev
would'nt have pu" it on -here. The process s.'-.e== came
back in ( ) o.- the ~ore-h =-" an" ever:='.".'-..= so
they went ahead and we'ded on it. But I asked -''.".=- piping
engineer the next morning wheh I saw h'z. Nha= '

behind this pre-heat, and he said it was some

"ne deal
QVI

pretation problem between B31-1 required or 31-7, I'm
not sure which one,. requires that, and I believe he'
talking. wall thickness here. On a wall thickness
greater than 1 inch. You have to either pre-heat
prior welding, or you post.-weld heat treat when you get
done. And what they were trying get around was the post-

'weld heat treat requirement. But they were in"er-
preting it because thev were attachning 1 inch "hick
lugs AS15 lugs onto the pipe that they didn'.

get that much heat into them.

Nell they thought tha" they had to pre-heat the lug,
which may very well be cause another pipine engineer
who was a rined of Steve's anc mine, Roge" C ~ a" (sp)





)vho just quit out there because of the bullsh he
was subjected to, He told me a lot of times they
were getting A515 in there with greater tha...39 ca bon
and'e'd address it to his people saying well , ou
know this stuff reallv should be pre-heate=. .-. ca bon
content is high enough and the manganese con en=
as we 1 .'s.high eno'gh that i" should be pre-'.-.eated,
ana they'd say, well the code does'n" rec" "e '= so
we'e not bound to co it. Basically aon'" co an. thing
the code says vou con'" have to do. So they ca.-,;e back
and they weldea those lugs on. They weld lucs on
all over the place, p'pe attachments, with wate behind.

You say all over the place.. You mentioned cne
fire protection line. ~

OK. I'e seen it happen on the ire protecticn 1'ne...

Where at?

In the turbine builaing.

.Where at in the turbine building?

On the north, lets see what would that be, that
would the north west corner of the turbine builcing
'where the main comes into the building. They welaed
lugs on those pipes, That 1 was directly irvol; ed with.

OK.

The CCW system, they, I have seen them on tha- with
water behind the line in the heat exchange" roo.-... I 've
seen them weld them on 100 Auxiliary where the fan
cooler lines go up into the fan coolers and up throuch
the auxiliary buildincs "here. In fact al'hro 'gh
those vertical pipes going into the =an coolers
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through auxiliary they weld pipe attachments
I'e been involved with those...

CCW system?

CCW system. I was also involved in an inciae..=
that became a real harrassment deal on "he c'=eel
fuel oil transude ines down 'n the same vau = =hat
'we were talking about be ore, where these cuys wantec
to weld on a uel o'1 line. It was a welc re-air to
clear a DCN tha" was written by someboay else for
porosity and a lug attachment on tnis 1'ne. Nell they
supposedly have a line clearance to weld on '", but I
was down in the vault three days prior to th's a..d they

e running the pumps. OK, they..I have bee.-. in:olved
with this before. So if they had the line c eara.-.ce...
This is like they go~ the line clearance on a ='.-. rsda',
I was down in the vaul Saturday anc they we"e " nning
the pumps, supposed'v whe.. they haa a I'ne c ea"=-..ce

on that line. Well Monday 'they come in and -hey 'hant
to weld on this line. Well I 'asked them to se the
line clearance. The guy says well... and the way the
clearances work, you have a red tag that coes on tne valv~
that shuts it off and the foreman has the stub on that,
and I demanded to see the red stub to make su e they have
a valid line clearance, so the guy doesn't fi"e up anc
blow sulfuric acid or fuel oil, or wha ever back in his
face. Um, so what happened was the foreman... I talked
to the welder, and'ou know, what they hac to co was c inc
out the porosity and they. almost got to a low (sp) wall
condition and so I said well lets see the line clearance
before you start welding on this... Well thev c'"n't h ve
the line clearance, or they got a piece o pa =-" tha"
says there was a line clearance 'ssued, but i= c'an't
say it was still valid. So I said well I want to see the
red tag, and this general oreman and the super'.".aende.".t

became realy abusive and star" ed sayinc well he in
the oil fields we weld on our lines full o c=-s"'ine, "e
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weld on lines full of diesel oil, we weld on l'..es
full of natural gas...

and they do..

E 'm fullv aware of ihat. i just saic to nim, well you
know,'e'e not in the oil fields here and "'-= ~elder
feels its 'unsafe and I eel that 'ts unsa=e, " ause
it was in a trench where i= the guy were o b ow tnrough
that line and i= it we"e to catch ire, he'c .".ever ge"
out of there, he'6 be sco ched anc p us as =a" as them
having a line clearance, '" was not clear
that "hey did because when l'm down "here

mind
i h ee days

after they'e suppose .o have a valid clea"ance, they'e
running the .-umps, tha- tells me somebody

'gnoringthe line clea "ance o" they jus" n

to begin with.

s e'-.'-.e
~ V

Or they pulled (un'ntell'ible?'? )

They didn't have anvth ng that incicated iha". hat
was what my major worry was that thev dicn't have a

line clearance and 't turned oui that they c'"n't.

Who were the people tna" became abusive'P

A guy by the name of Jay Nright (sp) a foreman out
there, General foreman, pardon me. A guy by the name

of Roger Martin, he's a superindendent, and we'e had
several incidences with Roger Martin. He's f'nally
Basically they'e gone to my supervision and said hey
this guy's an ass hole, everytime he comes up, He rejects
are work, puts a hold tag on i" or whatever. Z con't
do it intentionally, Zt's just it's so screwec up that

have no choice, so they'e convincec my supe"v'sion
that l .really don!t belong out there ins ect'ng craft
work. I believe that to be the bottom line
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You think that's why you were put over in QA, and
taken out of the field'

Yea, I think that' why I 'm not doing direct ''nspections
in the field now. Which I don ' mind. It'... Actually
I kind of like it, I don't go home with a headache
everynite from dealing with those people. That's the
truth.

OK.

I reali."e that we'e covered a lot of ground.

That's ':. ~'. derstatement. I s" ill haven't digested all
of thl s ~

Its tough. Especially from a non-technical poin=. It'
hard to really latch on.

An immense rans=e" o ir;=ormation, you ca.. -. "=- 'y
igcst it all in a shor amou..t of t'me.

V

Well we what we were mostly concerned were the events
leading up to Steve's, you know, i>)ostly I'm here to
substantiate what here's to teil you.

Why don't you kill it. I'm just go'ng to read here
for a minute and make sure that I understand what
is in this, in the letter.

I have plenty of tape

Le't it run....pause....By this report you say you
requested, you request ( , )full penetrat'on
while attaching a stansion (sp) to a pipe yo ound
that a color plate was on the ( ) anc you asked
them to remove it and they'idn't remove it. Uh...
Where was this at'?
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LOCKERT: it was in Unitii, probably the 91 level.

KiRSCH:

LOCK"RT:

is this in your log?
Yes, "here's a note in "here saying Russ Kno'» ~ e (sp)
prevented me from taking the cove plate off.

KIRCSH: Can you tell us what s ansion (sp) i- was.
'

LOCK RT: Yea, it would be in my daily log.

KiRSCH: Daily log. i should ? " able to p'ck that up.

LOCKERT: There will be a lit l not saying Russ Knowle(sp)
prevented me from t''.". the cover plate of

LQCK=RT: OK before we go, we probably ough- (

I'm not saying we should leave righ now, b =

be ore we come to a conclusion...

enC ~ ~ ~ ~ ) e not ~ite half done w'th ava'lable tape. l;e
have as much aga'n, as we talked abou al eacv.

LOCKERT: here is a pretty deep well. When i" co,.es
to welding and we have spent many a nigh talk'ng
about our jobs.

The nuts and bolts out there on the things w'h the
containment liners studs. I have another packace
here that ' ... This is a snubber on the fee" water
line, it's a design c3.ass i code clase E line. it'
out on the pipe rack. The way I got invo'vec wi=h this
was it was was re-issued because they hac to swap the
snubbers. They took a snubber off o one loca 'on
where they needed a match set and they took the snubber
tha" was at this location and moved it over the e, and
moved that snubber ove" here. So they hac to cc back
out and re as-built (sp) on the d"awing he
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pin to pin (sp) dimens'on of the snubber serial
number. Well when the asbuilcer (sp) . Do you know

what an as builder (sp) isP When he walked out "here,
he looked at it and could see that the weldinc cn the
plate was obviously defic'ent. So it got to m —.hrouah

our department through my lead at the time, a."." he sa'c
go out and wri"e a DCN on this because they

d'=-'-'sbuild

(sp) this DR 4678 right here, which only
addresses the ove -sized weld. It coesn't acdress the
under-sized welds on th's thing Or'. this 'is also
dispositioned by a ield engin=e" who is suppose to
use "good engineering judgemer 'nd he j"st said
accept as is, accept as is, ar .~p as is... wel'ome
of these welds have contours on t»em that are gust
completely out of accep"ance "ole ances tnat we'"e
working to, excessive convexity. It's pre=tv obvious
the guy was welding with it coulc not handle low hvcrocen
electrode, because he hac~ jus" oilec i" a'~ c.-. the
middle and real'y dicn'" fuse it into the sidewa ls
very well. I'e gone around a'nd around w'th h's
particular engineer. His name is Carl Galuco (s"} He'

pretty go'od at just saying accept as isg anc this is
stronger than the origina. installation and we'e
going to just buy it like this.

HERNANDEZ: He's an engineer that;s

.. He's a Pullman field eng'neer. To my knowlecge the guy
really doesn't have an enginee ing background. He'

an .industrial arts 3.nstructor.

HERNANDEZ: Is this not conforming condition.

yea it is. well its de icient. Is the wav we cescr'bed
it. Well it would have been w itten up by NCR an= then
dispositioned bv PGaE.
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It's going to be written up on a DP, tomorrcw, haven'"
written it up today. I mean I'm coming with t:".is stuff
right here jus" resh. This „stu f fell in my '-p. But
the reason I bring this up is I go out to th'=- hanger,

r

and here on the bottom of '", the e are anchc" bolts
that have nu s cut in hale v4a are torcued c.. theQ e

nuts are 'tack-we ded onto the base plate. t;e ' nut
ASTER 194 and you'l look 'n here and you' look in
the section 9 and A194 is not a. Pl material a;.d they
don't really have a auali 'ed procecure t . be welding
that onto a Pl base plate.

I guess I lost you. Did vou sav they cut eh= nu"s'?

They cut the nuts 'n hal beca se what the pr=.blem
was is they couldn't cet ull th ead engacec w'=h
a who e nut, so "he ~ cec~ded we we'' c" t '.". '-.alf
and they still couldn't get full thread enca=e. —..ent
so they came up with this thing, t's ca'le" a cesign
problem, and this, I think th's is p etty m ch typical
of the way the engineering works out there frc-... what
I'e seen on PGc 2's level. I would like to just read
this to you here: Design problem ~1-2335-P, i"s dated
August 7, 1978, engineering problem. Attention. J.
Gormley (sp) RE bacher.Attached is as-built p'ate detail
for hanger 1048-8SL drawing 04919818. The studs for this
hanger-were set in the conc ete for civil drawing 447242
however, the stucs are not long enough in a'1 cases to
allow for full hread engagement through the n"ts. Two

have the nuts have been cut down to 9/16 of a;. inch in
height. Bottom of plate has been welded to existing
insert with a 3/16 illet (sp) weld. c ield wo"
like d'sposition as to the accesibility o th's
installation. Answe" reauired 8/23/78, pe RS ~eed (sp)
on 9/23/78 As o= 9-22-78, no res. onse has bee.-. "eceived
on site. Please expedite.
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Per J. Gormley (sp) on 10-26-78, this type o c estion
is very troublesome. It appears to me tha" the CC

filed engineer i's as cualified as we are to es"='mate
the capacity of the as-built scheme. Perhaps '= we

knew how much the capac'ty has been reduced c.:==
design we could answer more auickly. As 's, th's will
just stop an engineer ~rom doing prioritv, ='"s= prior'v
work. Per J. R. Stevenson (sp) on 1-12-79, Y.. R. "essler (!
agreed to review with field pe sonnel and re-s "mit
if necessary. Per J.R. Stevenson (sp) on 1-30-79.
H. R. Tressler (sp) agreed to submit a as-bu' " rawin,
this problem is resolved, And in an asterisk here,
per R.S. Breed (sp) on 2-14-79, per previous discuss'~
between D.J. Curtis and CB af (sp) and based c..
J.E. Shigley (sp) meehan'cal engineering des'g.".,
second edition, section 7-9 "three full three" a"e
all that are reauired to develop a full bo'" s="ength"
the existing nuts tack-welded ".o the baseI:

sufficient. This problem is resolved. Anc t'.-;a"

by RDE, which I'm not sure bu" I imagine tha='s

a"e
aQD~O'c

You say that's a class E hange

Class E. that's cor'rect, but i"s seismic class I
with snubbers. We are bound....unintellig'ble, interrupte~

You say it's located out on the pipe rack.

Yea on the pipe rack. It'-s on the eed water li.".e of
as. it's just making'he bend in the containmen and
there is another, there's a Y coming off

Unit I containment?

Yea Unit I. The thing about th', I talke" to a 'h e

inspectors involved in this anc "hey were pre ", much

told under the threat of thei" job that "'..is has al eadv
been accepted by PG&E as is. This inspectc" tha= bought
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The final wofkmansh'p, Cra'g /meager (sp) , acc"essed
the problem at the time, because I asked h'm.: said

'well what's the storv with how can you buy welcing
that looks like this, and he said that he was tola
by our field engineering people that this is a'=eaay
been addressed

s av of second side tape II

He said that tnis has already been adc essec. talked
to the PCGC, the general construction inspec" o that
dispositioned tne DR 4678. He tolc me by the wa.: his
name is Bill Young. He told me that th's was wh

he first came on site. He wasn't auite su e abo'.t
it and that he told him tha" he felt it wou' come
back at them at some time if they didn't fix '= up.
Um. but everything was accepted as is by o'" ''ed
engineering anc by PGG"- anc everybody down t.'".e 'e.

iiIRSCH: How'd you come by that docment'P

e Like I say they re-issued the drawing because they
changed the snubber, and what they did was the'ad
to go back out and re-as-built (sp) the pin to pin (sp)
and'the snubber change. and when the as-builcer (sp)
was out there, to check it out, he lookec at the
base plate. Now he wasn't suppose to look at that
base plate, but you know, he did and he reali=- c that
number one, this DR4678 in here which is our ""e-'nspect
type DR when we first go out and look at a hanger. If
you find existing old work conditions that are ce icient
you write them up on the DR46-78 which is a ceneric
DR for unit I for old work hangers. But 'ts s'nce been
closed. Normally you'c write it up on tha" a. c 't would
be dispositioned by the ield engineer, eithe" bring
it up to design specifications, or accep- as 's anc
as-built, and whatever, well they cicn't as-b ' (sP)'.
in the last rev. The ex'sting conditions on t:".'s
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base plate here per the DR 4678 they had ™rev'cusly
So I was told to go out verify it, and if tha" was
the case to write the DCN for that item right there.
Well when I went out and looked at it, I saw '.,'.zbe one
all this welding was under-size. Welding was .-.c- up
to our acceptance criteria for contour and convexity
and things like that. These nuts were welde" c."; the base
plate.

H:-RXAiXD"Z: f I can interrupt you about th's we d'n" thing.
You'e talking about l978 work. Did you look at the
spec in l978 as rules recuired.

Well from what I can tell. The section 9-77 's the
reference document in 87 ll for welding. So t'.-,a-'s
what. I'm bas'ng th's on..

KIRSCH This is a base plate attachment in conta
nme..-'o

the containment wall. It ' attached. he" e ' an
insert behind it and that's where there... here is also
a gap behind this base plate that's not at a tolerance
yet. Its about 3/32+ I couldn't get an l/8th incn
well wire. That's how we check gaps behind base plates.
But I couldn't get an 1/8 inch back there because
of the way its set in the wall. Not only that, "here
is a platform support right here that appears to be
pulling away from the wall. I brough my superv'sor
out there, we looked at it today. He didn' eel that
it was a problem. bu" i" looks like its pull'n= itsel.
awav from the wall. But, when I talked to t:".e inspector
that bought the workmanship, he told me tha" back 'n
I don't know when it was, He said that when he was
called to inspect this, He held up for two days on
it because he wanted the weld'ng (back 'n m y in 1983)
he would not accept the welding on the e, and ' became

a political deal and he was told vou got to ac-ept 't
as is. and that's basicallv what happend on
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KIRSCH: OK. Is that you" copy of that document.

Yes, this is a .for info only copy that I kep"
for'my own records.

KIRSCH: t~hat is the number of that document?

>@M44~=" '.~ The hanger is number l048-BSL. t,"hich you d wan-„

to see . . . (interrupted)

KIRSC,: ti'hat is this shee"?

That's the sheet that Pullman attaches to t'.".e dr w'na
when it goes to our QA departme..ts. See ' has cot
the stamps on it. a QA/QC accepts stamp. anc a QA accept
stamp. That was my b'c cuest'on, was now d'" ge"
a hold of this packace when its already thro "'.". the
mill in QA accepted. It took me ha'he cay yes-e "day

ZC

to get an answer on it. But I finally go. w =.'-. -he
snubber people and they shed some licht on t'.".e =hing.
They were the ones tha" providec tne copy tha= '..ad

that DP in there, that design problem. h;ow the~ use
a quick fix as a design problem (unintelligible).

KIRSCH: This is the whole package that went with tha" hanger?

That right there is I believe the QA copv of the package.
The one that PG&"= should have the original in their
vault.

KIRSCH: : Unintelligible.. OK. we'l look at that.

If you want, I could cet you an in o.copy or copy
this one. I'm th'nking 'f you go out the e and ask

them about all these hange s, and all this stu== tha"
I'e been workinc on. It's not coing 0 b tcc .. d

to put together whe e tha" info came from.
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KIRSCH: Well I know that the e 's any other choice co you?

You raised the issure. I'm obligated to co some" hing
with it.

CL:">v"TT: ln terms of gett'ng the copy. He's coming out
here with qome other copies of other thincs, He

can bring....

KIRSCH: Yea he can 'give me copies o other things, but I

Yia, you'8 want to see the original anyway. nat.'s
who~ they got, to have.

KIRSCH: You wrote a qualification thing where you ta'ke"
with them here abou" with mark. That's all '-.. h="e
in this.

LOCK"RT: Right.

KIRSCH: So basically all I need to do here is go th""uch
and pull, everything out o your statement, your
written statement here and then I have basically
a summation of you» concerns. Is that richt Sieve?

LOCKHART: Yes. If you have any questions while your ski..wing....

KIRSCH: I don't right now, I may, it may come to pass that
I 4

after we get started running through this thine
that I'm going to come up and gei his logs, ca'ly
inspection logs, and his DCN log and I'm goinc have

~ a lot of questions. Then I 'm still going to be needing
to get a hold of him. Likewise when I get a hold of

DCN logs, I may come up with a ot c=

questions, and I may need to get a hold o= >'".'=.-:;.

But right now I don't know what e'se I can cc o"her
that just try to dicest all of this.
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Oh I understand.

It's a lot to latch onto.

And it may well come to pass that I 'm not even
going to be able to get anything, this is so massive
that I may not even be able to get anyth'..g cc"..e due
to people limitations this t'me around. may '.".ave

to come back. in a couple weeks or month. But we'l
get to it, sooner or later.
How do they s'~d up =o their fire-up out there.
Are they goi»g to be g'ven the go-ahead, or I'e heard

That's not up tv me.

I was just wonderinc.

I don " have the =og-iest~idea.

If they really do have to go back in and do an: work
on any 'of this. They will be putting peop'e 'n a lot
more risk unless they got beta hazards and things like
that floating around after they fired it up.

Oh that'
that sort
same sort

understood, but other people have done
of thing. Other utilities have done this
of thing. So i"s not an unknown thing.

I imagine it doesn't get .that bad at first. co pie of
years.

I guess I have a lot of work to go through.I a-., going
to .gyqe,to go through and digest all of this. You have
agreed to sometime in the middle of next week p"ovide
me with' copy of 'that tape, Because what: 'm going to
do is submit a copy of ~ -'-. There have bee.. so ™=-nv worcs
that we haven't been able to get i" all down in writing
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I'm going to have it all transcribed out anc

I am going to have to find a second machine a;.c

somehow make a copy of that, butI think I'l ""obably
be able to do that by then.

Yea, if you'l get that to me by Wednesdav. and thenI'l make arrangements to get it transcr'bed.

OK should I arrange to have that del'erec to the
NRC people on site here or should I mail i" up to
you.

No, I'm going to be her +hrough next week.
We'l be checking out I t nink Friday .'..rni.".g.

OK, I'l....
If you could just brine jt by to me and I ' .—.;a.':e

arrangements to get a transcrip ion made of "'.".=- tape.
I certainly will appreciate that.
It you'o get it transcribed, is
that we could get a copy of that

II

I-. would'nt have any problem with

there any chance
transcr't.

that. Now it
depends again. You realize tha" Sometimes these
transcriptions don't come out all that clean because
the lady doesn't know whose talking or she may make

mistakes,'s to what was said, and it will be a very
rough kind of thing, but All I want to do with
that transcription ( )

Sure we don't have a court reporter taking everything
down.

So it will be something.

Thank you Steve, I appreaciate i" and we wi'' probably
be getting back in toucn with you at least one t'me
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KITSCH: or another. for certain l may want somebocy, somebocy
from the agency may be getting in touch w'th you
to clarify some- ooints or ask auestions before our
final, we get in touch with you inally.

Thank you very much.
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

1. — On March 20, 1984, we issued ALAB-763 containing

our findings of fact and conclusions of law with respect to

the adequacy of the applicant's current design quality
assurance program and the sufficiency of its design

verification efforts to establish the efficacy of the design

Devine Exhibit ll





failed to present new evidence of a significant safety

issue.

We now have before us two additional motions of the

joint intervenors to reopen the record in the Diablo Canyon

operating license proceeding. The first, filed February 14,

1984, again seeks to reopen on the issue of the adequacy of

the applicant's design quality assurance program. The

second, filed February 22, 1984, seeks to reopen on the

issues of the adequacy of the applicant's construction

quality assurance program and the applicant's character and

competence. Both motions are accompanied by the affidavits

6 RLRB-756, ~su ra, 18 NRC au 1354-55.

The joint intervenors'otion is phrased in the
alternative. They first endeavor to augment the evidentiary
hearing record of the reopened design quality -assurance
proceeding with the materials accompanying the motion.
Alternatively, they seek to reopen the record for further
hearing. The joint intervenors attempt to augment the
hearing record based on a colloquy between applicant's
counsel and us at the end of the evidentiary hearing
concerning the formal closing of the record. See Tr.
D-3246a They have misapprehended the import of those
remarks. Our comment was intended to accommodate, as a
matter of administrative convenience, such matters as a
party's belated motion to admit an exhibit that had been
marked for identification at trial but, through an
oversight, had not been moved into evidence. We did not
(and could not properly) provide for the wholesale
augmentation of the evidentiary record now sought by the
joint intervenors. Supplementing the record with the
mater'als proffered by the joint intervenors would require,
at a minimum, the consent of all parties. Accordingly, the
motion to augment the record is denied and we shall treat
the motion solely as one to reopen the record.
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filed a reply to the applicant's response to the motion

concerning design quality assurance, and then filed a

second. supplement to that motion to which both the11

applicant and the staff responded. By order of May 23,12

1984, we provided the joint intervenors with an opportunity
to reply to the applicant's and the staff's final responses

to both .motions. The order stated that any reply must be13

accompanied by the affidavits of qualified individuals and

clearly establish, for the matters raised by the joint
interv="..ors'ilings, why the responses of the applicant

and'he

staff are insufficient. It also indicated that the

joi;nt intervenors must demonstrate the significance to plant
safety of their assertio'.s as well as identify each

remaining issue of disputed material fact with regard to

10 See Joint Intervenors'eply To Answer Of Pacific
Gas And Electric Company To Motion To Augment Or, In The
Alternative, To Reopen The Record (March 15, 1984).

11 See Joint Intervenors'upplement To Motion To
Augment Or, In The Alternative, To Reopen The Record (April
6, 1984) .

12 See Answer Of Pacific Gas And Electric Company To
Joint Intervenors'upplement To Motion To Augment Or, In
The Alternative, To Reopen The Record (April 23, 1984); NRC
Staff Response To Joint Intervenors'upplement To Motion To
Augment, Or In The Alternative, To Reopen The Record (April
25, 1984).

See Order of May 23, 1984 (unpublished).





perfection in plant construction and the facility
quality assurance program is not a precondition
for a license under either the Atomic Energy Act
or the Commission's regulations. What is required
instead is reasonable assurance that the plant, as
built, can and will be operated without
endangering the public health and safety.

In order for new evidence to raise a
"significant safety issue" for purposes of
reopening the record, it must establish either
that uncorrected. . . errors endanger safe plant
operation, or that there has been a breakdown of
the quality assurance program sufficient to raise
legitimate doubt as to the p'font's capability of
being operated safely.

Altho'agh the focu.> of ALAB-756 was a motion to reopen on the

issue of construction quality assurance, what we said there

is equally applicable to reopening motions directed to the

issue of design quality assurance.

Further, the Commission has emphasized in this very

proceeding that the proponent of a reopening motion must

present "'significant new evidence . . . that materially

affects the decision,'" not "bare allegations or simple

submission of new contentions." At a minimum, therefore,„17

the new material in support of a motion to reopen must be

set forth with a degree of particularity in excess of the

basis and specificity requirements contained in 10 CFR

2.714(b) for admissible contentions. Such supporting

ALAN-756, ~su ra, 18 NRC at 1344 (citations omitted).

CLI 81 5 g 13 NRC 361 ~ 362 63 (1981) ~
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have carefully examined each of the joint
intervenors'harges

with their supporting materials and the responses of
the applicant and the staff. Our scrutiny of the motions

leads us to conclude that the joint intervenors have failed
to present new evidence of any significant safety issue that
could have an effect on the outcome of the licensing
proceeding. among other things, the movants have not19

presented evic' . that establishes uncorrected design or

construction e ~:ops that endanger safe plant operation. Nor

have they demonstrated that the;re has been a breakdown of
the applicant's quality assurance program that raises

legitimate doubt that the facility can operate safely. 20

The joint intervenors'eply to the applicant and
staff responses filed pursuant to our May 23, 1984 order was
accompanied by numerous supporting affidavits. Despite our
instruction that the reply address why the responses of the
applicant and staff are insufficient for "each matter raised

for] asserted," the joint intervenors reply "do[es]
not individually address all of... the matters raised."
Reply at. 5. Further, in some instances, the reply raises
entirely new issues. Although joint intervenors indicate
that they had insufficient time to comply with our order, no
request for an extension of time was filed. In any event,
the joint intervenozs concede that "few [of the noted)
deficiencies will be demonstrably 'significant'f
considered individually." Reply at 6. The movants are
apparently content, therefore, to rely on the cumulative
significance of the numerous purported deficiencies, none of
which individually has been shown to be safety significant.

For example, a number of the allegations focus on
deficiencies in the methodology, practices, and quality
assurance associated with the computer design of small bore
(less than 2" diameter) pipe supports. The staff also found

(Footnote Continued)
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As previously indicated, the number of diverse

allegations of purported deficiencies contained in the joint
intervenors'otions is very large. Even discounting the

substantial repetition in the two motions, the affidavits

and other documentary materials proffered as new evidence in

support of the movants'harges are extensive. When the22

(Footnote Continued) p+.
In Opposition To Joint .Intervenors'otion To Reopen The
Record On The Issue of l„qnstruction Quality Assurance And
Licensee Character And a".omgetence, ~su ra note 9,
Attachment C at 12-13. As an exhibit to.'heir June 12, 1984
reply, the joint intervenors have attached a May 31, 1984
Pullman Power Products "Interoffice Correspondence"
memorandum dealing with this issue. That memorandum is
addressed to "Distribution" from "H. Earner" and concerns
the subject of "Acce table Stud Materials For Carbon Steel
Weldin (Ref: DR 5891) ." The memorandum states, is "er alia,
that "(A-307 bolts with the heads removed are NOT
acceptable)," and is signed by Harold W. Karner, QA/QC
Manager.

the words of the Pullman memorandum, A-307 bolts with the
heads removed are not acceptable. The applicant's
explanation shall be accompanied by appropriate affidavits
of qualified experts and shall address the movants'harge,
the applicant's prior response to that charge, and the
recent Pullman 'memorandum.

Not only does some of the same material accompany
both motions, there is substantial repetition within the
supporting materials accompanying each of the joint ~

intervenors'otions. Additionally, the material
purportedly supporting each motion is lumped together in a
manner that lacks essential organization. Further, some of
this material consists of anonymous statements. See note
18, ~su ra The.movants have also included in their filings
considerable material that is irrelevant and immaterial to
many of their claims. Thus, the unorganized nature of the
supporting material, combined with the massive amount of
irrelevant matter in movants'ilings, has made our task of

(Footnote Continued)
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demonstrate the applicant's deficient character and lack of
competence to design, construct, and operate the facility.

To these historical examples, the joint intervenors add

a lengthy list of alleged deficiencies in the applicant's
design and construction quality assurance programs from

their most recent motions to reopen the record. They argue

that these new charges and supporting materials, combined

with, their previously recited historical evidence, in
effect, create a pattern and practice of deficient character

and incompetence on the part of the applicant that
constitute significant new evidence to support reopening the

record on this issue.

The joint intervenors'otion to reopen the record on

the issue of the applicant's character and competence is
denied. The movants'istorical examples of alleged

applicant misconduct are not timely presented. Moreover,

the movants'ew list of purported deficiencies fails to

present evidence of a significant safety issue that could

have an effect on the outcome of the proceeding.

The past incidents of alleged applicant misconduct

relied upon by the joint intervenors occurred too long ago

to be properly considered in a motion to reopen the record

without a showing why this issue could not have been raised

earlier. No such showing has even been attempted by the

movants. Nor can the tardy presentation of these historical
examples be saved by bootstrapping them to a series of more
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For the foregoing reasons, the joint
intervenors'otions

to reopen the record, with one reservation, are25

denied.

Zt is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

C. J n Shoemv.".er
Secretary tq"'he

Appeal Board

25 See note 21, ~eu ra.





U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Office of Inspector and Auditor

Dele OI IrensesIPIIon Jul X 3 1 984

REPORT OF INTERVIEW

Harold Denton, Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), upon
interview, concerning an allegation that he made a false and misleading
statement to the Comissioners, regarding the timing of a notification by the
Government Accountability Project (GAP), that the licensee for Diablo Canyon
facility, Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E), had made false and misleading
statements to the NRC, provided the following information:

He confirmed that page 23 (attached) of the March 19, 1984 transcript of the
Comiission meeting addressing the "Status of Pending Investigation on Diablo
Canyon" contained the pas'sage apparently referenced by ",o. vine in his
allegation (specific comments highlighted in yellow). Zenton noted that the
purpose behind telling the Commissioners about the prI.vil>us Friday's
(March 16, 1984) contact with GAP was not to go into '"he history of contacts
with GAP or to address the timeliness of GAP actions; biit , ather it was to
advise the Commissioners that GAP had alleged that sol;:e o~" the material PG&E
had provided to the NRC was false and misleading. It was"in his mind to tell
them of GAP's allegations because James P. Knight, NRR, had just briefed the
Comissioners on the same PG&E material which GAP was alleging was, in part,
false and misleading.

Denton believed that at the time (March 19) he did not know of the allegations
prior to the previous Friday. He did not "have a view on the matter" when he
told the Commissioners which meant that he probably didn't know about the
matter prior to March 16. Denton further noted that he also had the Licensing
Board considering Diablo Canyon notified of the GAP allegations. If he had
known of the allegations earlier, he would have notified the Board earlier.
There was no reason to delay the matter.

Finally, Denton suggested .that Jim (James P.) Knight be contacted because, in
Denton's view, he might have a better recollection of the matter.

Attachment:
As stated

lnveslIgeIIon on July 3 5 1 984 Bethesda MD FIIe -'4-26
Ronald M. Smith, Sen r Investigator, OIA „.„„„,„July3, 1984
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we focused principally on allegations because of the large

number.

So we are trying to take some steps to coordinate

and integrate those items altogether.

MR. DENTON: One point I did want to mention, too,

before we get too far off the topic.

10

12

13

14

1e

16

18

19

21

24

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I take it that's the

thrust of the letter that we got today, based upon a fairly
clear reading of it

MR. DENTON: And I believe Friday Larry Chandler

informed the board —and, Larry, you may want to mention

anything more about that.

MR. CHANDLER: We did provide informal notifica-

tion to the board and we intended to formalize that if
it's necessary, talk to OI who was not available Friday.

But we intend to do that today and get it to the board and

parties.
I

MR. MARTIN: I think I can answer your question

now about the early 1974 report. It's Item 30 in our final

inspection report of the Pullman audit, And the issue was
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,S, NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIO~ ~

Office of Inspector end Auditor

Dense or UsnsosIpuon Jul 16 1984

Re ort of Interview

James P. Knight, Assistant Director for Components and Structures Engineering,
NRR, upon interview concerning allegations raised by the Government Accounta-
bility Project (GAP), in a 10 CFR 2.206 petition dated April 12, 1984, and
concerning an allegation that he, by omission, made a false and/or misleading
statement to the Commissioners that could have. influenced their decision as to
whether to permit low power testing at Diablo Canyon nuclear facility,
provided the following information:

As to the first allegation by GAP against Harold Denton, Knight received a

call from Thomas Devine, the previous Friday (March 16). He had the
impressio|i that Devine had been in previous contact with Region Y. He did not
mention to Denton that there had been any previous contact. It never crossed
his mind on March 19, that NRR was doing anything but advising the Commission
of the fact that they were in receipt of more allegations. The timeliness of
GAP's submission was neither a concern nor a consideration.

Item 5 of the Devine Report of Interview contained an allegation that Kni ht,
b omission had made a false and/or misleadin statement to the ommissioners
on arc ai in to te t em of various concerns raised sa
in, e ion . Knight said t at e was aware of a t ree matters raised by
in at t e time of the March 19 meeting. However, more specifically, he felt

that some of the issues (the 49 inspection issues material to the licensing
decision) raised by Yin were preliminary and that on some of them Yin was
"off-base,n in other words he did not believe there was a fundamental flaw in
the system. One thing that stood out in Knight's mind was that the gA program
was less than it ought to have been. Within the concise format relevant to
the "briefing" of the Commissioners, the general comment was made that things
are happening, i.e., allegations were being raised. Further, Isa Yin had
already gone over many of the specific issues in a public meeting held in San
Francisco in late January (he believed January 31, 1984). A lot of them were
pretty old issues in his opinion and none of the 49 has any great safety
significance - he thought that then and particularly now that a 15-man peer
review group has looked at the matter. (Knight also noted that the head of
the group, Richard Yollmer, is superior to Knight and therefore Knight could
not control the outcome.) Again there was no intent to hide anything from the
Coiiltission. In short, Knight felt that he is paid to evaluate information and
to discern what is or is not important and to so advise the Commission.
Again, he felt that most of Yin's issues had been addressed.

On the issue of nguick Fix," Knight discussed the matter in a March 15
affidavit wherein he said that it did not result in a safety concern (Exhibit
1). Therefore, he felt that there was no reason to bring the matter to the
Commissioners'ttention.

~ ~

~sslgstlon on Jul 6 s 1984 Bethesda, Md. 84 26

Ronald M. Smith Senior Criminal Investi6tq~g~gIA July ll, 1984
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On the third issue of destruction of records as an undocumented Westinghouse
management policy, mention of the destruction of records was made in the
March 23, 1984 draft version of Yin's report but not in the March 12, 1984
version. Knight thought that he probably knew of the issue, which concerned
destruction of original "check lists" after the information had been
transferred to other documents. The procedures were not in conflict with
Region IV vendor policy and practices and therefore he told Yin that he could
not cite the vendor. Region IV had found Westinghouse practices as
acceptable. The reason he did not bring the matter up was that in his opinionit was a non-issue. Subsequently, the peer review group, referenced above and
which included gA people, found that the practice was no impediment to the
issuance of a low power license (see copy of April 12 report, Exhibit 2).

Finally, Knight noted that Yin raised a number of issues which did represent
things to be done but were not seen as an impediment to low power testing, for
example see the ACRS consultant report on some of them at Exhibit 3.

Exhibits:
As stated
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UNITEDSTATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ADVISORYCOMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

June 26, 1984

MEMORANDUM FOR: Hans Schierling, Project Manager
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Licens'ng Branch No. 3
Divi on of Licensing, NRR

FROM:

SUBJECT:

es P. Knight, Assistant Director
~

~

~

ivi ion of En ne ring, NRR

o n C. McKinley ief, Project Review Branch No. I

COMMENTS OF ACRS CONSULTANT REGARDING DIABLO CANYON

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PIPE SUPPORT/RESTRAINTS

On May 23, l984, several members of the ACRS toured the Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant Unit 1; they were accompanied by a consultant,
Mr. E. Douglas Mysinger. Part of the tour included looking at a number
of examples of large- and small-bore piping supports and restraints.
These were particularly selected by NRC Inspector, Mr. Isa Yin as
examples of poor engineering practice.

Attached for your informatior. are Mr. Mysinger's comments on those pipe
supports and restraints.

Attachment:
As stated

cc: C. P. Siess, ACRS Member
J. C. Ebersole, ACRS Member
R. F. Fraley
M. W. Libarkin
T. G. McCreless
A. L. Newsom
G. R. guittschreiber
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORlTY
KNOXVILLE.TENNESSEE 37902

400 West Summit Hill Drive, W9C165

Mr. John C. McKinley, Chief
Pro jec t Review Branch 81
USNRC, ACRS
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. McKinley:

In response to your letter of May 15, 1984, I accompanied members
of the ACRS on a tour of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant on
May 23, 1984 . As requested by your referenced letter, I observed
the installation and sizing of the pipe support/restraint
systems. Comments on what I observed are enclosed.

I am very appreciative of the opportunity to make the tour with
You ~

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

P B.gp
C.

E. D. Mysinger, Principal
Mechanical Engineer
Civil Engineering Support Branch

Enclosure

ATTACHMENT

An Equal Opportunity Employer





Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Pipe Support/Restraint Observations

by E. Douglas Mysinger

On May 23, 1984, I accompanied members of the ACRS on a tour of the Diablo
Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. As requested by Mr. John C. McKinley, Chief,
Project Review Branch No. 1, I observed the installation and sizing of pipe
support/restraint systems. The purpose of this paper is to comment on what
I observed.

On the tour Mr. Isa Yen, a NRC inspector previously assigned to the site,
pointed out typical examples of concerns he had documented.

Concern No. 1 - A snubber had been placed on a small branch line relatively
close -,l.o the run line. Thermal movements were not sufficient to justify a
snub>ier and seismic movements were not as large as the snubber free travel.
Thus,"-the snubber should not provide the support as modeled in the piping
analysis.

Response: The small branch line had initially been qualified by
conservative span tables (alternate analysis rules). The designer had
prudently specified a snubber adjacent to a valve to accomodate relative
thermal movement of the run and branch line and to provide seismic support
of the valve. PG & E has subsequently performed a computer analysis of the
line and it is qualified with or without the snubber. There is no safety
concern for leaving the snubber in.

Concern No. 2 — A spring and snubber and two rigid supports were very close
together near a valve. The spring and snubber could not be effective due
to the close proximity to the rigid supports.

Response:- PG & E had run the problem with and without the spring and
snubber and the pipe was qualified. At one time during the design of the
plant, an economic decision was made to leave the supports in place.

Concern No. 3 — A rigid and snubber are close together. The snubber cannot
be effective because of close proximity to the rigid and inherent free
travel of the snubber.

Response: If the rigid support does not deflect enough to redistribute
load to the snubber, it cannot be overloaded.

Concern No. 4 - A snubber was attached to a valve operator. An analysis
without the support indicates movement of the operator was not sufficient
to lock up the snubber. A strut should be specified.

Response: A strut has very little free travel. Rigid supports in the run
line near the valve are designed with gaps. A fixed support point on the
valve operator and a gap in adjacent rigid supp'ort points on the pipe could
potential'y overload the operator. Concrete creeps and shrinks for years,
pipe shakes down during the first few cycles of operation, etc. These

014167.13
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things are not considered in a computer analysis and resulting movement
calculations are not indefinitely accurate. If the snubber and strut
were comparable in reliability and maintenance, a snubber would be a clear
choice for this application.

Concern No. 5 - Calcium silicate insulation with metal cover has been
installed on relatively large pipe without sufficient clearance to avoid
impact with the building structure during a seismic event.

Response: Building structural steel members were obviously sufficient to
crush the insulation or withstand the seismic loading transmitted by the
pipe through the insulation. It is reasonable to expect that crushing of
the insulation will .n:rease dynamic damping in these pipe runs which will
reduce stress in th~.gape and load on adjacent supports.

Concern No. 6 - There are too many snubbers in the plant. Examples were
sited of plants that have removed hundreds of snubbers. The expressed
concern was for radiation exposure to personnel during inspection and
maintenance of the snubbers.

Response: It has been difficult for experienced piping designers to
specify rigid supports that reduce flexibilityof piping systems. This
desire to maintain flexibilityhas resulted in the use of snubbers where a
rigid support would qualify.. As indicated by NUREG/CR-371S (Reliability
Analysis of Stiff Versus Flexible Piping - Status Report) reliability of
rigid systems is still being questioned't is also apparent, industry
wide, that inexperienced designers specified an excessive number of
supports including snubbers. However, meaningful relief such as higher
damping, elimination of 1/2 SSE as a design consideration, spectrum peak
broadening changes, etc., is now being considered. Removal of snubbers
considered in design of the piping is an economic and not a nuclear safety
consideration. Many factors enter into the economic evaluation such as age
of snubber, type of snubber, operating experience, pending changes in
industry practice, etc.

Concern No. 7 - It is industry practice to specify a 1/16-inch gap between
a pipe and rigid structural steel type support. A 1/16-inch gap on each
side plus a reasonable tolerance of 1/16-inch can result in a cumulative
gap of 3/16-inch. When two supports are closely spaced and the major part
of the 3/16-inch cumulative gap is on opposite sides of the pipe at the two
supports, load distribution to the supports may not be equal.

Response. PG & E is shimming supports to address this concern. To
expedite licensing, this approach seems prudent. However, unless nuclear
power plants are extremely overdesigned for such an unlikely event an an
SSE, it is reasonable to expect deformation to redistribute load through a
3/16-inch gap. For normal operation, the larger gap is preferable.

014167.13
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In summary, taking out supports that are not required but have been
considered in the piping qualification is an economic consideration.
Changing out snubbers with struts is an economic consideration. If a

system is so conservatively supported that movement will not be sufficient
to load up a snubber, there is no safety concern. Snubbers on valve
operators versus struts are preferred by some designers to ensure against
loads due to normal operation. With the possible exception of concern
No. 7 there was clearly no valid safety problems observed during the tour.
PG & E is modifying support gapa in response to concern No. 7 to avoid
further delays.

014167. 13





U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Office of Inspector and Auditor

octo of transcription ~y > s >984

Re ort of Interview

Thomas Bishop, Director, Division of Reactor Safety and Projects, Region V,
upon interview conllcerning various allegations of false statements raised by
the Government Accountability Project (GAP) and an allegation that he made a
false and/or misleading statement to the Commissioners that could have
influenced their decision, as to whether to permit low power testing at the
Diablo Canyon nuclear facility, provided the following information:

As to the specific allegation that Bisho , on March 26, 1984, made a false and
lor misleadin statement b statin t at t e R had not et ben,u~rovided
addstsona su ort1n mater>a for an a e at>on concernsn h d'..os1.atic test
records, Bishop first pointed out that he qua ified his commeni.'to the
Commssssoners at the time with the phrase "to my knowledge" (Exlsibit I). In
any event, at the time of his statement, he was not personally aware that the
questioned materials had, in fact, been received by Region V. No possible
purpose could have been served by hiding the fact that they had been received.
His only purpose in even mentioning the matter was to make it clear to the
Commission that Region V had not examined all of the GAP documents, so far as
Bishop knew.

After the issue was raised by GAP in their 2.206 petition dated April 12,
effort was made to reconstruct what had happened to the documents within
Region V. It was established that they were received by Region V on March 5,
1984.(Exhibit 2). Bishop was on travel that day. Apparently, the 17
enclosures plus the questioned "Exhibit 4 to Attachment 2" and other documents
laid around the office for a few days. Someone, it is not clear who, then
reproduced the first 17 enclosures, "Attachments 1 thru 17." The original
"Exhibit 4 to Attachment 2" was not received by Bishop. The document was
finally retrieved from the original package which had ended up in
Lewis.Shollenberger's office (Regional Legal Counsel).

Regarding the specific concern about hydrostatic testing, based on summaries
provided elsewhere in the GAP 2.206 petition of March 1, 1984, and other
allegations previously received, the issue was already within a "body of
knowledge Region V already knew something about." The allegation, therefore,
was not being ignored.

Devine's statement in the April 12 petition that "Region V took no initiative
whatsoever to obtain the relevant records either from the alleger or from
counsel" (Exhibit 3) was false because Region V tried to setup a meeting on
March 15, 1984 (Exhibit 4) and on March 19, 1984 Region V representatives
actually appeared for a meeting at which GAP did not appear (Exhibit 5).

Investigation on July 10, 1984 Walnut Creek, CA File > 84-26
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Investigator Note: The following represent the results of inquiry into whether
Bishop had any additional information concerning other allegations raised by
Devine in his interview of June 25 thru 27, as modified by him. Each item is
referenced with the same number as identified in Devine's interview.

Item 1 - Bishop did not draw the same conclusions from Denton's statement as
GAP. He did not perceive it as an attempt by Denton to discredit GAP and
therefore did not see the need then, or now, to say anything. In his mind
Denton's statement was just a simple statement of fact that GAP had contacted
NRR. Additionally, GAP, in its petition of March 1, had already told the
Commission that PG&E had made misleading statements. Therefore, such a
statement would not exactly have been news to the Commission anyway, in
Bishops opinion, (see extract of March 1 petition at Exhibit 6.)

Item 2 - Martin's statement was accurate based on a detailed 'review wherein
Region V felt that they had previously talked to approximately 10 of the 13 or
so authors of the affidavits/letters etc., which contained allegations.
Bishop also confirmed Dennis Kirsch's version of the treatment of issues which .'~-'-

were raised by GAP on page five of their April 12 petition.

Item 3 - Bishop was not present at the March 27 meeting.

Item 6 - The NRC draws different conclusions than Hudson on this matter.
Further, many of the examples raised by Hudson were based on his own audit
reports which surfaced problems to Pullman, which were then acted upon by
Pullman. Thus, NRC review of the actions taken as being appropriate leads
Region V to conclude that the system was working.

Item 8 - Bishop verified the response of Martin and Kirsch on this issue.

Item 9 - Bishop reiterated - as did Martin and Kirsch - that ANSI - N45.2.6 is
not a regulatory requirement for Diablo Canyon at this time.

Item 10 - Bishop wasn't present at the April 13 meeting but agrees with Martin
and Kirsch's versions of what happened during the walkthrough.

Item 12 - Bishop stated, as did Kirsch, that NRR is handling the issue of
guick Fix, etc., Region V accurately reported the results of its separate
effort as indicated in paragraph 5.4, SSER 22, that effort being concerned
with proper documentation of major design changes.

Exhibi'ts:
As stated
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? pb5 used. This happens to have been the subject of a previous

NBC review not too long ago, where we looked at the tubing

insta'1ation practices employed by the contractor and found

them to be consis ent with codes and requirements. And

so we have some background in it to indicate to us that

6 we don't feel this is an area that we have no knowledce of

and could turn into a s'gnificant problem or anyth'rg.

Other problems. relate to hvarostatic "est records,

missing data. When we go back into these supportira material
Iwhich is prov'ded in the petition, we Cind a statement that
1

the supporting material is not attached and w'll be =rovided

12 later. That note is dated February 2nd, '84 and

13

14

15 Nevertheless, we do have a backg ounc 'n the

hvdrostatic test area, where we have gone in from ou"

irspection procram again, both under earlier allecations
18 last summer, as well as standard NRC Sta=f rev-'ews of the

hydrostatic testing process, which g've ~ s some backcrouna

in that area.

21 Anyway, those are examples of tne totally new

24

issues. Ne also have some ll issues which the Staff identified

that had insu ficient inform tion and were vague, that we
1

jus" couldn't make an assessment on because there was not

enouch meat there to aetermine whether or not it was a

sishop Exhibit l




